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Abstract

The central question asked in this study is "how weil do refugee youth integrate hto
Canadian society?"e

study examines the experiences of 91 refugee youth who

arrived in Alberta between 1992 and 2997, focusing on their subjective experiences of
integration, their educational performance, and their occupational aspirations. To
provide context for this study, research literatures on integration, immigration, race
and ethnic relations, the sociology of education, and citizenship, broadly defmed, are
discussed. Taken together, they provide a fûiler understanding of the complex process
of integration of refugee youth into Canadian society. This study presents a number of
unique and sometimes unexpected findings. First, in terms of their subjective
assessments of integration, refugee youth appear to be more integrated than the
relevant literature suggests. For example, three-quarters of refügee youth state that
they feel like "real" Canadiaas. Even so, just over 70% of refugee youth indicate that
kerping their hentage culture is important to hem, suggesting that their integration is
best understood within a multiculturaiism fiamework. Second, the majority of refugee
youth are relatively successful in the Canadian education system. Despite the fact that
40% of refugee youth were placed in grades too low for their age when they arrived in

Canada, most were able to "catch up" within a short time. Furthemore, over half of

refilgee youth were on-track for post-secondary education, sliould they choose to go.
Third, the occupational aspirations of refugee youth are comparable to those of
Canadian-bom youth, suggesting that, in this sense, integration has also occurred. A
number of the factors (e-g., family socioeconomic statu) typically found to influence
educational success and occupational aspirations among Canadian-born youth appear

to be of less importance for refiigee youth. Furthemore, the traumatic experiences of

being a refugee (e-g., having spent time in a refugee camp) do not have as Iarge an
eEect as we might expect. However, the study does show that Yugoslavian refugee

youth generally perform better in the education system than do youth fiom other
coutries.
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Chapter 1: Refugee Youth in the International and Canadian Context
Seventy per cent of Angolan children have witnessed a murder, alrnost halfthe
children of Sarajevo were shot at by snipers during the Bosnian war, and in
Sudan, guerrillas use youngsters to clear paths through rninefields. During
Liberia 's civil war, a fhird o,fthe rebelforce was under the age of 16. Children

as young asfive have fought in Sierra Leone, armed with automatic weapons
and sucking on alcohol-lacedpopsicles to steel their nerves. In Liberia, afler
the civil wur, many children moved into civdian Zife as street thugs and
criminak Orhers whofled to the sanctuary of Guinea soon became bored with
the+ suddenly peuceable Zzye und refurned to the warfor excitement. Soldiers
are what they are, and war is what they know. (Bell, 2000)
Introduction
Refùgee youth are a largely unEaiown group in Canada. There is very little research
about their lives once they resettle in their new home. Research on refùgees tends to

focus on adults and their econornic situation and language acquisition, or on children
and the psychologicai problems associated ~ 4 t h
war and trauma. What the public

learns about refugee youth is fkequently tainted by biased news reports, uninfonned
politicians, and armchair social reformers exaggerating the refugee îhreat.
For example, reports of a professional dmg ring luring youth fiom Honduras to
Vancouver surfaced in late July 1998. It was reported that as many as one hundred
Honduran children had been smuggled to Canada fiom Honduras and were being used

as indentured street corner crack dealers (Vancouver Province, 1998: Al). In
November of the same year, a 32 year old man, Freddas (Jim) Bwabwa, was murdered
by a gang of young Tamil refugees. The man was attempting to break up a fight
among the gang members (Macleun 's Magazine, 1998). The media portrayai of the
murder was one of good refùgees (Bwabwa) versus immoral youth refugees (Tamil

youth gang). Media reports such as these conjure up images of criminal refugee youth
ninniog wild in Canadian cities.

Adding to this moral panic are reports of bogus refügee claims by convicted criminais.
An example of exaggerated claims on the part of the media is the public response in
1999 to the clandestine arriva1 on Canada's west coast of five boats carrying refiigee
claimants from Fujian province, China. Refugee-bashing continues to be fashionable.
The National Post put these xenophobic feelings succinctly in a recent editorial:

Indeed, Canada's attitude toward asylum seekers, as this newspaper has argued,
is, if anything, too generous; our reputation for open arms no doubt contributed
to the shipioads of bogus refugees that arrived on our shores last summer (The
National Post, August 3 1, 2000).
Articles like this not only create intolerance towards newcomers, but they also
perpetuate stereotypes of refugees as invaders who drain our social welfare system and
create havoc in Our streets. Calls to end or significantly reduce the entrance of refbgees
are not limited to Canada. British Home Secretary Jack Straw stated earlier this year
that the United Nations Convention for the Protection of Refugees is "too broad for the

2 1 st century," and made the case that member countries of the European Union (EU)
should agree on new ways to interpret it (Collacott, 2000). Furthemore, the E U is set
to harmonize national poIicies to stem the '%de7'of refugees entering Europe
(Edrninster, 2000: 54). Aiready, countries such as Germany have taken measures to
reduce the number of refùgees crossing their borders.
While negative accounts are easy to find, there are many fewer successful refitgee
stories in the media. One positive exarnple is that of 26 year old Daniel Igali, a refugee

who came to Canada from Nigeria six years ago. He won an Olyrnpic gold medal for
Canada in free-style wrestling in the summer of 2000. Interestingly, in the many news
stories 1 read about his performance, only one referred to him as a former refugee.
Despite such one-sided reporting of events, most refbgees to Canada are Law-abiding,

self-supporting citizens. Preliminary research suggests that their reliance on welfare
and other types of social assistance is well below that of native-born Canadians (LuiGurr, 1995: 128), and that their rates of criminaiity and incarceration are much lower

than the rates for Canadian-bom individuals or immigrants (Yaeger, 1996: 6; Thomas,
1993).
While my dissertation is not an investigation of the media portrayal of refugee youth
or of refugees in general, its intention is to provide a more accurate description of
refûgee youth in Canada. The central research question addressed here is the
following: how well do refuge youth integrate into Canadian society?
Data for this research were gathered in the sumrner of 1998 via stnictured interviews
with 91 refugee youth in seven urban centres across Alberta. These i n t e ~ e w were
s
part of a larger study conducted by researchers at the University of Alberta entitled

"The Resettlement of Refugees in Alberta" (Abu-Laban, Denvhg, Krahn, Mulder and
Wilkinson, 1999). The object of the larger study was to explore the settlement
experience of refugees who had been destined to small urban centres in the province

f?om 1992 to 1997. Anecdotal evidence suggested that many refugees do not complete
their f m t year of settiement in such cornrnunities, preferring to move to larger centres.
Hence, the main question addressed by that study was why do some refugees stay in
rural communities in Alberta while others do not? The research was designed to assist
immigration officials in deciding whether it made sense to send refugees to cities other
than Edmonton and Calgary. However, the study also provided a unique opporhinity

to examine the integration of refùgees into Canadian society.
The youth survey cornponent of the project was developed in recognition of the fact
that resettlement and integration experiences of refugee youth would be markedly
different fiom those of their parents. Thus, the youth survey also addressed the themes

of school-to-work transitions, occupational aspirations, and other more youth-specific
topics.

Before discussing these themes, a broader examination of the global refugee situation
is called for. The next section of this chapter examines the experiences of refugees in a
global context, before retuniing to the topic of refugee youth in Canada.
Canada's Response to the World Refugee Crisis

Estimates of the number of refùgees worldwide Vary, depending on the source, from
13 million per year (Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 1998:40), to 14 million
(US. Cornmittee for Refugees, 2000: 3), to highs of 2 1,459,550' (UNHCR, 1999) as

of 1999. The numbers provided by Canada and the United States do not include the
millions of people who are in refugee-like situations worldwide. The rnajority of
refugees have fled to camps in Afnca, the major source continent of refugees. While
Canada and many other affluent countries have a long history of providing protection
to refùgees and asylum seekers, the nurnber of refugees actually arriving annually in
Canada is quite small. In the past two decades, an average of 30,000 refügees per year
came to Canada, but this number has decreased in recent years. Tables 1.1 through 1.5
show that between 1992 and 1997, the nurnber of refugees entering the country rarely
exceeded 25,000 per year. In 1999, Citizenship and Immigration Canada (2000: 52)
allowed only 24,367 refügees to enter the country.
The impact of war and the related rnovement of refügees is immense. Since 1945,
there have been 160 wars and anned conflicts, with 22 million deaths and three times
as many people injured (Zwi and Ugalde, 1989). There was an average of 9 wars per
year during the 1950s, 11 during the 1960s, 14 during the 1970s, and at least 50 per
year in the 1980s (Surnmerfield, 1999: 111). Civilian casualties have also increased
drarnatically since the Second World War. Five per cent of al1 casudties during World
War I were civilian, 50% of the casualties in World War II were civilian. In the

1

The UNHCR figures include 11,49 1,710 refugees (under the UN 1951 Convention), 1,3 19,020 asylum
seekers, 1,907,3 10 returned refiigees (returning to their place of origin in the past two years), 4,935,600
internally dispIaced persons, 448,100 returned internaliy displaced persons, and 1,357,8 10 other groups
of concern. The refugees included in this figure are, in terms of the UNHCR, persons who are still in
danger of persecution, torture or death, even if they have been repatriated to their country of origin.

Vietnam war, 80% of the casualties were civilian. Currently, civilian casualties
account for 90% of ail victims (Surnmerfield, 1999: 111).
Once in Canada, refugees face a number of bureaucratie obstacles to resettlement.
First, there are many regdations governing the settlement of refugees. Refiigees may
arrive in Canada as members of the convention or designated refùgee class, or t!!ey
may arrive at a port of entry and c l a h refkgee status, in which case they undergo a
refùgee detennination process designed to assess the Iegitimacy of their daims. In the
Iater case, if an individuai's claim is deemed worthy, hekhe is allowed to remaîn in
Canada as a refugee. Convention refugees are declared as such by the United Nations
Convention and Prorocol Relating to the Status of Refùgees. Under this category,

Canada accepts individuals who meet a predetermined set of entrance criteria from
refugee source counû-ies as d e k e d by the United Nations. Designated class refugee
selection is based on Canadian criteria for refugees, which is exclusive of the UN
definition. This category includes the Canadian program that identifies women at risk
for special consideration as refugees.

For administrative purposes, Citizenship and Immigration Canada further categorizes
refugees in terms of the type of sponsorship, either govemment, private or familyassisted classes. In 1999, 30.5% (N=7,442) of al1 refugees were admitted ta Canada
under governent sponsorship (Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 2000: 52). In
the sarne year, privately sponsored rehgees accounted for 9.8% (N=2,33 1) of al1

refugees entering Canada (Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 2000: 52). The
largest category of refugees declared refugee status upon arrival, accounting for 48.4%
of al1 refugees (N=11,790), while dependents abroad (children of a refugee already in
Canada) accounted for 11.5% (N=2,804) of the refugee arrivals in 1999 (Citizenship
and Immigration Canada, 2000: 52).
Upon officia1 selection, the Canadian govemment and numerous non-govemmental

organizations (NGOs) provide a number of services to newly arrived refugees.
Refugees to Canada receive financial assistance for their f i s t year fiom the federal

government or from private organizations such as churches or e t h i c groups,
depending on their category of entrance (govenunent sponsored, pnvately-sponsored
or dependents). Federal government direct hancial support can be received for one
year in the case of those who do not have sufficient fûnds to support themselves. A
range of settlement services is provided by NGOs, including language training, help
finding employment, some job training, help with housing, health.)and help with

Refugees are distributed geograpliically by the federal government. Alberta receives
the fourth largest nurnber of refiigees in the counfxy Between 1992 and 2997, refbgees
to Alberta numbered 9,629, representing 5.9% of ail refugees to the country (See
Table 1.1). Alberta was fourth behind Ontario (55.8%), Quebec (24.4%), and British
Columbia (7.0%). A defining characteristic of refugees is that most are destined to the
major metropolitan areas. Toronto received the largest number of refugees (30.4%)
between 1993 and 1997,2 with 38,174 over the six year penod (See Table 1.2).
Montreal is a distant second, the recipient of 18.I % of ail refugees, wliile Vancouver
received 6.2%. Calgary and Edmonton received 2.6% and 2.2% of al1 refugees,
respectively, over this time period, placing the cities in 5" and 7" places. The number
of refugees destined to smaller urban centres has been increasing since 1993. In 1995
and 1996, over 8,000 refugees were destined to smaller urban centres across Canada,
compared to a low of 5,000 in 1994.
Refugees come to Canada from many different countries. N c a and the Middle East
accounted for 32.3% (N=52,464) of dl refugees between 1992 and 1997 (see Table
1.3). The next largest source of refugees is Asia and the Pacific at 30.0% (N=48,666),
and Europe at 27.1% (N=44,073). In terms of source country, since 1993, former
Yugoslavia has been the number one source of refugees. In the years between 1992
and 1997, former Yugoslavia accounted for 23,706 refugees (14.6%) (see Table 1-4).
Other top countries of ongin include Sri Lanka (14.2%), the Democratic Republic of
Somalia (6.1%), Iran (5.6%), Iraq (5.5%), Afghanistan (3.7%), Vietnam (3.5%),
-

-- ---

-

'Data for refugees to large metropolitan centres in 1992 are not available.
6

Table 1.1
Refugees to Canada by Province of Landing, 1992-1997

Total (1992-1997)

Newfoundland
Prince Edward Island
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick
~uebec
Ontario
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Al berta
Norlhwest Territories

British Columbia
Yukon
Unknown
Total

162,316

100.0%

24,130

28,611

Sources:
Citizenship and lmmigration Canada (1994) Facts and Figures: Overview of Immigration, Ottawa: Minister of
Supply and Services; Citizenship and lrnmigration Canada (1997) Facts and Figures: Ovenliew of Immigration
Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada; Citizenship and lmmigration Canada (2000) Facts and
Figures: Ovenliew of Immigration, Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada.

36,608

Table 1.2
Refugees to Canada by City of Destination, 1993-1997

Total (1993-1997)

N

%

33,170

6

26.4%
0.0%

125,714

100.0%

Halifax
Montreal
Quebec City
Toronto
Hamilton
OttawalCarleton
London
Winnipeg
Regina
Saskatoon
Edmonton
Calgary

Vancouver
Victoria
Smaller urban centres
Unknown
Total

24,130

28,611

28,020

20,404

24,549

Note:
Data not available for 1992. Information nol available for al1 metropolitan areas for 1993.
Sources:
Citizenship and Immigration Canada (1994) Facts and Figures: Overview of Immigration. Ottawa: Minister of
Supply and Services; Citizenship and Immigration Canada (1997) Facts and Figures: Overview of Immigration
Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada; Citizenship and lmmigration Canada (2000) Facts and
Figures: Overview of Immigration. Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada.

Table 1.3
Refugees by Saurce Area, 1992-1997

199z

l%G

1995

l%kl

lfi%

XE32

7,930
7,l04
1,717
7,319
53
7

8,701
9,079
2,460
8,284
87

7,115
9,596
2,089
9,186
52

5,576
5,793
1,933
7,018
84

9,612
7,298
3,135
4,399

13,530
9,796
5,189
7,867

332

32,3%
30,0%
10.2%
27.1%
0.2%
0.2%

162,334

100.0%

24,130

28,611

Total (1993-1997)
N
%
Africa and the Middle East
Asia and the Pacific
South and Central America
Europe

Other
Not Stated
Total

52,464
48,666
16,523
44,073
276

28,038

20,404

Sources:
Ottawa: Minister of
Citizenship and lmmigration Canada (1994)Facts and Figures: Overview of Immigratio~~.
Supply and Services; Citizenship and Immigration Canada (1997)Facts and Figirres: Ovewiew of Immigration
Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada; Citizenship and Immigration Canada (2000)Facts and
Figures: Overview of Immigration, Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada,

99

226

24,543

36,608

Table 1.4
Refugees to Canada by Top Ten Soirrce Country, 1992-1997

Total (1992-1997)
N
%
Former Yugoslavia*
Sri Lanka
Dernocratic Republic of Somalia
Iran
Iraq
Afghanistan
Vietnam
Poland
El Salvador
Ethiopia
Other source countries**

Total

62,347

38.4%

162,334

100.0%

25,250

28,621

28,020

20,424

22,963

Note:
Information not available for al1 metropolitan areas for years 1992 and 1993.
* Former Yugoslavia includes Croatia, Bosnia-Hercegovina and other Yugaslavia.
** lncludes countries that did not make the "top tenu in any year from 1992-1997 and those countries in the "top tenu in one or
more of these years, but not in the "top tenu for this six year span.
Sources:
Citizenship and lmmigration Canada (1994) Facts and Figures: Ovendew of Immigration. Ottawa: Minister of
Supply and Senrices; Citizenship and Immigration Canada (1997) Facls and Figures: Overview of Immigration
Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada; Citizenship and Immigration Canada (2000) facts and
Figures: Overview of Immigrafion. Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada.

30,598

Poland (3.4%), El Salvador (2.5%), and Ethiopia (2.4%). These ten countries
accounted for 61.6% of the refugees arriving in Canada during this six year time
period.
Refugee Youth

Refugees tend to be younger than other immigrant groups. Over 90% of al1 refugees
who arrive in Canada are below the age of 45 (see Table 1.5). Refugees between the
ages of 15 and 24 represented 18.2% of d l refügees (N=22,905) between 1993 and
1997.~Child refugees (under age 15) accounted for one-quarter of al1 refugees to
Canada during these years.
The effects of war on refugee children and youth are varied. According to the United
Nations, over two rnillion children have been killed in arrned conflicts during the past
ten years. Hcwever, research suggests that the experience of war and the related
trauma cm be devastating to the social and psychological development of youth.
"During the same penod, another four to five million were disabled, twelve million

were lefi homeless, and one million were orphaned or separated fiom their parents"
(Summerfield, 1999: 111). Today, over 50% of the world's refùgee population
consists of children under the age of 18 and between 2.5% and 5% o f al1 refugees are
unaccornpanied children (Surnmerfield, 1999: 1 11).
UNICEF has col~ecieda number of psycho-social assessments of refùgee children

(Raymond and Raymond, 2000). For instance, of al1 the children in Mostar,
Yugoslavia, 85% were forced to leave their town or village during the war, 57%
reported that one or both of their parents were wounded, 19% had been injured
themselves, 95% had been in a situation during the war in which they thought they
would be killed, 75% had their homes aîtacked or shelled, and 67% had been shot at
by snipers. In Israel, three generations of Palestinian children have grown up in
refugee facilities (Raymond and Raymond, 2000: 47). Over 30% of the Palestinian
3

Age group data for refûgees are not available for 1992.

Table 1.5
Refugees to Canada b y Age, 1993-1997
Total (1993-1997)
N
?40

0-14 years
15-24 years
25-44 years
45-64 years
Over 65 years
Total

31,985
22,905
59,559
9,668
1.909

25.4%
18.2%
47.3%
7.7%
1.5%

126,026

100.0%

~1996J.z!5E!%E?!B
6,559 7,510 6,968
4,066 4,689 5,677
11,367 13,001 13,386
1,814 2,359 2,340
459
552
323

5,100 5,848
3,478 4,995
10,030 11,775
1,548 1,607
327
248

24,129 28.1 11 28,830 20,404 24,552

Note:
Data for age of refugees not available for 1992.
Sources:
Citizenship and Immigration Canada (1994) Facts and Figures: Overview of Immigration
Minister of Supply and Services; Citizenship and Immigration Canada (1997) Facts and
Overview of Immigration Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada; Citizenship
Immigration Canada (2000) Facts and Figures: Overview of Immigration. Ottawa: Minist
Supply and Services Canada.

children in these camps have some psychological or behavioural problems (Raymond
and Raymond, 2000: 55). Rwanda was the first internationally recognized case of
genocide since World War II. Hutu rebels were encouraged to kill Tutsi children.
Recordings fkom Rwandan Radio Mille Collines encouraged Hutus "To destroy the
big rats, you must kill the little rats" in reference to Tutsi children and youth

(Raymond and Raymond, 2000: 77). In just three months in 1994,800,000 Tutsi were
killed. An estimated 300,000 were children and youtb.
Some aspects of war and genocide disproportionately affect children and youth.
Landmines are one example. A study of Afghanistan, Bosnia, Mozambique, and
Carnbodia revealed that 1 in 20 persons in the civilian population had stepped on a
landmine, 1 in 10 were children (Summerfield, 1999: 1 14). Furthemore, children and

youth are not passive observers of wars, many are active participants. The use of child
soldiers bas been reported in many wars including recent conflicts in Kosovo,

Thailand, Sudan, Rwanda, S n Lanka, and Sierra Leone. These children and youth are
not immune to the physiological or psychological manifestations of traiuna and stress.
Frequently, they arrive in third countnes with emotional problems that may be quite
different fiom youth who have not actively participated in violent activities.
What happens to refugee youth once they arrive to Canada? There has been limited
research on the pre-migration, migration and post-migration factors that influence the
successfid resettIement of refugee children and youth. Pre-migration factors include
reaction to trauma, s e p d o n and loss, and deprivation (Ahearn, Loiighry, and Ager,
1999). How youth react to these events often plays a role in how quickly they settIe in
their new communities. Successful resettlement is based on the social and economic
supports provided by the community and the family, and the resilience of the
individual in question.
There is also some research into intergenerational conflict between refugee youth and
their parents (Boehnlein, Tran, Riley, Vu, Tan and Leung 1995; Ahearn, Loughry and
Ager, 1999: 230). RoIe reversais where youth take on sensitive family issues
surrounding translation, banking and other adult tasks may cause role conflicts
between parents and their children. Youth tend to adapt to their new society faster than
their parents and this again may cause tension in the famiiy (Ahearn and Athey, 1991;
Huyck and Fields, 1981). Youth generdly master English, and adopt new values,
customs and lifestyles related to the host country faster than their parents and this
causes additiond friction. But with these few exceptions, rekgee youth have not
received sustained interest from Canadian researchers.
Research Questions

The pwpose of this research is to describe and analyze the integration of refugee youth
in Canada. The data analysis begins in Chapter 4 by tackling the core question
immediately:

1. How welZ do refugee youth integraie into Canadian socieq?

As my literature review in the next chapter dernonstrates, integration is a highly
complex process involving many aspects of life. Hence, a number of sub-themes of
integration are exarnined separately in Chapter 4 in order to answer the central
question. Specificaily:
çt7lut are the pre-arriva1 experiences of refugee youth?
m a t is the heakh statzis of refigee youth?
m a t is the English language proficiency of refugee youth, and
what are their ESL experiences in Canada?
m u r are the educational experiences of refùgee youth prior to and

upon arriva[ in Canada?
mat kinds of rehtionships do refigee youth have with their family

and peers?

Haw do refigee youth subjectivel'y assess their overall integration
experience in Canada?
Answers to some of these sub-questions (Le., pre-arriva1 experiences, health, and
subjective assessments of integration) provide only a partial picture of refugee youth's
integration into Canadian society. For instance, pre-arriva1 factors such as refugee
camp experience, do not explain integration per se, but provide a background against
which subsequent integration experiences can be understood. Other sub-themes, such

as English language ability, educational experiences, and relationships with family and
peers are probably more directly related to the integration experience. English
language ability, for example, strongIy influences integration as it is a primary tool of
communication within the host society.
Answers to the array of questions regarding direct and indirect influences on
integration, taken together, help us better understand the process of refugees
integrating into Canadian society. However, some of these sub-themes are more

germane to a study of youth in particular. Because my sample is young, between the
ages of 15 and 2 1, it makes sense to focus heavily on their educational experiences.
School is the place where youth spend most of their tirne and where much of their
integration unfolds. Thus, a more focuscd research question in Chapter 5 asks:
2. Whai are the key determinanis of educational successfor refugee youth?

While a number of the sub-questions in Chapter 4 addresses how integrated refugee
youth feel in Canadian schools, this research question in Chapter 5 refers to the factors
that influence their educational success. Little is known about the determinants of
educational success for refugee youth. Kapreilian-Churchill(1996) provides one of the

few studies of refi~geeyouth in the school system. She fincis that many refugee youth
require special attention in order to be successful, and advocates changes to the school
system th& would allow them to reach their academic potential. Rousseau, Drapeau
and Corrin (1996) have conducted one of the few other relevant studies in Canada.

They observe that refùgee youth have a number of emotional and psychological
problems tkat may irnpede their success in school. Such studies, though enlightening,
do not provide information on the prevaknce of emotional and leaming problems
among refugee youth (a topic 1 examine in Chapter 4) and about how important these
factors are relative to other factors that influence school success (the key question
addressed in Chapter 5).
While not focused specifically on refugees, two recent studies suggest that ESL
students in Alberta, of which refugees constitute a part, do not perform well at school.
Watt and Roessingh (1 994, 1996) find that as many as 75% of d l youth in high school

ESL classes do not complete high school. In their study of ESL high school students
over a five year period, D e M g , DeCorby, Ichikawa and Jarnieson (1 999) found that
only 40% received a diploma upon completing high schod, 46% did not complete
high school at d l , and 14% completed with 100 credits but no high school diplorna.
Thus, both studies suggest that many youth who enter hi& school as funded ESL

students, including refugees, will not complete school and go on to obtain postsecondary training.

High school completion and post-secondary training are essential for gaining access to
high pay and high skilled employment in the Canadian labour market. Hence, success

in the secondary and post-secondary educational system is a cntical marker of the
current integration of refugee youth into Canadian society and of their firture
integration as adults. Those who are doing well in school now should have greater
opportunities to obtain high waged, more secure, professionai and managerial
employment in the future, while those who are doing poorly in school will have fewer
chances for this type of employment.
Another indirect indicator of the integration of refugee youth into Canadim society is
their occupationai aspirations. Most Canadian-bom youth aspire to high status, high
waged ernployment although there is also considerable variation, particularly on the
basis of social class. Do refugee youth have similar occupational aspirations? And are
the factors that influence the aspirations of refugee youth sirnilar to those observed for
Canadian-born youth? Thus, a third set of questions in Chapter 6 includes the
fol 10wing :
3u. How high are the occupational aspirations of refùgee youth?

3b. What are the key deîerrninants of the occupational aspirations of refigee
youth ?
Occupation has a significant influence on the socioeconomic status and lifestyle of
adults. Largely idluenced by educational attainment, occupation is an important
indicator of successful integration and successful school-to-work transitions.
However, it is not possible to directly study the occupations of many of these refbgee
youth as the majority are still involved in secondary and post-secondary education. Of
the few refugee youth who have fuiished high schooi, the type of employment they

currently hold is probably not going to result in satisfying life-long careers. For this
reason, the measurement of occupationd aspirations of youth was an important
consideration in the design of the survey instrument. Aspirations are a measure of the

type of employment these youth strivc for, and a way of predicting their
socioeconomic status as adults. School performance typically has a strong influence
on aspirations. For this reason, a path analysis is conducted in Chapter 6 with
educational status, the key dependent variable in Chapter 5, as one of the predictors of
occupational aspirations.
Both educational status and occupational aspirations are partial indicators of the
integration in refügee youth in Canadian society. Educational status is an indication of
how well they are doing in schooI and afso a measure of the possibility of going on to
post-secondary training. The successful completion of high school and subsequent
post-secondary schooling is critical for gaining access to high wage and high skilled
employment in the adult Labour market. Occupationai aspirations are aiso a measure of
possible career outcomes. Because most of the youth in m y sarnple are not old enough
to participate in the adult labour market, we rnust rely on a proxy rneasure of their
career outcomes.
Theoretical Focus

A number of theoretical perspectives are used in this dissertation to guide and interpret
the analyses of educational status, occupational aspirations, and integration of refugee

youth. The broad literature on immigration and integration, including the race and
ethnic relations literature, is the first source. Within this perspective, the assimilation
approach focuses on how over tirne, refugee youth rnight begin to inkgrate into
Canadian society. In contrast, power/conflict theories show how socially constnicted
barriers c m limit the successful integration of refugee youth. A newly emerging
intergenerational focus on integration provides yet another perspective.

The school-to-work transitions theoretical perspective directly addresses the linkage
between school and work, an important part of growing up for youth in North
Arnerican society. Ln addition, this literatiire helps us to understand the overall process
of growùig up. It recognizes that there are many pathways to becoming an adult, and
that the order in which these choices take place, marriage, childbirth, employment or
independence fiom parents, may Vary significantly. Thus, this literature contextualizes
the progression to adulthood made by refugee youth. It also reminds us that though
these youth are refùgees, they are also young people in Canada, experïencing the same
culture as Canadian-born youth. In this way, this theoretical perspective helps us
understand refugee youth as "normal" youthFinally, the theoretical literature on citizenship is used to contextualize the overall
integration process of refûgee youth. Citizenship can be defined in a narrow sense as
involving the rights and obligations of legal citizenship. It can also be defined more
broadly, in the sense of having an equal right to a good education, satisfactory
ernployment and a high quality of life. Attainment of citizenship, in both a narrow and
a broad sense, is part of the integration process for refugee youth. A focus on
citizenship encourages us to ask whether refugee youth feel as though they fit into
Canadian society, and whether their educational experiences provide them with the
fûture they desire.
These different theoretical perspectives are not intended to be tested here. Rather they
are used to help analyze and understand the data and to provide a clearer picture of
what it is like to be a refûgee youth in Canada. Each perspective in turn sheds a
different light on the resettlement experience of refugee youth in this country. These
theories are discussed in more detail in the following chapter.

Chapter 2: Youth, Integration, Education, and Citizenship: A Review of Relevant
Research Literatures
During the first year it was a nightmare because 1felt like 1didn 'tfir in and 1
didn 't have piends and 1couldn 't speak English properly. " A 21 year old
female fi-omAzerbaijan in response to a question on "did you have dficulties
while in hi& school?" Later in the interview she was asked if she had any
m e r comments. She replied: 'Y'mjust glad to be here, even fit is stressfil.

It 's nice to be living in apeace_fùl country, better than the way it was back
home.
Introduction
These comments are representative of the feelings of many refugees interviewed in the
Resettlement Project Many of the youth respondents indicated that, initially, they had
some problems adjusting to their new society. Most said that after a period of tirne?
things becarne better for them. They felt more accepted at school and more
comfortable in their surroundings. Nevertheless, such accounts of settlement
experiences should not lead us to downplay the difficult process of integration.
Integration is typically a path of ups and downs, with some youth having more
difficdty adjusting than others.
Unfomuiately, much of the available research conceniing refugees has little to Say
about the rocky path towards integration into a new society and the transition into
adulthood. It mainly centres around three predominant themes: mental health,
econornic adaptation, and language acquisition. Research on refugee youth in Canada
and the United States is consistent with these themes (Apfel and Simon, 1996; Ahearn
and Athey, 1991; Dunnigan et. al., 1996; Dunnigan and Martin, 1989; Simon, 1983;
Whitmore et. al., 1989; Edwards and Beiser, 1994; Sack, Clarke and Seeley, 1996;
Tsui and Sammons, 1988). The present work provides a more holistic approach to the
study of refùgee youth and their integration hto Canadian society. For refugee youth,

a large part of this integration process is encompassed by the transition fkom school to
work. Hence, integration, as discussed in this dissertation, focuses heavily on various
aspects of school-to-work transition for refugee youth.
The school-to-work transition process for refugee youth may be characterized by
transition pathways that are markedly different fi-om those of Canadian-bom youth.
Refugee youth, like Canadian-bom youth, are not only leamhg to integrate ioto a new
society, they are also in the process of becoming adults. Growing up involves leaving
the education system, obtalliing a job, or pursuing post-secondary education. For this

reason, school-to-work transitions are a major part of their transition into Canadian
society. Furthermore, the school-work transitions of refugee youth may be
considerably more difficult, compared to their Canadian-bom peers. The education of
refügee youth may have been severely interrupted, and almost al1 will have had to
leam a new language. Refugee youth will have had to try to fit into a very different
school system and, perhaps, a different youth culture.

This chapter reviews four inter-related literatures on integration, race and ethnicity, the
educational experiences of refugee youth, and citizenship to contextualize my study of
the transition to adulthood and concurrent integration of refugee youth into Canadian
society. My goal is not to test theones or to synthesize them. Instead, this literature
review provides context for the descriptive and analytic fmdings in subsequent
chapters. The different emphases in the various literatures encourage us to look at the
school-to-work experiences of refugee youth fiom a variety of perspectives.

The first section o f this chapter examines the integration literature, with the next
focusing on theories of race and ethnicity as they apply to the experiences of the
Alberta sarnple of refugees. The next part of the chapter looks at research on the
school experiences of refùgee youth. The chapter concludes with an overview of the
literature on citizenship and how it is beginning to be applied to issues such as
employment and schooling rather than simply the acquisition of passports and rights

as a Canadian. It is this literature that can help tie the concepts of integration and

transition together so that refbgee youth c m be better understood in the context of
Canadian society.

Defining Integration
M e n researching refùgee youth, it is imperative to take into account the research
literature on integration?immigration, and the related work on race and ethnicity.
Migration is a longstanding interest of sociologists. Furthermore, immigration has
often been seen as one of the defking features of Canadian society. But despite this,
there has been little systematic research on refugees. Furthemore, when refugees are
the subject of inquiry, the research tends to be rather negative, focusing on mental
health problerns and language acquisition and seldom on their positive contributions to
Canadian society.
The term 'integration' irnplies comparison between individuals. In the case of
immigrants and refugees, the standard for cornparison is native-born Canadians. An
implicit but critical assumption is that as immigrants and refugees spend more time in
Canada, the more they become 'Canadian'. The problem is that there is no precise
definition of the processes and little consensus about the indicators of successfül
integration. In addition, newcomers are not subject to experiences similar to Canadianborn residents. Immigrants and refügees are selected for entry into the country. Thus,
should they be expected to become just the same as those born here? Perhaps there is
another way ro look at the concept of integration, one that does not h p l y that
newcomers must become more like the Canadian-born. Instead, both groups can be
conceived as working together to accommodate one another, rather than forcing
newcomers to adopt the practices of the host society.
An ideal form of integration involves a two-way process of accommodation between

native-born Canadians and immigrants. Yet common use of the term implies a oneway process. Kallen's view is exemplary of the one-sided view- requinng "members of
ethaic comrnunities to interact, exchange views, learn new values and lifestyles and

acquire new reference and membership groups" (Kallen, 1995: 153). While the ideal is
a two-way process of interaction, the reality is that this process fiequently remains
unidirectional, with change and accommodation occumng alrnost entirely on the part
of immigrants.

The term 'integration' becomes even more arnbiguous when the understandings of
immigrants, native-bom citizens and the goveniment are compared. For immigrants
and refugees, integration involves many long and short-term goals. In the short-tem,
integration can include some of the following: locating suitable houshg, adjusting to a
new climate, securing employment, leamhg French or English and even locating the
nearest grocery store. More long-tem integration goals may include finding
employment in a specific profession, making &ends and learning more about

Canadian culture. This should not be considered an identical process for ail
immigrants and refugees. Immigrants and refugees enter the country under varying
circurnstances. Some may know one or both officiai languages before aniving. For
these individuals, language acquisition is not a part of the overall process of
integration. For others, business investment might be an immeciiate objective. Thus,
the concept of integration varies even arnong newcomers.'
Native-bom Canadians have different conceptions of integration. Some see successfd
integration as an end-point where a11 immigrants abandon their culture and language
and conform to 'Canadian' standards. They feel that newcomers must conform to
linguistic, cultural, economic, religious and other n o m s in order to become fully
functioning members of society. It could even be argued that those who are ethnically
or racially different fiom white Canadians may not integrate at d l , given the racism
existing in Canadian society. Thus, even the word 'immigrant' evokes negative

'

The intesration process is made even more cornplex since the settlernent process can be affected by
immigrant entrance classification (in terms of access to particular services), ethnicity, age or gender.
tntegration for some refugees differs due to possible physical or mental health problems fiom war,
political instability or other factors relating to refugee status. For wornen, the integration process is
more likely to involve learning a new language than it is for men, no rnatter how long they have lived in

The popular conception of immigrant refers to people of colour who corne fiom
'Third World' countries, who do not speak fluent English (or French) and who
occupy lower positions in the occupational hierarchy. White, middle-class
professionals fiorn Britain or the United States are not commonly perceived as
immigrants (Kobayashi and Peake 1996: 10).
This negative connotation is ofken applied to refugees as well. Even white immigrants
and refugees may fa11 victim to negative stereotypes, especially if they have an audible
accent.
For other native-born Canadians, a more positive connotation of integration involves a
general acceptance of al1 immigrant cultures, languages, behaviours and noms with
the understanding that Canada is a country open to cultural diversi@. This perspective
is more congruent with the two-way process of understanding integrdon, irnplying a
desire to encourage immigrants to adapt to Canadian society and to be received by
Canadians without requiring them to abandon their cultures or values (Immigration
Consultations Working Group #5, 1994).
The f e d e d govermnent also has conceptions of integration that fkequently Vary fiom

those heid by newcomers and native-born Canadians. In the short-run, the government
promises to aid initial integration by providing for the settlement expenses for
govermnent-sponsored refugees for one year, but does little to encourage native-bom
Canadians or social institutions to change and adapt to newcomers in the Long run.
Nowhere does governrnent policy articulate a vision of integration that includes the
active participation of native-bom canadians2. The mission statement of Citizenship
and Immigration Canada (1 996: 9) includes three components: "labour market and
other econornic considerations, family reunification and the protection of genuine
Canada (Statistics Canada, 1995: 120). lntegration is therefore characterized by a variety o f different
processes, depending on individual circumstance.
- Except for those Canadians participating in the host program which help sponsor refugees to Canada.
However, the host proPm involves a very small number of Canadians.

refugees" (Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 1996: 9). It does not encourage the
host society to make the integration process any easier for newcomers. Until a twoway process is reflected in government policy, the main costs of integration will
continue to be carried by immigrants and refugees.
In reality, integration remains a one-way process where the onus to integrate is placed

on immigrants and refugees, not on the receiving society. The term integration implies
mutual acceptance fiom both hosts and newcorners. But while academics and poiicy
analysts may speak of two-way accommodation and acceptance?the reality is that it is
refùgees and immigrants who must adapt. Under the current system, newcomers can
add little to the cultural dynamics of the host society, given their powerlessness to
incorporate their beliefs into the dominant culture. In this way, the concept of
integration appears to give hope for a better society for us all, but has contributed Little
in reality.

Problems in Achieving a State of Integration
The government is also arnbiguous in its concern for refugees and immigrants on a
practical level. It is most concerned about the impact of newcomers on the Canadian
economy. Programs must be cost effective so that immigrants and refugees do not

drain the social welfare system. In retum, newcomers must also contribute to the
federal and provincial economies. For example, immigrants entering under the
Investor Prograrn are expected to enhance Canada's entrepreneurid capacity, provide
additional sources of business capital, support job growth, and enhance international
trade (Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 1996: 8). Immigrants entering under other
classes must not be an economic burden on the government. This means that once
settled, refugees need to quickly make a positive economic contribution to society. If
they do not, the government faces negative public backlash that would probably result

in restricting yearly entrance quotas for rehgees.

Integration processes can be affected by entrance classification especially since it has
repercussions for the amount and types of services available to immigrants and
refugees. "Historicdy, classification as a dependent, family class or refugee made a
tremendous difference in accessing certain govemment training and funding
programs" (Lamba and Wilkinson, 1998: 2 1). For instance, immigrants arriving as
principal applicants in any of the business classes are eligible for profession-specific
ski11 and language tralliing3. Refügees and other newcomers are ineligible for these
programs (Citizenship and Immigration Canada 1997: 35). These barrien mean fewer
opporhmities for economic integration for such groups.
Private-sponsored refbgees are particularly disadvantaged due to their entrance
classification. Many are ineligible for provincial assistance due to the ten-year support
clause in the Immigration Act stating that sponsors are responsible for the lodging,
care and normal settlement needs for a period of ten years (Citizenship and
Immigration Canada 1997b). The oniy way these refugees c m obtain provincial
support is to prove that the sponsor-refügee relationship has broken down, the onus of
proof fdling on the refugees. This is o

h difficult to prove to representatives of

provincial aid agencies, many of whom do not understand the complexities of refugee
settlement experiences.
Refugees are further disadvantaged upon their arriva1 given the heavy loan burden
many camy for travel to Canada and related expenses. Compounding these loans is the
additional $975 payment of the Right of Landing Fee. Tt was introduced in February
1995, has been called a "head tax" by the Natimal Action Committee on the Status of

Women and the Canadian Council for Refügees, and has been condernned by the
United Nations High Comrnissioner for ~ e f u ~ e eNo
s ~other
.
country imposes such an
entry fee on refugees (Canadian Council for Refugees 1997: 1). For this reason, the
economic i n t e m o n of refugees rnay be prolonged due to extensive debt incurred
upon entry. En tum,these initial econornic barriers set the stage for subsequent
3

However, al1 immigrants are eIigible for general language training.
The Right of Landing fee was abolished in February 2000. Persons entering the country &er this date
no longer have to pay this fee.
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problems in integration that are non-economic such as education and social
integration.
Integration of Immigrants and Refugees

Considering al1 the refbgees who entered Canada in the six-year period of the study,
eight of the top ten countries are non-traditional source countries (Citizenship and
Immigration Canada 1998b). As Table 1.4 in Chapter 1 shows, the top ten refügeesending countries include: Sri Lanka, Somalia, Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, Vietnam, El
Salvador, and Ethiopia. A conservative estimate indicates that 64% of d l refbgees
entering the country are "visible minorities" (Citizenship and Immigration Canada
2 998a). The figures for Alberta in 1995 (according to the most recent census) are not

largely different Fom those for Canada.
There are a number of theoreticd perspectives that can contribute to the understanding
of the integration of newcomers into society. These theones c m be broadiy
categorized into three different groups: mainstream absorption theories, underclass
absorption theories, and a newly emerging focus on intergenerational comparisons.
Mainstream absorption theoretical models are associated with the assimilationkt

perspective of Robert Park and are still evidenced in ethnogenisis and ethnic pluralism
sub-models. These theones are distinguished by their focus on "patterns of inclusion,
of orderly integration and assimilation of particular racial and ethnic groups into a core
culture and society" (Feagin and Booher Feagin, 1994: 29). A common theme of these
order theones is the idea of assimilation as a uni-dimensional process of integration.
Immigrants are forced to relinquish their own culture for the mainstrearn "white"
culture. In order to go about everyday life in Canada, newcomers must at least pretend

to adopt the dominant culture. Failure to do so rcsults in margindization with the
accornpanying repercussions of high unemployment, low waged work and other
negative outcornes.

How is this body of literature relevant to the educational performance and school-towork transitions of refugee youth? Essentially, it suggests that children adapt to new
societies faster than their parents because of their alrnost imrnediate introduction to the
new culture through the school system (Isajiw, 1999). The school is sometimes a less
threatening institution to learn the ways of a new society. Often, parents must
negotiate employment, health, and other institutions simultaneously and witli Little
guidance from others. The school, on the other hand, is supposed to be a fiiendly
environment where al1 children are relatively fiee to learn, regardless of their
immigrant or refugee status (Coeyrnan, 1999: 14). M i l e systemic barriers and
discrimination exist within this institution, it is assumed that school is an easier place
to learn a new culture and language. In contrast, a number of Canadian studies have
outlined discriminatory practices against immigrants and visible rninorities in general
in the labour market (Basran and Zong, 1998; Pendakur and Pendakur, 1996). While
the education system does reproduce "stnictured inequality based on race" (Henry, et

al., 1995: 174), it is a place where, at some level, refugee youth are introduced to the
culture of their new society.
Once out of schooi, immigrant and refbgee youth generally have better labour market
outcornes than their parents, due to the fact that youth are exposed to more of the
noms and values of their new society before they enter the labour force (Tsui and
Sammons, 1988). Thus, while upon &val the unemployrnent rates for immigrant and
refùgee youth are higher than for other groups of youùl, as adults, their occupations
and incornes tend to be of higher status and higher pay than their parents. This is due
to their immersion in the Canadian education system providing them with additional
"Canadian experience" that their parents often lack. Research on the economic returns
to education for immigrants show that those arriving as children or youth generally
have higher levels of education, and higher skilled occupations with higher wages than
their parents (Boyd and Grieco, 1998).
A second strand of integration theories can be collectively considered as the

underclass absorption model. Neo-colonialism (Gonzalez-Cassanova, 1 969; Frideres,

1998), blocked mobility (Bonacich and Modell, 1980), and split labour market

(Bonacich, 1972; Bonacich, 1976) theories focus on the persistence of ethnicity-based
inequality in terms of power and resource allocation, and document the fiequent
downward mobility of new immigrants. This group of theones ernphasizes the
persistence of social inequality based on ethnicity, social class and gender. Essentidly,
newcomers who do not fit into or actively reject the mainstream culture are relegated
to lower social strata with accornpanying low wages and high unemployment rates.
A good example of research in the underclass absmption tradition is the large

literature on "ethnic enclaves". Ethnic enclaves arise as a resdt of the exclusion of
people of colour fiom the better employment and wages in the mainstream economy.
The ethnic enclave is based mainly on self-employment and may include family
members as labourers. Feagin and Booher Feagin (1 994) cal1 this an "in-between"
position whereby certain ethnic groups have positioned themselves as separate groups

as a result of institutional barriers to better types of employment in the mainstream
econorny. These groups fmd a niche by servicing the mainstream economy. In Canada
the history of ethnic enclaves c m be traced back to early Chinese immigrants who
were Iimited, by law, to working in laundries and restaurants (Li, 1998).
Underclass absorption theory c m also help us understand the school-to-work
transition experiences of refugee youth. Youth who reject mainstream values are more
likely to quit school, get into txouble with the law, and practice deviant behaviours as

forms of resistance to the mainstream culture (Schissel, 1998). This rejection and their
subsequent educational failures, leads to low educational attainment and low skilled,
low waged employment as adults. Some refugee youth may not have a choice in their
acceptance or rejection of the dominant Canadian culture. Their situation is hindered
by the expectation of teachers that refugees wilI have trouble in school due to their
past traumas md tlie difficulties surrounding the learning of English (Rousseau,
Drapeau and Corin, 1996; Henkin and Nguyen, 1984; h a and Rumbaut, 1989). These
forces combine to hinder the academic success of many refugee youth.

From the perspective of this theoreticai approach, refugee parents do not have much
influence on their children because the parents rnay also have difficulty adapting to the
mainstream cukure. In fact, because their introduction to Canadian culture often does
not occur in a friendy institution as the education system, the integration of refugee
parents may take longer than for their children. Parents having difflculty accepting or
adapting to Canadian culture means they are unable to help their children who may be
experiencing problems in school. The consequence is the perpetuation of low income
arnongst newcomers and their families. Studies on Mexican immigrants in the United
States are a good illustration of the insights gained fiom the underclass absorption
model. Many Mexican immigrants live in areas characterized by low income and low
skilled employment. Combined with systemic racism in the American labour market,
this leads to the perpetuation of low income and lower class status (Padilla and Glick,

2000; Massey, i 993; Santiago and Wilder, i 99 1).
Boyd and Grieco (1998) have recently added an intergenerational focus to this
iiterature. They use a hvo-tiered model of integration, focusing mainly on the "one
point five generation". First generation immigrants are those who have immigrated to
this country. Second generation immigrants are the children of immigrant parents. The
1.5 generation are foreign-boni children who immigrated early in their lives. Boyd and

Grieco argue that children spending a large part of their formative years in Canada

have different integration experiences. For instance, younger children may have fewer
problems integrating than older siblings since they are introduced to the new culture
andor new language at a younger age and have a longer dwation to adjust to their new
society and culture before becorning adults. This is a usefid perspective to consider for
this thesis, since it rerninds us that not only are the intesation experiences of refügee
youth quite different fiorn the experiences of their parents, but they may vary f h m
individual to individual, dependent on age of arrival. Consequently, it is important to
go beyond the traditional focus of integration reseanh when studying refugee youth.
In particular, given that school plays such an important roIe in the lives of youth, a
detailed systematic examination of the school-to-work transition experiences of
refugee youth could be very usefui.

Theories of Race and Ethnic Relations
Given that visible minorities make up a large proportion of refugees entering canadas,
and due to the persistence of racism in Canada, it is Ünperative that the literature on
race and ethnicity is hcluded in this discussion. Henry et al., (1995) insist that racism
exists within al1 institutions in Canadian society, especially in the labour market and
within the school system-two

institutions within which refugee youth spend much of

their time. The race and ethnic relations literature can be divided into two broad
categories shaped by order theories and power/conflict theories (Feagin and Booher
Feagin, 1994).

Order theories "tend to accent patterns of inclusion, of the orderly integration and
assimilation of particular racial and ethnic groups to a core culture and society"
(Feagin and Booher Feagin, 1994: 29). These theories emphasize consistency, stability
and adaptation to society. A common theme of these structurai-fûnctionalisttheories is

the idea of assimilation as a one-way process where immigrants are unprob~ematically
integrated or assirnilated into the dominant (white) culture by relinquishing their own
(non-white) culture. Historically, the Canadian literature on race and ethnicity has
been heavily influenced by these theories.
Robert Park's (1921, c.f. Banton 1998) Race Relations Cycle is the most widely
known of the order theories. The Race Relations Cycle has four components: contact,
competition, accommodation, and eventual assimilation. All steps are progressive and
irreversible. In the contact stage, small numbers of immigrants arrive and settle. Once
initial settlement occurs, the competition phase means an increase in immigrant
arrivals and introduces rivahy for jobs, a competition involving the hosts and
newcomers. Generally, the host conununity begins to feel threatened by the presence
of and competition stimuIated by the arriva1 of immigrants. Cornpetition and conflict
are interrelated steps and are generated fiom increased contacts between the host and

newcomers. In the final step, newcomers and native-bom compete as equals for the
sarne jobs, education and other achieved statuses. Newcomers are required to
assimilate in order to "fit in" to society. According to Park, integration is a Long term
but inevitable process experienced by al1 host communities and immigrants.
However, order theories do little to explain the continued exploitation of newcomers
and non-whites by a largely white capitalist class. For instance, why do some refugee
groups such as Afiicans continue to have poverty rates twice as high as white
Canadians? Kaziempur and Halli (1999) highlight the existence of inequaiity in the
economic sphere that is based on this type of discrimination. They h d that while
newcomers to Canada are disproportionately represented in the highest income
brackets, they are also disproportionately represented in the lowest income brackets. In
addition, order theories fail to account for the fact that many immigrant groups do
manage to maintain some aspects of their culture.
Despite such flaws, order theones provide a useful perspective for understanding the
integration of refugee youth. Al1 newcomers need to adapt to fit into their new society.
For example, it is necessary to learn English (or French) to participate in the Canadian
school system, and to integrate into networks of fiiends. It is also inevitable,
particularly for immigrant and refugee youth that they will begin to accept some of the
noms and values of their new society.
Potver-confTict theovies focus on "the persisting inequality of the power and resource
distribution associated with racial or ethnic subordination"(Feagin and Booher Feagin,
1994: 29). This perspective places much greater emphasis on economic stratification,
structural barriers to equal participation in society, and power inequality issues than do
the order theories. For the purposes of this thesis, however, o d y the blocked mobility
and ethnic enclave versions of power-conflict theory are discussed.
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Refugees who are visible minorities make up approximately 73% of al1 refügees entering Canada
between 1992 and 1997, according to Citizenship and Immigration Canada (1998).

B locked mobility (neo-Marxist) theory emphasizes class stratification as the major
factor influencing race and ethaic relations. Neo -Marxists emphasize class as the most
central since the dominant capitalists control access to good jobs and high wages.
Since society is also racist, class formation occurs (more or less) along racial lines. It
is in the best interests of the capitalists to subordinate d l working class people in order
to keep the price of labour low. An effective way of achieving this is by dividing the
working class by race or ethnicity (Feagin and Booher Feagin 1994: 38). Widiui the
subordinated classes, we find competition for better jobs and higher wages based on
ethnicity and/or race instead of a solidarity of the entire working class which may
produce the revolution needed to overthrow the dominant class regime as predicted by
Marxist theory. In this way, racial and e t h i c differences effectively divide the lower
classes so that they are powerless to collectively resist the true oppressors, the
capitalists.
The core problem with this perspective is that it places too much emphasis on the
dominance of the capitalist class in coordinating the subjugation of workers by race or
ethnicity. There are other factors that contribute to the racial division of labour that
require more attention. The blocked mobility thesis helps to identi& the structures of
inequdity that prevent some refugees fkom participating fully and equally in al1
aspects of society. It is a useful perspective in considering the situation of refugee
youth in Canada because of its emphasis on structural barriers, many based on race or
ethnicity, to obtaining a good education and satisfactory employment.
Bonacich, along with Mode11 (1980), contribute to the separate but related literature on
ethnic enclaves. Ethnic enclaves a i s e as a result of the exclusion of people of colour
fiom the better employment and wages in the "mainstream" economy. Ethnic enclaves
are "business organizations associated with an ethnic cornrnunity, as characterized by
small f m s , owned and operated by minority members, that are located in a limited
number of markets such as retailing and food services" (Li 1988: 52). These activities
are largely based on self-employment and may inchde farnily members as labourers.
Feagin and Booher Feagin (1 994) cal1 this the in-befween position where certain

ethnic groups £ïnda niche in the economy by serving as small-business people
positioned between producers and consumers. While these occupations are not high
status, they are necessary to the successful operation of the mainstream economy.
Nevertheless, these ethnic enclaves are often perceived with hostility by the dominant
classes. This further increases racial tensions between dominant and subordinate work
groups and encourages a racial division of labour.
Ethnic enclaves are not necessarily negative experiences for al1 refügees or
immigrants. In fact, some enclaves provide relatively successfûl venues for
enterprising individuals. For example, the Hong Kong Chinese have economically
successfûl enclaves in Vancouver and Toronto. However, their success does not mean
econornic success for al1 Hong Kong Chinese in Canada. Rather, there are a select few
who profit fiom the labour provided by others, mainly newcomers fkom sirnilar ethnic
backgrounds. In this way, the ethnic enclave works within the mainstream economy,
with owners profiting fiom the labour provided by others.
Ethnic enclave theories are useful for this study of refugees because o f their utility in
describing the alternatives to employment available to marginaiized groups, especially
those who are visible minorities. This perspective can help us understand the structural
barriers that prevent many refùgee youth fiom aspiring to and obtaining high status
and high waged occupations. For instance, the availability of employrnent in the ethnic
enclave may discourage youth fiom excelling at school, and may limit the role models
that help shape their occupational aspirations.
Thus, via its emphasis both on assimilation and on barriers to equal participation in
society, the race and ethnic relations literature c m contribute to our understanding of
the integration and school-to-work transition of refügee youth in Alberta. However, by
itself, this literature is not enough to h l l y appreciate the process of school-to-work
transitions of refügee youth, nor is it sufficient for explainhg the linkage between
transitions and the concept of integration.

Research on Refugee Youth in the Education System
The narrow focus in the research literature on the education of refügees is a product of
a large number of studies in the 1970s that focused on the problem of immigrant youth

in particular and multicultural education in general (Ashworth, 1975; Troyna and

Smith, 1983, Bazalgette, 1978; Department of Education and Science, 1971). It was an
issue that became more "visible" with the arriva1 of a large number of Vietnamese
refùgees in the late 1970s. Tkis new source of unmigrants introduced, for the first
time, a significant number of non-white, non-English-speaking youth to many schools.
Despite this initial interest, there are few recent Canadian studies that focus
specifically on the education of refugee youth.
What makes the study of refugee youth transitions fiom school to work interesting are
the life course differences associated with being a refugee. Within the general
literature on transitions, there is no consensus on the benchmarks defining the
"ultirnate" transition to adulthood. Hein2 (1996) suggests that leaving school, first fulltime job, first marriage and occupational career sequences are the major transitions

from youth to adulthood. Others would argue that leaving home, entering postsecondary education and parenthood are also important transitions (Venne, 1996;
Irwin, 1996). There are also certain subjective aspects to this transition including
feeling like an adult, acquiring feelings of independence and the accepting of certain
adult obligations. For refugees, life course transitions fkom youth to adult rnay also
mean additional role transitions: becoming a member of Canadian society, taking on
temporary adult roles, and possibly Learning a new language. These are transitions that
most Canadian-bom youth do not traverse and yet significantly impact the school-towork transitions of refugee youth.
Coelho et ai. (1W O ) , writing about newcomer students in general, suggest that
teaching practices need to be altered to accommodate the language needs of some
refilgees. They suggest modifjring classroom language, developing alternative

materials and becoming aware of the iinguistic demands of each subject. This way, an
understanding of language acquisition may help teachers better understand some of
their refugee students. Kaprielian-Churchill(1996) and Yau (1995) build on these
findings by examining the identification, assessment, monitoring, and placement of
refugee students in grade levels. They then go on to recommend radical changes to the
Canadian education systern. These studies suggest that curent educational practices
are inadequate for many refugees, but this research literature is largely unclear as to
the best solutions for schools.
When refugee students perform poorly in school, it is often blamed on theu "refugee
experience". Rousseau, Drapeau and Corin (1996) find that grades are negatively
correlated with previous trauma. They also find that even when refugee students excel
in school, they are more often assigned to remedial classes than are their Canadian-

bom counterparts6.It is a presumption of many school administrators that refugees
invariably encounter integration problems in the education system. Such assurnptions
can perpetuate unequal treatment that may hinder refugee youth's future education.

These sentiments are echoed in American literature (Henkin and Nguyen, 1984; Ima
and Rumbaut, 1989) with cails for extreme changes to educational curriculum and
policies to better serve the needs of refùgee pupils. However, not al1 research cails for
a large-scale revamping of the education system. Grundy (1 994) suggests that the

existing system requires only slight modifications. For her, teacher preparation is more
effective and effrcient than chaiIenging existing education policies. However, hers is a
long-term solution to this problem.
Few studies dwell on the contribution of education to the integration of refbgee youth.
Tsui and Sammons (1988) used group meetings with Vietnarnese students to teach
social skills, sex education, and to help transmit American values to these newcomers
in the Urited States. In Israel, Zima (1988) studied the integration of Ethiopian boys
into the school system alongside the social integration of Israeli students. This study
6

This phenornenon is also seen among immigrant students. A further problern is that IQ tests are
adrninistered in English to non-English speaking students resulting in a low IQ score.

emphasized the two-way process of integration ïnvolving both refugees and the host
society. Unfomuiately, little work has been done on the non-curricular types of
integration that the education system can foster.
There are some studies that focus on gender and education of refugees. Khasiani
(1 990), Bankston (1 995) and Tran (1 988) discuss the social rnobility of femaie

Vietnamese refugees upon their entry to the United States. n i e y argue that a culture of
gender equity in the US allows Vietnamese women access to higher occupational and
educational status than they would have attained, had they remained in their
homeland. Tran (1988) also adds that there is a gender difference in Ianguage
acquisition. More Vietnamese men than women participate in language training,
resulting in slower integration of and Iess social participation by Vietnamese women.
This finding is supported by Canadian research. Immigrant women are more likely
than immigrant men not to be able to speak one of Canada's official languages

(Statistics Canada, 1995). Thus, gender differences in education and Ianguage
acquisition must be included as an integral part of any research on refugee youth.
Much of the remaining literature on education and refugees focuses on English as a
Second Language (ESL) training. Taplin (1987) dismisses the idea that ESL is a new

form of Ianguage training by outlining how ESL has been an integral part of
settlement on the Canadian prairies during the past century. F~irthermore,ESL is more
than just language training. It transmits knowledge about the host society and its
noms and values (Derwing and Munro, 1987; Pham, 1987), as well as providing
citizenship education and a rudirnentary introduction to Canadian society. These
studies touch on non-curriculum based leaming but do not focus specifically on
refugee youth.
As this literature review suggests, relatively little is known about the school-to-work

transitions of refùgee youth and about their integration in Canadian society. 1 see a
critical need to M e r investigate school-to-work transitions of refûgee youth for a
nurnber of inter-related reasons. In general, knowledge of school-to-work transition

experiences of refugee youth would greatly increase our understanding of the overall
settlement of refugees in Canada. The impression left by existing research is that
refugee youth are undereducated, high school dropouts with various mental and
physical health problems. My research goes beyond discussions of their mental health
and provides a more holistic view of refugees and an insight into a part of the
integration process in Canada.
More specifically, as this short review suggests, littie is known about the longer-term
experiences of refugee youth in the education system. We know that few obtain high
school diplornas, but what happens to refugee youth once they enter post-secondary
education or the labour market? Furthemore, we know little about the economic and
educational outcornes of refugee youth. Does Canadian education provide similar
economic retums to refugee youth as to Canadian-boni youth? Answers to this
question could inform us about discrimination andor unequal opportuniv in both the
Canadian education system and in the labour market. Unfortunately, the answer to this

question must be left to future studies as the youth in this sarnple are too young to
have established their careers.
While my thesis is not designed to directly tackie al1 these questions, it does address
some of them and it highlights the need for further research in this area. Specifically,
this dissertation describes in detail the educational experiences of refugee youth. It

also asks about how well they are doing in school, examines their occupational
aspirations, and asks whether they feel integrated into Canadian society.

The Concept of Citizenship

I have covered considerable theoretical territory in my overview of the integration
literature, theories of race and ethnic relations, and research on the educational
experiences of refugee youth. Another literature on citizenship c m help integrate these
disparate discussions. The concept of citizenship is intimately Linked with youth-toadulthood and school-to-work transitions. It is associated with the acquisition of the

rights and responsibilities of being an adult in a democratic society. However,
citizenship is rnuch more than just the right to vote and various obligations to the state.
Citizenship can be seen as a more holistic concept. Youth ' t a n be seen as a period
during which the transition to citizenship, that is, to fidl participation in society,

occurs" (Jones and Wallace, 1992: 18, emphasis my own).
Sociologist T.H. Marshall's three domains of citizenship are a useful starting point for
understanding the inclusive nature of this concept. The civil, political, and
socioeconornic domains each have considerable importance in creating a more holistic
conception of citizenship (Marshall, 1998). The civil domain includes fieedom of
speech, expression, and equality before the law. The political domain includes the
right to vote and political participation. The relationship between individuais in

society, social and employment and economic rights, and rights to a good standard of
living are part of the socio-econornic domain.
Yet there is a fourth dimension of citizenship that has been less ofien discussed. This
cultural component takes into account the increasing cultural diversity in societies and
recognizes that international migration and increased mobility are increasingly
important in a globalized society (Audigier, 1998). This domain of citizenship also
includes demands for collective rights for various minûrity groups such as
Francophones and First Nations Peoples. This domain of citizenship is very much
contested within the emerging citizenship literature as it implies that there are multiple
ways of belonging, and therefore, multiple ways of being a citizen. The varied culhuai
domain of citizenship has significant implications for refugee youth, given the many
ethnic and religious backgrounds they represent.

Citizenship, by its nature, is a contradictory concept as far as youth are concerned.
Young people are approaching adulthood, but they lack the legal rights of citizens, at
least until they reach a certain age (for exarnple, the right to vote acquired at age 18, or
the right to consume alcohol at age 19, depending on the province). Further, they are
both dependent on and independent of their parents. Generally youth rely on their

family for financial support, but they are also independent in terms of the fieedom to

rnake decisions about future schooling and occupational aspirations. Youth are, as a
result, in limbo in terms of fidl citizenship. Nevertheless, citizenship, broadly defined,
is a usefil concept for studying youth (Hutson and Jenkins, 1987, 1989; Turner,
1997). As Jones and Wallace (1992) state, citizenship can be understood as a source of

inequality in that youth are not eligibie for al1 the benefits of society due to their
chronological age. Some may even be living independently, but still lacking a variety
of citizenship rights. For example, a 16 year-old youth has the legal right to leave
school, but not the legal right to vote or collect social welfare payments. In this way,
their rights are curtailed by their age. Access to these rights and services are partiaily
determined by other sources of inequality in society, including gender, race, ethnicity,
religion, (dis)ability, and so on.
Despite their fiequently disenfranchised position, youth are very active participants in
Canadian society. But going to school, working in part-tirne jobs, and helping at home
are not recognized as fùlly productive work in our society and do not qualie youth to
become full-fledged citizens. Citizenship is typically based on productivity, giving
back to society, and this is partially premised on economic independence-something
the majority of youth lack. Political rights usually arrive at the age of rnajority. Some

of the civil rights of citizenship c m be obtained before this age, such as the right to
work or the right to leave school. However, many of the social and cultural benefits of
citizenship corne only with adulthood. Thus, to fully understand citizenship, one must
take a life course approach (Jones and Wallace, 1992).
McLaughlin (1992) also writes about citizenship in a way that takes into account the
civil, political, social and cultural domains. According to McLaughtinYs(1992)
conception, citizenship can be defined in a minimal and a maximal manner. Minimal
interpretations of citizenship emphasize the rights and responsibilities of individuals as
members of a society. For exarnple, a good citizen is law-abiding, public-spirited and
votes in elections (Evans, 1998: 8). As Wilkinson and Hébert (forthcoming) argue, the
problem with thinking about citizenship in this limited way confines the concept to

notions of legal status and ignores broader issues such as equality, power and social
disadvantage. Furthemore, this minimal conception of citizenship fails to account for
structural barriers to equality in institutions such as the education system and the
media that help shape and define our ideals of citizenship. This minimal interpretation
is reflected in various govemment policies such as the Citi.ensh@Act that defines
who is eligible for citizenship and who is entitled to its benefits. Another example of
minimal citizenship in legislation is the Voting Act, defining who is eligible to vote.

McLaugNinys second interpretation of citizenship, maximal citizenship, is more usefiil
for examining its linkage with education, employment, and other aspects of social life.

The maximal interpretation of citizenship includes notions of a shared democratic
culture, an emphasis on political and social involvement, and a knowledge of how
social disadvantage can undermine citizenship "by denying people full participation in
society" (Evans, 1998: 8). The maximal view of citizenship is only beginning to
become popular in the philosophical, education and sociological literature. It is in.
direct contention with much of the political literature that portrays citizenship as
something mostiy instrumental. Maximal notions of citizenship argue that citizenship
must account for influences outside the political-legal realm such as the social,
economic, and most recently, the culturd domains of society (Morin, 1997; Audigier,
1998). Thus, rights should extend beyond the civil-political-social rights triad to
include other rights such as First Nations treaty rights, reproductive rights, and rights
to protection ikom abuse (Strong-Boag, 1996; Mohanty, 1995; Appiah, 1995; Young
1995; Young 1998; Mouffe, 1995). This is where discussions of work and the
transition to adulthood fit within the notion of citizenship. Tumer (1 997) suggests that
the transition to adulthood is important in both citizenship and identity formation
which, in addition to legal status, confers a "particular cultural identity on individuals
and groups".
This maximai version of citizenship is a more useful way of viewing the citizenship
debate since it looks at citizenship in ternis of multiple discourses (Wiikinson and
Hébert, forshcorning). In other words, maximal citizenship is fluid, and has the ability

to encornpass different parts of individual identity, including public and private life, as
well as accommodating the definition of citizenship held by others. In this regard, the
nght to a good education and to a good job is elevated to the status of other rights
associated with citizenship (Reid, 1995).
This broader social perspective on citizenship c m be linked to some of the empirical
research in the area of school-to-work transitions. Here, the emphasis is rnainly on the
socioeconomic characteristics of the transition. Heinz (1996: 2) uses the life course
approach "to discover how social-cultural circumstances interact with the tirrling and
duration of life events and the social positions of different generations or cohorts".
This approach recognizes that there are individual factors such as gender,
socioeconomic status, place of residence, ethnicity and ability that innuence the
outcome of school-to-work transitions. It aiso recognizes that these processes are not
entirely driven by individuals. There are social forces that Stream individuals into
certain life paths, steering them away from other types of transitions. These include
structural factors such as the economy, the education systern, and the political system.
Thus, it recognizes that both social forces and individual agency affect the life course
outcornes of individuals. While a complete life course analysis is not possible in the
present research, this approach is a usefül guide in remernbering transition outcome
differences as defined by age, cohort, gender, socioeconornic class, ability, and
ethnicity (Anisef, Axelrod, Baichman-Anisef, James and Tunitth, 2000; Gabor et. al,
1996; Varpalotai, 1996; Geller, 1996; Hill, 1996; Perron, 1996; Looker and Lowe,
1996; Axelrod and Anisef, 1996; Kr&

et al., 1993; Gaskell, 1991).

There is agreement in this iiterature that citizenship issues are intimately tied to
employrnent issues. According to Jones and Wailace (1992: 103) the path to adulthood
today is "structured by access to employrnent to a greater extent than before". For
refugee youth, structural barriers, especially in the labour market and in the school
must be considered to better understand their transition to work, to adulthood, and to
full citizenship. Yet such analysis must also include family influences such as parents'
aspirations, ef'fects of community, and individual ascribed and achieved statuses to

obtain a more accurate picture of the issues enabling and constraining the integration
of refügee youth into the labour market and society as a whole.
Thus, citizenship is intimately tied to issues of youth, education, work, immigration
and integration. The idea that citizenship is comprised of four domains (civil, political,
socioeconomic and cultural) is key to understanding the shift in theoretical emphasis.
Citizemhip, defmed in this fashion, places an emphasis on the individual as an active
participant in the negotiation of transitions towards adulthood. At the same t h e , this
perspective recognizes that youth are constrained by structural barriers such as labour
market conditions, social class location, gender, race, and immigrant or refugee status,
al1 of which can affect their transition from school to work and to adulthood. The
influence of these factors is examined in subsequent chapters.

Conclusion
It is apparent that social forces stream refügee youth into particular life-paths that may
differ fiom other youth. This lengthy review of some of the relevant theoretical and

empirical literahire reaffirn~sthat our knowledge of refugee youth is limited. The
integration, race and ethnic relations, school-to-work transitions, and citizenship
literatures have paid little attention to this unique group of young people in Canada.
Together, howeve- these inter-related literatures can help us to better understand the
transitions and integration of rehgee youth. The integration literature aids in
understanding the resettlement process that al1 refugees to Canada experience. It also
sheds some light on how individuals view themselves within their new society,
focusing on their perceptions of "fitting in7'. The literature on race and ethnicity
identifies structural barriers and discrimination in Canadian society that can inhibit
equal participation in school, the labour market, and in other aspects of social life.
Finally, the citizenship literature provides a means of Iinking these different
perspectives with the concept of integration, since integration is ultimately concerned

with the acquisition of civil, political, social, and cultural rights. These are issues that

are intimately connected with the transition fiom being a newcomer to becoming a
full-fledged citizen in a new society.
As noted earlier, the intent of this dissertation is not to test any of these theories, or to
attempt a theoretical synthesis. Instead, these different theoretical and empirical
literatures help to contextualize this study, and to interpret findings. The next chapter
describes the research methods used to conduct this study of refugee youth. Chapter
four contains a broad and detailed description of the educationai and integration
experiences of refugee youth. Chapter five and six are more focused and analytical,
exarnining the educational status and occupational aspirations of refigee youth,
respectively. The final chapter summarïzes these empirical fmdings and questions
introduced in this chapter.

Chapter 3: Research Methods

"Nothingreally prepares you for going to a w m zone" Alan and Susan
Raymond (2000: 149) on their experiences of interviewhg children and youth
involved in armed conflicts.

Introduction
While 1have worked as an interviewer on a number of occasions, 1 shared the
Raymond's feelings as I began the i n t e ~ e w
phase of the Resettlernent of Refügees in
Alberta project. During the interviews, I heard stories that were unimaginable in my
cornfortable world in the Canadian prairies. The purpose of the Resettlement project
and my thesis were not to delve into the traumatic experiences of these men, women
and children, yet bits and pieces of their stories filtered into our objective data

collection. These traumatic experiences are Iargely absent fiom this dissertationL.1
believe that the pre-arriva1 experiences of refbgee youth cannot be divorced fiom their
current settlement needs since trauma, separation and loss of family members, and
disruption in socialization have lasting impact on the lives of every refbgee. For these
reasons, their trauma becomes a hidden backdrop in this thesis, ever present but
hidden fiom the reader and to some extent, myself as an interviewer.
This chapter describes the data used to examine the school experiences, feelings about
fitting into Canadian society, current educational status, and occupational aspirations
of refugee youth. It includes a general discussion of the larger Resettlement of
Rehgees in Alberta Project, in addition to a more detailed description of the sampling
and interview methods, and ethical considerations. This chapter also provides a
description of the core independent variables, and a dernographic profile of the refixgee
youth in my sarnple. Since youth wcre surveyed concurrently with the adults in this
project, it is necessary to discuss the research methods in tenns of the entire project
prior to considering some of the issues more pertinent to the refugee youth.

- -

1

This is not because of a lack of caring or interest on our part as researchers, but perhaps more because
of a concem of having Our survey instrument approved by the ethics cornmittee.

The Resettlement of Refugees in Alberta Project
The larger project exarnined the settlement experiences of newly arrived refugees to

the province of Alberta. Our project focuses only on those refbgees arriving during a
six year period fiom 1992 to 1997. Some settled in the larger centres of Edmonton and
Calgary, while the remainder were destined to the smaller centres of Lethbridge, Red
Deer, Medicine Hat, Grande Prairie, and Fort McMurray. The primary purpose of the
study was to compare the settlement experiences of those in the smaller centres with

those in the larger cities. The study is timely because of the absence of reliable
information on the settlement experiences of refugees in smaller urban centres. For
this reason, the study was commissioned by the Edmonton office of Citizenship and
Immigration Canada.
In the six-year penod between 1992 and 1997, an annuai average of 57 refugees
arrived in Lethbridge, 57 in Red Deer, 46 in Medicine Hat, 17 in Grande Prairie and 9
in Fort McMurray (Abu-Laban, et al., 1999: 4). These smaller cornmunities, aithough
they are considered "major urban centres", do not have the sarne kinds of resettlement
services and generally lack large ethnic cornmünities like those existing in Edmonton
and Calgary. Edmonton received an average of 532 refugees per year and Calgary
received 507 during this time period (Abu-Laban et ai., 1999).'
One of the major goals of the Resettlement Project was to quanti@ the geographic
mobility of privately and government-sponsored refugees sent to Alberta. Anecdotal
evidence suggested that refbgees destined to the srnaller centres of Lethbridge, Red
Deer, Medicine Mat, Grande Prairie and Fort McMurray were more likely to move to
other locales than those initially destined to Edmonton and Calgary. There were also
indications that many refugees moved to larger centres to find better employment,
access additionai settlement services, and to join ethnic cornmunities. However, no
evidence had been established until the completion of the study. The research

'This information was provided by Alberta Advanced Education and Career Development and was
produced fiorn the Landed Immi,mt Data Set (LIDS).

iodicated that 60% of the rehgees destined to these seven cities in Alberta between
1992 and 1997 were stili Living in these commUILity of destination when they were

interviewed in 1998. As expected, however, the retention rates in Edmonton (69%)
and Calgary (77%) were highest, with the smallest cities of Fort McMurray (35%) and

Grande Prairie (3 1 %) experiencing the lowest retention rates. This meant that an
average of 40% o f refugees who were destined to Aiberta did move, resulting in a
higher rate of mobility than the national average of 24% according to the 1996 Census
(Statistics Canada, l998).'
To capture a full picture of the resettlement experiences of refugees, the Resettlement
Project used a mdti-phase research design consisting of five parts: 1) Semi-structured
interviews with seulement workers, educators, Citizenship and Immigration staff: and

general social service providers in each of the host communities were conducted. A
total of 78 interviews were completed. 2) A public opinion s u m y of 802 immigrant
and Canadian-born respondents was conducted in the seven host cities. This survey
was used to measure the host society response to immigrants, refugees and members
of different ethnic communities. 3) A Ziterature review o f refugee research was
compiled to provide context to the results. 4) AnuZysis of Census data and other
official statistics on etbnicity, immigrant status, language usage, and labour market
conditions gave M e r context to the results and helped to explain how the conditions
of refugees may have differed fiom other persons in the communities. 5) Face-to-face
sb-uctursd interviews were conducted, many in the participants' first language, with

525 refugee adults and 91 refugee youth destined to the seven centres. The results of
these interviews provided the basis for a three-volume research report completed by
the research team (see Abu-Laban et al., 1999).

3

The five year mobiIity rate as rneasured in the 1996 Census is not directly comparable to the 40%
leaver rate of refugees in the Resettlernent Project because it covers a different time period and
measures new arrivals to an area rather than the proportion of "leavers".

Questionnaire Construction
A majority of the questions in both the youth and adult questionnaires were designed

specificdly for the purposes of examining the geographic rnobility and adequacy of
settiement services for refugees. Io consuitation with the Citizenship and Immigration
Canada office in Edmonton, the research team created a questionnaire designed to
study newly arrived refugees. Because of possibly differing integration and

resettlement experiences of refùgee youth cornpared to adults, the research tearn
decided to interview youth between the ages of 15 and 21 separately fiom their
parents. Many of the questions in the adult questionnaire also appear in the youth
questionnaire. However, the youth questionnaire contains additional questions about
school experiences (prior to and after arriva1 to Alberta), relationships with parents
and peers, career and occupational aspirations, and young refugees' hopes for the
fiiture.
For reasons of comparability, a number of questions on the youth questionnaire were
modeiled on existing survey instruments. Questions about educational aspirations,
cvork experience, grades and high school experience were taken fiom the 1996 Alberta
High School Graduate Survey (Lowe, Krahn and Bowlby, 1997) and the National
School Leavers Swvey (Gilbert, B m , Clark, Blue and Sunter, 1993). Questions about
physical and mental health, as well as stress, and sporting and voluntary activities
were taken fiom the National Population Health Survey (NPHS) conducted by
Statistics Canada. A survey conducted by Sarah Irwin (1 995) in Scotland provided
questions about fiiture marital status and childbearing expectations. A few questions
on opinions toward immigration and multiculturalism were drawn fiom Peters (1995).
Some of the general demographic measurements were compiled fiom various national
surveys including the Canadian Census, while some of the labour market questions,
especially on job length and reasons for Ieaving employment, were taken from the
Survey on Labour and Income Dynamics.

The youth questionnaire was designed for a structured interview format but with a
number of open-ended questions to capture personal opinions and experiences of
refügee youth. The questionnaires were examined and approved by the University of
Alberta Research Ethics Cornmittee. They were then submitted to the Edmonton office
of Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) for approval. Suggestions fiom this
office led to the addition of a few M e r questions. A pre-test with a small number of
refugee residents in Edmonton was conducted. On the basis of the pre-test a few of the
questions were re-worded and others were dropped. The youth questionnaire appears
in the Appendix.

Sampling Design
Refugee respondents were selected fiorn a sampling fiame generated by CIC.
According to the Lmded Immigrant Database (LIDS), 9,198 refugees were destined to
the seven Alberta host communities between 1992 and 1997. CIC provided the
research group with a sampling fiame of 5,208 names, addresses and landing record
nurnbers of govemment and privately-sponsored refugeesS4Refùgees not included in
the sampling frame were refùgee claimants, dependants sponsored by f d l y
members, and refùgees without available addresses. This means the results of this
study cannot be generalized to refùgee claimants or family-sponsored rekgees.
However, the sarnple is a good representation of refugees in the other categones.
The Population Researck Laboratory (Pm)in the Department of Sociology,
University of Alberta was contracted to manage the study. The PRL was able to
estimate the number of families and single individuals in the sampling fiame by
exarnining the last names and addresses of individuals. The purpose of this step was to
roughly estimate the percentage of families and single individuals so that neither
goup was inadvertentIy oversampled. A systematic sample was then drawn using
every nth name for single respondents and for family units to obtain a "target sample"
4

The original list actually contained 5,366 narnes. We removed the 158 individuals who had moved to
new communities immediately on arriva1 to Canada before drawing the sarnple.

of refùgees in each of the seven communities. All refugees in Fort McMurray and
Grande Prairie were included in the target sarnple due to their srnall numbers. The
resulting target sample nurnbered 956 individuals (See Table 3.1).
Refugee Studies and Methodological Considerations
A special note on the problems of data collection with refugees is warranted. The

identification of refugees fiom the greater population of immigrants is a difficult task
in Canada as detailed immigration records are not normally available to researchers

outside the federal government. Furthemore, information on refugees is generally not
included in available databases since refugees are rarely distinguished fkom the larger
immigrant population. Surveys like the Canadian Census are designed to study the
population in its entirety and only ask respondents to report their country of birth, but
do not ask whether respondents arrived in Canada as immigrants or refugees. Cost
constraints and ignorance about potential differences between immigrants and
refugees mean that important variations are rnissed in many studies. For this reason,
questions difIérentiating refùgees from immigrants are not included in any available
survey material. Even the official records are suspect. The Landed Immigrant
Database (LIDS) contained many spelling errors. Correct spelling of names is
essential in tracking respondents. Conversations 1have had with Citizenship and
Immigration Canada (CIC) personnel also informed me that at the time the sample was
drawn, CIC was in the process of changing their immigration record system fiom one
that was partially based on paper records to one that was fùlly automated. These
changes made the identification of refügees even more difficult.
There are other problems associated with studying refugee youth. It may have been
possible to interview the youth sample at school where comparable data on Canadianbom and other immigrant youth could be simultaneously collected. Unfortunately,
accessing students in the school system is quite difficult. Researchers must receive
permission from many levels including the school board, school administration,
teachers, and parents before the students can be contacted. By i n t e ~ e w i n grefugee

Table 3.1
Sampling Design, Final Target Sample and Completed Interviews

Total refugees
destined to each city
# of
# of

families* individuals* TotalN

Deslred Sample
# of
# of

. ..

Iptiim

Final Target Sample'
# of
# of
families individuals Total N

Completed Interview
Interviews Rate"

Edmonton
Calgary
Lethbridge
Red Deer
Medicine Hat
Grande Prairie
For( McMurray
Total
Notes:
* The number of families and individuals has been estimated based on a visual inspection of the sample frame provided by CIC.
T h e desired sample is estimated to be 883 respondents, roughly proportional to the number of families and single individuals in the
CIC database for each community. All families and singles in Grande Prairie and Fort McMurray have been included in the desired
sample, It assumes that there are 2.5 individuals over the age of 15 per family,
Final target sample refers to the actual number of families and individuals that the research team attempted to locate,
" Interview rate = (completed interviewsltotal individuals in target sample), A significant number of the target sample members had
moved across the coiintry, Even though niost (95%) could be located, it was not feasible to attempt Interviews with all, Interviews were
requested with 648 individuals, Only 32 fefused, translating to a response rate of 95%
Adapted from original source (see Abu-Laban et. al, 1999: 14).

youth at home at the same t h e as their parents, a few layers of this bureaucracy could
be avoided. It is these types of problems that make the study of refbgee youth more
challenging than other populations.
Initial contact with potentia! respondents was made using a variety of methods- Direct

telephone contact was initiated when the respondent's phone number was available in
the onginal sampling fiame. A search of directories, in telephone books or on the
Intemet, was also helpful in tracking current phone nurnbers and addresses of refugees
who had moved within the sarne rnetropolitan area. Once this method was exhausted,
we turned to commwiity centres and ethnic and immigrant organizations for lists of
clients. These organizations were helpfùi in providing up-to-date location information
for many respondents. Additionally, lists of hard-to-find respondents were created and
given daily to each interviewer. These lists were shown to respondents at the
conclusion of their interview and they were asked if they could provide telephone
numbers for any of these individuals or families. This iast method of respondent
tracking was one of the most effective. Eventually, we were able to find 95% of the

956 individuals in the sampling fiame (N=909). Only 47 individuals could not be
located.
As Table 1.4 in Chapter 1 shows, the largest numbers of refugees to Canada and to
Alberta in recent years were from the former Yugoslavia. Respondents fiom the
former Yugoslavia were also more recent arrivais to Canada, making them less likely
to have moved fiom their original destination, and so easier to find and interview.

Respondents from Vietnam were particularly difficult to locate due difficulties with
record-keeping by CICSand the fact that most of these respondents had arrived in
1992 or 1993. For these reasons, respondents fi-om the former Yugoslavia made up a
rnajority (6 1%) of the final sample (see Table 3 -2).

CtC tries to maintain accurate records of refugees on the Landed hmiaorant Data Base (LIDS).
However, due to variations in naming conventions, this is often difficult. For instance, first narnes of
Vietnarnese refugees were often recorded as Iast names andor were misspeIIed.

Table 3.2
Region of Origin, Target Sample and Final Interview Sarnple

CIC Sampling Frame
Y0
N

Africa
Central America
Southeast Asia
Former Yugoslavia
Middle East
Poland
Other

589
344
568
2482
1237

Total

Target SampIe
N
83
98

lnterviewed
%

46%

500

163
12

47

23%
2%
1%

4

9%
10%
10%
52%
17%
1O h
0%

5,366

100%

956

100%

99

11%
6%

11%

96

N

%

39
64
20
375
1 07
11
O

6%
10%
3%
61%
17%
2%
0%

616

100%

Note:
The original sarnpling frame provided by CIC contained 5,366names of government and
privately sponsored individuals destined to the seven cities. However, a small number went
directly to other communities other than the city to which they were destined. Hence the
original sampling frame of this study consisted of 5,208subjects. The original CIC database contained 85 individuals who had arrived to Canada from western European countries
(e-g. Denmark) and another 40 for whom no country of origin had been recorded- On the
assumption that these individuals probably came from Africa, the Middle East or the
former Yugoslavia, via western European countries, these cases were assigned to these
three categories proportional to the actual number of refugees in these three categories.
Adapted from source document (see Abu-Laban, et. al, 1999)

Lnterviewing
Due to cost constraints, the research team was able to conduct only 6 16 interviews
(525 adults and 91 youth), although 909 individuals had been located. Because a large

minority of refugees were now living in a wide range of communities across Canada,
it was not feasible to conduct interviews with ail those who had subsequently moved

fiom Alberta. A total of 186 individuals in the original target sample were living
outside of Alberta at the time of the study. We were able to interview 74 of these

individuals6including 11 youth. Out-of-province telephone or face-to-face interviews

6

Of the 74 out-of province interviews conducted, 22 were face-to-face and 63 were teIephone
interviews.

were conducted with 6 youth in British Columbia and 5 youth in Ontario.' The
interviews took place fiom July 12 to October 21, 1998, with the €I.& of the face-toface interviews conducted before August 3 1.
Of those refugees contacted for possible i n t e ~ e w sonly
,
32 (4.9%) refused. Based on

my own experience in contacthg the respondents, the major reason for refusals was
fear of having the information "leaked" to the federal government. Additionally, some
expressed fears that the information they provided would somehow find its way back
to their former country, resuiting in some sort of retribution to themselves or their
remauiing family. This is understandable as many of these respondents had
horrendous experiences with the government and police in their home country. Some
may also have had unpleasant experiences with the government and police in Canzda
due to the hearing process that determines the validity of their refbgee claim. Most
respondents, when told that the information they provided would be strictly
confidentid, and would help other rehgees in Canada were extremely eager to
respond. Another procedure we used to increase the response rate was to have our
interviewers of the same background contact individuais who had previously declined
to be interviewed. Ofien, when interviewers fiorn the s m e country or ethnic
background could relate similar experiences and empathize with respondents, it
became easier to gain their trust.
An interviewing team with thirteen members was hired on the basis of their

interviewing skills, multiple language proficiency, and experience with refugee and
multicultural issues. The interviewers participated in a training session prior to data
collection. Because the interviews took place in the respondents' city of residence, the
interview team was required to travel to each of the seven centres.' The majority of the
interviews were conducted by ten interviewers (six were former refugees); 1 conducted
a small proportion of interviews myself. Only 1/3 of the interviews were conducted in

7

Out-of-province interviews for adults induded 23 fiom British Columbia, 1 fiom Saskatchewan, 36
fiom Ontario, 1 from Quebec and 2 fiom Nova Scotia.
8
One interviewer was hired in Grande Prairie to conduct the interviews there.

English, with the remainder being conducted in 11 different lang~ages.~
Interviewers
translated the questions on site. For fixed-choice questions, response categories were
translated and presented on cue cards using nine dif5erent languages. These cards were
shown to respondents during the interviews to help facilitate accurate responses (see
Appendix for cue cards).
In order to obtain accurate and complete information, and to avoid transIation errors,
was
the interviewers systematically verified each questionnaire after the i n t e ~ e w

conducted. As an occasional interviewing supervisor, 1 observed the interviewers
spending a lot of tirne rewriting illegible responses and making sure that al1 questions
were answered. 1 do not believe that any of the responses were elaborated or changed
by the interviewers as they were trained in the importance of accuracy and took their
jobs seriously. Furthemore, many of our interviewers felt they had a persona1 stake in
the study results, as most were former refùgees themselves. They often saw their role
as one that would facilitate a better understanding of refùgees to Canada and felt that
they would have a smalI part in making conditions better for other refugees. Part of the
supervisory job involved debriefing the interviewers. The process continually dredged
up old memones and so many evenings were spent talking with the inte~ewers.After

a while, many of the interviewers began debriefing themselves, especially the
Yugoslavian interviewers as there were four to support one another.

Living and working together during the interview phase of this study may have been
mistrating at t h e s , but it also led to friendships that continue to this day. It is for these
reasons, both personal and observational, that 1have full faith in the accuracy of the
data as coIlected by the interviewers. Finally, I was told by most of the interviewers
that they "preferred" i n t e ~ e w i n gthe youth. The interviewers felt that the youth
survey instrunlent was "smooîher", and that the youth were less likely to become "offtrack", leading to shorter interview times and less interviewer/subject fatigue.

These languages included: Bosnian/Serbian/Croatian,Russian, Arabic, Urdu, Spanish, Polish, Somali,
Vietnarnese, Pashto, Amharic and Farsi.

Most of the interviews took place in respondents' homes. When possible, interviewers
conducted the interviews in separate rooms. One of the i n t e ~ e w
protocols required
i n t e ~ e w e r to
s enter a respondent's homes in pairs. This rneant that two or more
interviewers would be present in the house at the same time and could conduct
interviews in different rooms. No youth was ever interviewed in the presence of a
parent.'' However, there were a few times when siblings were interviewed
simultaneously. This may have influenced their responses somewhat. My personal
experience in interviewhg siblhgs sirnultaneously was that cornmon questions, for
example demographc questions, could be recorded more quickly, but that answers to

the more personal responses were rarely sirnilar. However, the practice of tandem
i n t e ~ e w i n gwas highly discouraged.
The average length of a youth interview was 50 mlliutes." Upon completion of the
interview, al1 respondents were paid $20 to compensate them for their time and any
expenses. I never experienced a youth refusing the $20 "gift". However, many parents
initially refused since they simply wished their participation to improve the experience
of other refugees. In the end, we convinced al1 respondents to take the "gift" by stating
that we might lose our jobs if we returned to our employers with the money.
We were generally treated uith extreme hospitality, regardless of the ethnicity or

gender of the interviewer. As part of the training, interviewers were instnicted to
accept food andior beverages. To refuse might be seen as a slight on the househoId.

My first rnistake was declining coffee at an Afghani household at 10:OOPM in favou
of water. While my purpose was to avoid caffeine before bedtime, asking for water
was interpreted as an insult to the respondent's Turkish coffee. After that, 1 found
myself having multiple "snacks" throughout the day and evening as refusal of any
offering was construed as impolite. Needless to Say, 1 probably gained five pounds
during the experience and lost much sleep due to caffeine-induced insornnia.

'O Parents were 0 t h interviewed first, mainly as a courtesy. This also meant that the parents codd
know that none of the questions were too threatening or personal for their children to answer.
II
The average adult interview was 80 minutes.

Sometimes, I was offered cigarettes, but 1 drew the line at starting this addiction in
order to obtain data!
All respondents were informed of the nature and purpose of the study when first
contacted by telephone. Before the interview began, respondents were again informed
of the purpose of the study. They were rerninded that their participation \vas voluntary,
that they could decline to answer any question, and could terminate the interview at
any time. They were assured that their answers would not persondly identfi them and

that their names and telephone numbers would be destroyed upon completion of the
interview. As already noted, there were very few refüsals (N=32) and most refiigees,
once they had been told about the purpose of the study?were eager to participate.
Overall, the interviewing experience was very enlightening. While I had conducted
interviews previously in various settings, I had never worked in such an intense
environment. To minirnize costs, we sent al1 the interviewers to each cornmunity at the
same tirne to cornplete as many interviews as quickly as possible. This meant living
together, experiencing stress, and working iong hours. A typical day would begin at
7:00 AM with a ringing phone. A respondent was returning a message we had left the

day before. Many respondents worked on shifts, so some of our interviews took place
in the late evening, as late as 2:00 AM in some instances. The late nights were m e r
lengthened by the daily debriefing of our interviewers. Debriehg was essential, but
personally draining. At the beginning of the project, many of our interviewers had to
face their own private memones that resurfaced while speaking with respondents.
Others who were not refugees themselves had to cope with the stones told to them by
the respondents. As well, there was much discussion among the interviewers
concernhg their own roles and quality of Iife in Canada. However, the team had. for
the most part, good inter-persona1 skills that 1beiieved helped to lessen their personal
stresses. I do not feeI this is a detriment to the integrity of our data, but rather a
necessary psychological process for the interviewers and myself (as 1 was not immune
to the stress of listening to traumatic experiences).

Coding, Data Preparation and Statistical Analysis
Upon completion of the interviews, answers to the closed-ended questions were
keypunched into an SPSS database. Coding fiarneworks for the "open-ended"
questions in the youth survey were developed by myself, except when the questions
were repeated on the adult survey. In this case, the coding -es

were developed in

consultation with the three principal investigators of the Resettlement of Refbgees in
Alberta Project. Subsequent to data cleaning, discrepant value and consistency checks
were also conducted. 1 was responsible for additional coding and restructuring of the
variables because of the specialized statisticai analysis required for diis project.. Once
coding was completed the youth data were merged with some information from their
parents so that data fiom the adults could be linked to their children. This step in the
preparation of the data file provided unique inter-generational information unavaiiable
in previous studies of refugee youth.
The data analyses presented in Chapter 4 are largely descriptive, based on frequency
distributions and bivariate cross-tabulations. However, while not overly complex,
these descriptive analyses present us with some very useful and informative findings
related to topics previously unexplored in the literature on immigrant and refbgee
youth. Chapters 5 and 6 contain somewhat more sophisticated multivariate analyses.
The path analyses (extensions of multiple regression) in these chapters allow us to
untangle some of the causal connections among the many variables exarnined in this
study. However, it should be noted that the relatively small sarnple size (N=9 1) means
that some interesthg findings do not attain statistical significance.
The data analysis in Chapter 4 is largely descriptive, focusing on a wide range of
measures of integration and school experiences. Cross-tabulations of these findings by
gender and ethnicity are also presented, with Chi-square tests of significance. Due to
the small sample size (N = 9 l), a relationship is deemed significant when p < 0.10. In
Chapter 5, multiple regression anaiysis is used to identify the key factors influencing
the dependent variable "educational status". A path analysis with refugee youth's

occupational aspirations as the dependent variable is presented in Chapter 6 to uncover
the influence of a range of endogenous independent variables hcluding family
socioeconomic statu. In both of these multivariate analyses, a significance level of
O. 1O is used, again because of the small sample size.
Why Focus on Refugees from the Former Yugoslavia?
Much of the analysis in subsequent chapters includes cornparisons of youth fkom the
former Yugoslavia and non-Yugoslavian youth. In part, this is because youth fiom the
former Yugoslavia make up half of the entire sample ( N 4 6 ) . As aiready noted, this is
not a flaw in the sampling design. The years 1994 through 1997 saw the Iargest influx
of arrivals fiom the former Yugoslavia as a result of the wars in Bosnia-Hercegovina
and Croatia. In 1995, 10,O16 individuals fiom the former Yugoslavia, mostly refugees,

arrived in Canada, representing 5% al1 immigrants and refugees arriving in the country
(Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 1997a). In Alberta, the pattern is similar; 560
immigrants arrived in the province fkom the former Yugoslavia. This accounts for 6%
of al1 immigrants arriving in the province. The figures are more dramatic when only
refugees are considered. In Canada, refügees from the former Yugoslavia numbered
6,948, or 28% of dl refugee amvals, making this category the number one refugee
source. When compared to the intake of refügees to Alberta (N=1.3 17), individuals
fiom the former Yugoslatla represent 53% of the total, indicating that our apparent
over-sampling of Yugoslavian respondents is only stight.
There is also an important theoretical reason for comparing Yugoslavian respondents
to refugees fiom elsewhere. Setting aside the two respondents fiom Poland, there is
one commonality uniting many of the youth in the non-Yugoslavian group. This is
their visible minority status. Most refugee youth arriving fiom these countnes can be
classified as visible minorities in the Canadian context. Though some respondents
fiom the former Yugoslavia may also identifl themselves as belonging to a visible

minority, the majority would n ~ t .Since
' ~ much of the literahire on ethnic relations
suggests that Canada is indeed a racist Society (e-g., Satzewich, 1998; Li, 1999; Isajiw,
1999), the "visible Merences" of some refugee groups cannot be ignored. A major
research question, as a result, is whether visible minority status has an impact on the
experiences of refugee youth in Alberta.
For these reasons, refugee youth fiom the former Yugoslavia are compared to those
fiom elsewhere throughout this dissertation. Even when grouped by region of origin
(i.e., the Middle East or Central Arnerica), subsamples are too small for furtfier
systematic comparison within the non-Yugoslavian group. Youth respondents fiom
countries outside the former Yugoslavia totai 45 with 4 fiom Azerbaijan, 1 fiom
Pakistan, 6 fi-om Iraq, 8 fiom Afghanistan, 4 from Vietnam, 5 fiom Sornalia, 13 fkom
El Salvador, 2 fiom Guatemala and 2 fi-om Poland. Therefore, it is not feasible
statistically to analyse refugees fi-om each country separately.
A Demographic Portrait of Refugee Youth

The following is a univariate description of some key demographic characteristics of
refugee youth, using the two main analytic groups: those fiom the former Yugoslavia
and youth fi-om elsewhere, prior to their arrivai in Canada.

" According to the 1996 Census of Canada, only 0.1% of respondents from the former Yugoslavia
considered thernseIves to be visible minorities (Statistics Canada, 1998).

Figure 3.3: Youth from Yugoslavia

Demographic Information
There were 23 mdes and 22 femaies.

Their mean age was 17.0 years
Mean number of months living in the present community was 20.
Half of respondents had lefi the former Yugoslavia by 1994.
While 33% of youth were destined to Edmonton, only 18% of the sarnple were
destined to Calgary. 33% were destined to Lethbridge, with 17% destined to
Medicine Hat, Red Deer, and Grande Prairie.
At the time of the interview, about 33% iived in Edmonton and 37% live in

Calgary. A total of 11 youth live in Lethbridge, Medicine Hat, and Red Deer. Only
three lived outside Alberta at the time of the interview.
-

First Language Knowiedge and Ethnic Background
Almost 60% of youth indicated that their first language is Serbo-Croatian, 22%
Bosnian, and 13% Croatian. Two respondents have Hungaian as their fust
language.
Alrnost al1 youth speak more than one language (96%).

26% of the youtii interviewed spoke French and German as a second language;
five oher languages were spoken by sorne of the other youth.
The language most often used at home was Serbo-Croatian (54%), followed by
Bosnian (17%) and Croatian (1 5%).
The ethnicity of the respondents was Bosnian (27%), Yugoslavian (20%), Croatian
(18%), Serbian (1 8%), Muslim (9%), and Serbo-Croatian (4%). Two respondents

reported a Hungarian ethnic origin.

Al1 youth were born in the former Yugosiavia (though half specifed their place of
birth as Bosnia-Herzegovina).

Figure 3.4: Youth from Other Countries
Demographic Information

There are 26 males and 19 females.
Their mean age was 1 8.3 years.
The mean number of months living in present comrnunity was 27.
Half of respondents had lefl their home country by 1992,with the rnajority
spending time in a second country before arriving in Canada.
Edmonton was the destination of 18% of youth,while 36% were originally
destined to Calgary,22% were destined to Lethbridge, and 25% were destined to
Medicine Hat and Red Deer.
At the tirne o f the interview, one third lived in Calgary while Edmonton was home
to 16% of the sample. Those living in Red Deer, Lethbridge, and Medicine Hat
accounted for another 33% while another 18% lived outside the province, in either
British Columbia or Ontario.

First Language Kitowledge and Ethnic Background
Spanish was the most cornmon first language indicated by youth in this category

(33%). Somali was spoken by I l % , Pashei by I l % , and Armenian by 9%. Other
first languages spoken included Polish, Farsi, Arabic, Persian, Kurdish, Assyrian,
Cantonese, Vietnamese and Pushtu.
The language most often used at home was Spanish (33%), followed by Somali
(1 1%) and Pashei (1 1%).

Twenty per cent indicated their ethnicity-as Afghani, 13% reported Central
Amencan, 1 1% were Somali, and 1 1% were Hispanic. Other origins reported
include Salvadoran, Guatemalan, Hispanic, Middle Eastern, Armenian, Kurdish,
Punjabi, Vietnamese, Iraqi, Chinese and Polish.
Thirteen youth were born in El Salvador, 8 in Afghanistan, 6 in Iraq, 5 in Somalia,
4 in Azerbaijan, and 4 in Vietnam. Other countries of birth include Poland,

Pakistan and Guatemala.

A pre-arriva1 cornparison reveals that there are a number of differences between the

two groups. On average, respondents fkom the former Yugoslavia were one year
younger than youth fiom other countries. Calgary is the most popular destination city
for al1 refugee youth in my sarnple, followed by Edmonton. About 25% of al1 refugee
youth were destined to mid-sized urban centres in Alberta.

Measurement
The following three chapters focus on the education and integration experiences,
current educational status, and occupational aspirations of refugee youth, respectively.
Given the comple?rity of the construction of the dependent variables used in Chapters
5 and 6 (current educationd status and occupational aspirations), the full details for

these are provided in the chapters as they are needed. This section details a number of
other variables used throughout the thesis. These variables, essentially dependent
variables in Chapter 4 and independent variables in Chapters 5 and 6, are separated
into four groups: individual ascnbzd characteristics, socioeconomic status measures,
familial factors, and individual attained characteristics. This modeling of variables
recognizes that there are different types of factors involved in the ability of refugee
youth to successfülly integrate in Canadian society.

individual ascribed characteristics are those over which the respondent has no control
such as age, gender and ethnic background. These are factors the respondents are
"born with" but they have significant social repercussions. For instance, it is well
established that being born female entails different Life chances in Canadian society
than being born male. These differences can be seen in such outcornes as Lower
average incornes. As explained in Chapter 5, a number of different sociocconomic

status rneasures were considered in the development of the multivariate analyses of
educational status. Social class has implications for family life style and access to
finances. For example, the greater the incorne, the better chance of attaining postsecondary education. Familial factors are those variables associated directly with the
particular youth's farnily, including the number of mon*

in Canada, parental health,

and difficulties helping parenl adjust to life in Canada. Thus, rnonths in Canada
should have a positive influence on the integration of refugee youth. However, the
amount of time spent in Canada is out of the control of youth and is therefore
classified as a familial influence. Finally, individual achieved characteristics are those
over which the refùgee youth have some control, albeit with some social innuences
outside their power. These i~cludeEnglish language ability, grade placement upon
arrival, and personal health.
Individual Ascribed Chmacteristics
A major independent variable in this analysis is ethnicity (Yugoslavian=l. other ethnic

backgrounds=O). The integration and immigration literature are unequivocal in
concluding that ethnicity has both negative and positive influences on various aspects
of social life. Due to the small size of this sarnple, ethnicity could not be studied in
great detail, but former Yugoslavs will be contrasted with other refugees.
Age (in years) and gender (O=female, l=male) are important benchmark variables in
the analysis. Age and gender differences in educational attainrnent, occupational

aspirations, and to a certain extent, fitting into Canadian society have been
documented by various authors (Gaskeil, 1992; Looker and Lowe, 1996; Geller, 1996;
Jones and Wallace, 1992). Additionally, age is an important develapmental factor to
consider in the integration of refugee youth. Age differences in the adaptation o f
refugee youth in their new circurnstances have been documented by Ahearn, Loughry
and Ager (2000) and Garbarino and Kostelney (1996), among others.

A number of family-related socioeconomic status measures are used as possible

independent variables in Chapters 5 and 6. Parents' highest level of schooling is an
important consideration given its influence on the academic achievements of children.
Perron (1996) found that mother's and father's highest level of schooling had a

significant effect on the educational aspirations of high school students who lived in
Montreal. Geller (1 996) also finds a correlation between parents' level of education
and the educational and occupational aspirations of young women in Toronto and
Regina. These are indications that the reproduction of socioeconomic status is alive

and well in Canada. For the purposes of this analysis, parents' highest level of
schooling is measured as the highest education of both parents (l=at least one parent
with university degree, O=both parents with less than university degree). Just over onethird (36%) have at least one parent with university education, while the parents of the
remaining 64% do not have post-secondary training.
Family income is another important infhence on educational status. Curtis,
Livingstone and Srnalier (1992), among others, show how youth are streamed into
academic and non-academic tracks in the school system and find a correlation between
the type of acadernic strearn and the income of the farnily. Here, family incorne is
rneaswed as the total income before taxes and deductions for the entire household
(1=<$20,000,2=$20,000-29,999,3=$30,000-39,999,4=$40,000-49,999,5=$50,000-

59,999,6=$60,000 or more). The largest group of refùgee youth lives in families
where the total income is less than $20,000 (36%), while 23% of the farnilies e a m
between $20,000 and $29,999, and 21% eam between $30,000 and $39,999 per year.
O d y 8% of refùgee youth live in families earning between $40,000 and $49,999,

while 9% live in families earning over $50,000 per year.

Farn ilial Facrors
Time spent in Canada is measured as the nwnber of months since arrival in the
country, and was obtained fiom the landing records used to initially track the refùgee
respondents. To be eligible for this study, respondents must have arrived in Canada
between January 1992 and December 1997. Therefore, the maximum number of
months in Canada for a respondent at the time of the i n t e ~ e w
was 60. In the
immigration literature, findings suggest that as time in Canada increases, the
integration of immigrants and refùgees should also increase. It would also be expected

that refugee youth who have been in Canada for longer penods of tirne would be more
integrated in t e m s of doing better in school and having higher aspirations.
The experience of a refûgee camp1' is a focus of much of the settlement literature
(Ahearn and Athey, 1991; Reynolds, 1993; Raymond and Raymond, 2000; Ahearn,
Loughry and Ager, 1999). The youth questionnaire did not have a question on refugee
camp experience, but the adult questionnaire asked about refbgee camp experience
and length of t h e spent in a camp. The question to parents was "didyou spend any
time in a refugee camp prior to your arrival Nt Canada? Parents' answers were linked

to the youth respondents and recoded in the following manner (l-yes, one or both
parents in refugee camp; O=neither parent in refugee camp).
Parental health may also impact the school experiences of refugee youth. When
parents are sick, ofien their children suffer as well (Ahearn, et al., 1999: 220; Laor
Wolmer, Mayes, Gershon, Weizman and Cohen, 1997). While the impact of sick
parents has been shown to be more detrimental to children under the age of five years
(Laor, et al., 1997), there remains a positive association between parental health and
the well-being of adolescents. The consequences of poor parental health for youth are
great, especially when they are expected to take on the role of pseudo-parents
themselves. Parental health as measured in this study, is an index of both physical and
mental health of both parents or, single parent when a second parent is not present
(Alpha=0.7596). Adult respondents were asked to rate their physical and mental health
one year after arrival on a number of questions including stress, psychological wellbeing and physical health over the past year (l=poor heaith, 5=excellent health).
The refugee youth survey instrument asks "haveyou ever had to help yourparents
adjusf fo life in Canada ( i r . translation, accessing social or employrnent services). If

yes, "someyoung refugees have said that theyfeel a lot ofpressure or conflict when
13

While the majonty of the literature focuses on the negative experiences o f refigee camp life, there is
a small literature on positive experiences of refùgee camp exposure, particularly for young xefügees
(Isajiw: Boshyk, and Senkus, 1992). This research also applies to an earlier era, namely post-Wodd
War II refugees.

they have to he[p their parents with translation or other adult matters. Other young
refugees don 't see this to be a problem for them. Ho w about you? Ho w do/did you feel
when you hnd tu help your parents in this way? The variable is coded in the
"

following marner for the bivariate and multivariate analysis in subsequent chapters
(O=no difficulty, l=difficulty). Refugee youth have a better chance of succeeding in
education when "their farnilies are stable, have adjusted well to a new country and
provide their children with support, encouragement and love" (Ahearn e t al, 1999:

230). Thus, this variable seeks to measure the positive and negative aspects of helping
parents. Some refugee youth found that helping their parents did not cause them any
stress or unhappiness, while others found helping their parents was very stressful.
Size of cornmunity has implications for the integration of refugees and other
newcomers, most importantly for the existence and availability of culture-specific
services. English language instruction and translation services are usually more
abundant in larger urban centres than in smaller centres. However, this availability is
coupled with increased waiting lists due to larger proportions of newcomers in large
urban centres. For this reason, availability of services may be a problem in the smaller
places. Furthemore, immigrants and refugees tend to congregate in larger cities.'"
There is a good chance that a community of sirnilar culture would be available i
n
larger centres rather than in smaller centres. This variable has poiicy implications. If
culturally relevant services are not available in smaller centres, and this hm an effect

on the educationd experiences of youth, it would suggest that additional funding
should be provided to service organizations in smaller wban centres. In the foilowing
chapters, a binary measure distinguishing between large cities (e.g., Edmonton and
Calgary) and smaller centres is used to measure size of community. Another take on
this issue would be to destine everyone to large centres.

'

According to the 1996 Census of Canada, the cities with the most immigrants in Canada are: Toronto
with 1,820,628 immigrants representing 43% o f its total population; Vancouver with 658,656
irnmi-orants or 36.3% of the population, and Hamilton with 147,888 immigrants representing 23.9% of
its population (Statistics Canada, 1998).

Recent evidence suggests that family composition is another important influence on
the educational status of youth. A recent study by the United States Department of
Educaûon h d s that the academic pefiormance of students in reading, arithmetic, and
generai knowledge is greater for children living in two-parent homes than for children
living in single parented homes (West, Dentin, and Germino-Kauskin, 2000). This
relationship remains even when home language use is considered. Children in twoparent families in homes that do not use English stiH outpe~ormchildren fiom singleparented families where English is the home language. Does this happen with refugee

youth? This variable is used in the subsequent analyses. Farnily composition is
measured in this study by a question that asks about the people living in the household
(2-0

parents, I=one parent, 0-0

parents). Only 5.5% of youth respondents arrived

in Canada alone, while 23% came with one parent, and the majority (71%) arrived

with both parents.
Differential effects of sponsorship are only beginning to be investigated in the refugee
literature. This research aims to identify differences, if they exist, between refugees
who are sponsored by the government versus those who are sponsored by private
individuals or organizations. It may be the case that refugees who have more personal
connections in the comrnunity through private sponsors, will have an easier time
integrating than those who are government sponsored and do not have the benefit of
inter-personal support fiom sponsors. The variable has two values (l=govemrnent
sponsored, O-privately sponsored). The majority of refugee youth were government
sponsored (59%) while the remahder (4 1%) were pnvately sponsored.
IndividualAchieved Characreristics
Recent research suggests that lack of English is the number one cause of academic
faiiure for refügees and immigrants (Huang,2000; West et al., 2000; Watt and
Roessingh, 1994). Those without language problems are more likely to successfùlly
integrate and also do better at school and in subsequent employrnent. Several English
language ability indicators are exarnined in Chapter 4. Respondents were asked to rate

their ability to read, write, and speak English on a five point scale (l=basic, 5=very
advanced). An index of English language ability was subsequently created fiom three
questions (Aipha=O.8718), and used as an independent variable in Chapters 5 and 6 .
The effects of mental health on the integration of refügees have also been debated.
Berry, Kim, Minde and Mok (1987) fmd that refugees and First Nations peopies
experience higher levels of psychosomatic stress than do other migrants and ethnic
groups, primady due to ethnic discrimination. Responses to four questions: "in the

past month, how healthy have you been psychologically? And, how happy or sad have
yozi felt in the pasr month? with the same questions asked about psychological heaith
"

and happiness during the first year in Canada, are examined in Chapter 4, along with a
nurnber of other measures of the psychological state of refugee youth. In addition, an
index of mental health status was constructed from four of these measures
(Alpha=0.7628) and used as an independent variable in Chapters 5 and 6.

The variable "grade placement upon arrival" has not been systematically examined in
the immigration Iiterature. However, it is reasonabie to suspect that students'
perceptions of appropriateness of grade placement upon arriva1 would be an important
indicator of educational success. Several measures of the appropriateness of grade
placement are discussed in the next chapter. The first is a self-report measure. The
survey question asked "do you think the grade you were placed in (when you urrived

in Canana) was the right grade for you to be in? Respondents indicating their grade
level as too low were categorized with those stating their grade assigrunent was 'Just
right" (O=grade too high, 1= grade just right or grade too low), since the variable is
used to measure of the negative effect of grade placements that are too high. in
addition, a second variable was constructed comparing the age of refugee youth to the
typical age of students in the grade in which they were placed. A third "appropriate
grade placement variable" compared the grade the individual had been in hislher home

country to the grade in which they were placed in Canada.

Chapter 4: Educational and Integration Experiences of Refigee Youth
"Althoughat first you 'Ilfeel isolated, in tirne, you wiZ1 make fien&.

"

A 20 year-old

female fiom Vietnam on ber advice to other refbgees.

"(1 love) rnyfiiends, and math. I love this school. I've aZways wanted fo go there.
There are people flom my background so it is easier tu make friends. n e teachers are
really nice. A 16 year old female fiom Bosnia-Hercegovina on why she likes school
"

in Canada.

Introduction
Canada is a nation that ernbraces rnultiplicity. It is a nation of two official languages,
three temtories, ten provinces and a plurality of cultural and linguistic groups. These
characteristics help defme Canada as a nation of many. While the federal government
has dedt with diversity by instituting multiculturai policies as a protective rnechanism
against discrimination, this legislation has often proven to be more about celebrating
Song and dance issues than about protecting the rights of minority groups (KaIlen,

1995). Thus, for some refugees, Canada is a haven. To many others, it is a place of
uncertainty and intolerance. For adult refugees, the labour market is the major arena
where hopes are either met or dashed. For refùgee youth, the school is the primary
institution within which integration can occur. Educational experiences and "fitting in"
to Canadian society are paramount to their overdl integration.
This chapter describes various aspects of the lives of refùgee youth in Canada to help
better understand the muitifaceted aspects of integration. Specifically, 1 examine some
of the pre-arrival experiences of rehgee youth, including refbgee camp expenence.
The physical and mental health of refbgee youth upon arrïvd in Canada, îheir ESL
participation, their self-rated English language ability, their education prior to their

amival, and their subsequent educational experiences in Canada will also be described.
1then go on to discuss their relationships with family and peers in Canada, and

selected aspects of "fitting in" in Canada. For each of these subjects, possible

ciifferences by sex and ethnicity are explored. Thus, in a general way and using a
variety of different measures, 1 begin to answer the broader question that guides this
thesis, namely, how integrated are refugee youth in Canada?
The rationale for why these subjects are discussed in relation to the concept of
integration is simple. Young refugees, no less than their parents, arrive in Canada with
social, cultural, linguistic, and educational experiences that influence their integration
into their new society. To better understand this complex process of integration, we
m u t examine their experiences pnor to and after their anival in Canada. Pre-arriva1
experiences include time spent in a refugee camp, time spent in a country of asylum,
and year of arrival. Post-arx-ival factors include heaith, English Ianguage ability,
education, relations with family and peers, and feelings about integrating into Canada.
Some of these issues, such as refugee camp experience, provide useful background
information that rnay innuence the findings in other chapters. Other issues, such as
English language ability, are more directly related to the process of integration. Thus,
this chapter not only highlights specific integration experiences, but also provides
further general information about refugee youth in Canada.

What are the pre-arriva1 experiences of refugee youth?
While the primary purpose of the Resettlement of Refugees in Alberta project was not
to investigate the traumatic experiences sometimes associated with being a refugee,
some questions about prior expenences were necessary to gauge their impact on the
resettlement experiences of refugees in Canada. It has been suggested that young
refugees undergo a number of critical changes during their resettlement penod and this
can affect their mental health and their happiness. "Adolescents and young adults face
developmental demands and maturational identity crises at the same t h e that they
encounter new situational demands and cultural identity crises" (The Canadian Task
Force on Mental Health Issues Mecting Lmmigrants and Refugees, 1988: 6). The
combination of fleeing a war situation, growing up, and adjusting to a new context
may be ovenvhelming for some refugee youth.

Table 4.1 reveals that just under one-third (3 1%) of al1 refùgee youth in this study
have spent seme tirne in a refügee camp prior to their arriva1 in Canada. There are no

significant sex differences; females (29%) were as likely as males (3 1%) to have spent
tirne in a cefugee camp. However, Yugoslavia.refùgees (37%) were slightly more
likely than other youth (24%) to have had this potentially traumatic experience.

Table 4.1
Refugee Youth Experiences Prior to Amval by Sex and Ethnicity
Ethnicitv

Sex

Total

Fernale Male
Yes
No
Total

29%

32%

Yes
No
Total

1994-1 995
1996-1998A
Total

Note:
* Chi-square significant at 0.10 for sex.
" Chi-square significant at 0.007 for ethnicity.
#
Information for this question is provided by parents. The total does not equal91 because there are
5 youth without parents.
A Only one respondent arrived in 1998.

There are no retiable figures available on the nurnber of youth in refùgee camps
world-wide. The UNHCR (2000) estimates that there were 1,733,150 youth between
the ages of O and 17 years old in refbgee camps in 1999. They represented 46% of al1
persons in refbgee camps. However, UNHCR acknowledges that it is extremely
difficult to obtain accurate data.

Research fmdings are mixed as to the effect of refugee camp expenence on the wellbeing of refugee youth. Some contend there is no negative effect for refugee children

as long as their parents have good coping mechanisms themselves (Ahearn, Loughry
and Ager, 1999: 220). Others argue the opposite, that life in refugee camps is
permanently scarring for children and youth (Raymond and Raymond, 2000:

UNICEF, 1999). Harrell-Bond (1 999: 138), in her discussions of the effect of refugee
camp experiences, concludes that the impact on youth is vimially unknown. Thus, the
findings in Chapters 5 and 6 regarding the impact of refugee camp experience on
youth's current educationai s t a t u and occupational aspirations may shed some light

on this issue.
The majority of refügee youth (72%) have spent some t h e in at least one country of
asylum before cornhg to Canada (Table 4.1). Males (34%) were more likely than
females (19%) to have corne directly to Canada without stopping in a temporary

'

country of asylum. This difference is significant. However, there is no difference by
ethnicity. Yugoslavian youth (73%) are just as likely as youth from other countries

(71%) to have spent time in an asylum country prior to their arrival. To give a global
perspective on this phenornenon, according to the UNHCR (2000), there were
2,220,040 asylum seekers in 38 temporary countries in 1999.
Three quarters of the refugee youth in this study, virtually al1 Yugoslavian, arrived
between 1994 and 1998, and only 24% of my sample arrived during 1992-1993.
Almost half of the youth fiom other countries (47%) arrïved in the years 1992 and
1993. This difference is highly significant in the Chi-square test @<0.00 1). This is
likely due to the large numbers of Yugoslavian refügees entering Canada after 1994
and the increased difficulty of tracking refügees who had been in Canada longer than 4
years. There is very little difference in time of arriva1 by gender, as we rnight expect.

' Chi-square is significant (p<O. 10) for sex.

In summary, three out of four refugee youth in this study had spent time in an asylum
country before coming to Canada. One-third had lived in a refugee camp. In
subsequent chapters, the impact of these experiences will be examined M e r .

What is the health status of refugee youth in Canada?
Public concern is often expressed regarding the heaIth of refugees, especially with the
rising cost of healthcare. Assessments of the health of refügee youth surveyed in this
study are made on the basis of responses to four relevant questions, (1) " M e n you
first came to Canada, how healthy were you physically?" Four response categories
were provided, "very unhealthy", "unhealthy", "somewhat heaithy", and "very
healthy". (2) ''When you first came to Canada, how did you feel psychologically?"
The same four response categories were provided. (3) When you first came to Canada,
how stressfhl was your life?'The response categories were '&verystressful",
"somewhat stressfiil", "not very stressfül", and "not at al1 stressfui". (4) "In the fust
year, how happy or sad did you feel?" The response categories provided were "very
sad", "somewhat sad", "both sad and happy", "somewhat happy", and "very happy".
The research literature suggests that mental hedth problems may be wide spread
arnong refugee youth. For example, Hodes (1 998: 793) reports that serious psychiatric

disorders are present in 40 to 50% of refugee children entering the United States. So,
how healthy were the refùgee youth on arrival in Canada? The majority (76%)
indicated that they were physically "very healthy" upon arrival in Canada (Table 4.2).
This fmdhg rnay reflect the vigorous health testing that refbgee applicants must
undergo before they are admitted to the country. A M e r 19% of refùgee youth said
that they were somewhat healthy. Only five percent said that they were physically
unhealthy (four percent) or very unhealthy (one percent) when they arrived in Canada.
There were no significant gender ciifferences observed in self-reported health upon
arrival. Similady, ethnic differences were not significant.

Table 4.2
Health of Refugee Youth Upon Am'val in Canada by Sex and Ethnicity
Sex

Total
N

%

very unhealthy
unhealthy
somewhat healthy
very healthy
Total

1
4
17
69
91

1%
4%
19%
76%
100%

very unhealthy
unhealthy
somewhat healthy
very healthy
Total

4

4%

8

20
59
91

9%
22%
65%
100%

very stresshil
somewhat stressful
not very stressful
not at al1 stressfuf
Total

27
32
17
15
91

30%
35%
19%
16%
100%

very sad
somewhat sad
both sad and happy
somewhat happy
very happy
Total

6

7%
10%
32%
30%
22%
100%

9
29
27
20
91

Given the traumatic experience many of these youth may have faced in becoming
refugees, we are M e r interested in their psychological health. According to Beiser
(1 999), post-traumatic stress disorder and depression are the two most prevalent

mental disorders found among refugees, particdarly adolescents and the elderly. In
response to the question "when you fust came to Canada, how did you feel
psychologically?," 65% of the refugee youth said they were "very healthy". Another
22% answered ccsomewhathealthy", while 13% said they were either unhealthy or

very unhealthy. Again, there were no significant gender differences. However,

ethnicity was significantiy related to psychological health upon arrival. Yugoslavian
youth were more likely to answer "very unhealthy" (9% versus 0%). In turn, they were
less likely to indicate they were "very healthy" (59% versus 71%). It is important to
note, however, that Yugoslavian youth had arrived more recently than many of the
other refugees, and there may be a recency ef5ect in terms of the youth's recollection

of their state of mind at the t h e of arrival.
Self-reported stress is another measure of adjustment upon arrival. Thirty percent of
al1 refugee youth indicated that their lives were very stressful upon arrival, and another

35% said they felt somewhat stressed. There are significant gender differences in
responses to this measure. Aimost 40% of females indicated they fett very stressed
when they arrived, compared to 22% of males. Conversely, only 12% of females
indicated that they were not at al1 stressed, compared to 20% of males. The results of
this survey are consistent with the Canadian Task Force Report (1988) revealing that a
large proportion of immigrant and refugee youth experience high levels of stress upon
arrival.

Refugee youth were also asked how happy or sad they feit during their first year alter
they arrived in Canada. A slim majority (52%) felt somewhat or very happy in their
first year, 32% indicated they were both happy and sad, 10% were somewhat sad and

7% were very sad. By way of cornparison, Bibby and Posterski (1992: 156) surveyed
Canadian-bom students and reported that 9 out of 20 students are "very happy". While
the questions asked in the two studies are not directly comparable, it does appear that
refugee youth, in their first year in Canada, are not as happy as Canadian youth, in
general. Once again, gender differences in self-reported happiness were not
significant. However, youth from the former Yugoslavia (39%) were more likely
(24%) to report mixed feelings of happiness and sadness in their first year, and were

less likely (13%) to indicate they were very happy.

To assess how they felt later on in their resettlement experience and to see if their
physical and mental health had improved since their arrivai, refugee youth were also

asked about their physical and mental health in the past month (Table 4.3). The
questions asked were identical to the ones reported above. With reference to physical
and mental health, there is not much change observed between the two points in time.
However, levels of stress had declined. Specifically, 64% of refugee youth reported
they had little stress or were strsss-fiee at the time of the interview, compared to only
35% upon arrival. Their levels of happiness also increased over tirne. Forty-six

percent of refûgee youth reported that they were somewhat happy and 32% reported
that they were very happy, up from 30% and 22% respectiveiy on amival. These
fuidings echo those of Beiser (1988, 1999) whose study of Southeast Asian refugees
showed that, as time in Canada increased, severity of stress decreased.

There were some interesting daerences based on ethnicity in the physical and rnental
health of these refugee youth in 1998. Youth fiom other countries were less likely
(58%) than youth fiom the former Yugoslavia (85%) to Say they were physically very
heaithy at the time of the interview. Youth fkom other countries (1 8%) were also much
more likely than Yugoslavian youth (2%) to report their lives as being very stressful.
Yugoslavian youth (46%) were more likely to indicate that their lives were not at al1
stressful at the t h e of the interview. Thus, on the whole, Yugoslavian youth were
happier (39%) than youth fiom other countries (24%).
There are two gender differences in terms of the youth's perception of their mental
health in the past month. Males (14%) were somewhat more likely than females (5%)
to report their lives as currently very stressfül. However, femdes (37%) were more
likely than males (28%) to Say they were very happy in the past month. Beiser (1999)
suggests that though most refugees' mental health improves with tirne, improvernents

do not af5ect everyone equally. "Pockets of peaple within the rehgee popdation
stayed depressed" (Beiser, 1999: 83). For males, especially those who are just beyond
high school age and about to enter the workforce, depression and other mental health
problems may be a factor if finding a job becomes difficult.

Table 4.3
Health of Refugee Youth in Past Month by Sex and Ethnicity

Sex

Ethnicity

QtherYuaoslaviac

Total

N

Oh

1
4
21

1O h
4%
23%

65
91

71%
100%

unhealthy
somewhat healthy
very healthy
Total

2
25
64
91

2%
27%
70%
100%

very stressful
sornewttat stressful
neutral
not very stressful
not at al1 stressful
Total

9
23
1
27
31
91

10%
25%

very sad
somewhat sad
both sad and happy
somewhat happy
very happy
Total

3
3
14
42
29
91

very unhealthy
unhealthy
somewhat healthy
very healthy
Total

- -

30%
34%
100%

3%
3%
15%
46%
32%
100%

In short, upon their arriva1 in Canada, rnost refugee yoüth were generally in good
health. This is probably due to medicai screening pnor to their amival. In other words,
unhealthy youth would not be chosen to corne to Canada by officiais screening
potential refugees. Many refugee youth indicated that they were very stressed and not
very happy on &val.

Over the next year, however, their stress levels fiequently

decreased, and their happiness increased. There were few gender differences in the
physical and mental health of refugees, but there were notable eîhnicity differences. In
particular, Yugoslavian youth tended to report better health and more happiness.

What is the Engüsh language proficiency of refugee youth, and what are their
expetiences with ESL in Canada?

In Chapter 3 , I commented briefly on the fxst language of the respondents. To better
understand the integration of young refugees into Canadian society, it is important to
have an assessrnent of their ability to speak English. English (or French) language
fluency is clearly important for fuoctioning in Canadian society. Without a strong
grounding in a heritage language refugee youth may have lïmited employment and
educational opportunities. Furthemore, research has shown that language is one of the
most important factors influencing integration (Kosaka, 1993). Hence, this section
examines participation in ESL classes, evaluation of the efficacy of ESL courses, and
current self-reported English language ability.

Ho w much ESL truining do refigee yolrth receive, and ho w useJuI is it?
Figure 4.4 shows that aimost al1 refugee youth in the sample (84%) took some ESL
courses after amving in Canada. Males (88%) were slightly more likely than fernales
(80%) to have taken these courses. There was no significant diflèrence in ESL
participation between Yugoslavian youth and youth fiom other corntries- However,
when the proportion of refùgee youth who were enrolled in ESL classes at the tirne of
the interview is exarnined, significant sex and ethnicity differences emerge. While

20% of al1 refugee youth were still tsiking ESL, 24% of males and only 15% of
fernales were still enrolled. Only 13% of Yugoslavian youth were still enrolled
compared to 27% of other youth.2 A possible explanation for this finding is the effect
of time of arrival, where those youth arriving in 1996-1997 would be more likely to be
taking ESL. However, as Table 4.1 shows, almost 50% of youth fiom other countiies
had arrived in 1992-1993. Only 33% of youth Çom other countnes came in the 19961997 period, compared to almost half (43%) of youth fiom the former Yugoslavia.
Therefore, time of arrival cannot expiain the difference in ESL participation between
youth fiom the former Yugoslavia and youth fiom other couniries. A more likely

'Chi-square is significant (pQ).

IO) for ethnicity.
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Figure 4.4 ESL Participation by Sex and Ethnicity

Ever taken ESL
courses in
Canada?

4

Ever taken ESL
in high school? *

a

lTOTAL
I
Female
Male
OYugoslavian
UOther

Currently enrolled in ESL? #

Percent

* N = 91 refugee youth
* Chi-square tests: sex (p < 0.01), ethnicity (p c 0.05)
# Chi-square tests: ethnicity (p < 0.10)

explanation is that Yugoslavian youth already had greater familiarity with English
when they arrived in Canada.
For refugee youth, ESL participation takes place mainly in the high school system
(Figure 4.4). However, it is apparent that some ESL classes were taken elsewhere.
This rnight have been in elementary or junior high school for youth who arrived in the
1992/1993 period.

There is a significant difference between males and females in their attendance in ESL
courses during high school (Figure 4.4). Specificdly, males (74%) were more likely
than females (49%) to have taken ESL courses in high scho01.~Female sample
members reported a longer dwation (3 1 months) in ESL courses compared to males
(26 months) (resdts not shown in figure). Thus, though fewer females took ESL

courses, those who did were in ESL courses for a longer duration. Yugoslavian youth
reported a shorter duration in ESL (25 months) compared to youth fkom other
countries (32 months). Again, this may indicate that more of the refugee youth fiom
the former Yugoslavia had some prior experience with English.

ESL courses were rnainly organized as "pull-out" courses (79%) where ESL students
were removed from their regular classes for a couple of hours during the school day4
(Table 4.5). This meant that the majority of ESL students were stili a part of the
"regular" class. The other 21% of refugee youth took their ESL full-tirne in separate
classes, or received extra help fiom a teaching aide while in the regular classroom.
Females (85%) were more likely than males (76%) to have taken their ESL as "pullout" courses, as were youth fiom other countries (88%) compared to youth from the

former Yugoslavia (73%).

Chi-square is significant (pCO.0 1) for sex.
Of the 76 respondents who took ESL courses in Canada, 19 did not take these courses in high school
and are thus excluded fi-om M e r analysis.

4

Table 4.5
Type and Assessrnent of ESL Education by Sex and Ethnicity
Total
N
%

Sex

Female
85%
15%
700%

76%
24%
100%

45
12
57

79%
21%
100%

82%
18%
100%

86%
14%
100%

64
12
76

84%
16%
100%

Yes
No
Total

21
36
57

37%
63%
100%

Yes
No
Total

31
26
57

54%
46%
100%

Pull-out (of regular classes)
Full-time ESL and otherA
Total

Yes

No
Total

Note:
Other includes full-tirne ESL and extra help from aide in regular class.
* Chi square significant at P=0.06 for ethnicity.
" Chi-square significant at P=0.09 for ethnicity.
A

The refugee youth were asked to assess the efficacy of their ESL training in Canada.
The majority (84%) indicated that ESL training haà helped them (Table 4.5)? There
were no differences based on sex, but there were differences by ethnicity. Youth from
the former Yugoslavia (24%) were more likely than youth from other countries (8%)
to Say that ESL did not help them. As already suggested, it could be that some of the

youth from the former Yugoslavia had some background in speaking English, makùig
them less likely to find ESL training in Canada particularly useful.
When asked specifically about their ESL experiences, sample members offered many
positive cornments. One student said, "they [the teachers] help me a lot. They
Chi-square significant @<O. 10) for ethniciv.

challenge me and without discrimination". However, there were negative comments as
well. One 15 year-old male student fiom Croatia said: "1 did not feel as though 1
learned anything usefbl during the 6 months I was in ESL. 1 felt we were encouraged
to play more than leam. 1 already knew what 1 learned". A 16 year-old female
respondent fiom El Salvador suggested that the ESL classes shodd focus more on
"conversation speaking not only reading fiom books".
Furthemore, there were different opinions about who would make the %est" ESL
teachers. Some students preferred that their ESL teachers speak theu language as well,

in the hope that they would be able to help them with grammar. Others, however,
suggested that ESL teachers should not speak the same language so that the new
students would be forced to speak in English. "Bosnian translators would hold you
back fiom learning English fast. (You) are better off to just dive into English right
away".
When asked if they thought that teachers treated ESL students differently fiom other
students, 37% of refixgee youth replied affIrmatively (Table 4.5). There were no sex or
ethnicity differences in responses to this question. When asked specifically how
teachers ~ e a t e dthem differently, h d f of those who said "yes" noted that the teachers
gave them more help than they did non-ESL studentd Only two students felt that their
teachers were less helpful to ESL students. This positive assessrnent of ESL teachers
is in contrast to the findings by Denuing, DeCorby, Ichikawa, and Jarnieson (1999)
who interviewed students who had lefi high school before graduating. Some of them
felt that ESL teachers did not spend enough time with h e m and did not challenge
them adequately.
Just over half (54%) of refbgee youth, females and males aIike, felt that other students
treat ESL students differently (Table 4.5). However, youth fiom other countries (67%)
were more likely than youth fkorn the former Yugoslavia (45%) to feel this way,'

6

Results not reported in tabular format.

'Chi-square significant (p<O. 10) for ethnicity.

perhaps because a larger proportion of the foxmer would have been members of visible
minonty groups and, as already noted, may have been less proficient in English.

Many refugee youth said that other students made fun of their accents. One student

fiom El Salvador suggested that "they tell you bad thùigs and you don't know what it
means". Another student, aged 15 fiom Bosnia-Hercegovina indicated that other
students do not mix well with ESL students. "Students wouldn't really talk to those
enrolled in ESL. Probably they thought they didn't understand. As soon as 1 finished

ESL, T made friends". One-third of al1 refugee youth reported that students teased or
bullied ESL students. This fmding was also observed in the Derwing et ai. survey
where some respondents suggested that there was a stigma attached to being an ESL
stucient. As one person said:

Sometimes, you know, sornetimes a new person fi-om a different country is
treated like they 're,you know, less. Like they don 't have any intelligence, any
knowledge of anything @erwing et al., 1999: 53 8).
How proBcient in English are refigee youth?
As a way of determinhg the English language ability of refügee youth in this study,
respondents were asked to assess their own skill level in reading, writing, and
speaking English (Table 4.6). Most rated their reading skills as advanced (44%) or
very advanced (25%). However, 23% of the respondents had Iower self-ratings of their

reading ability. Females were slightly more Likely than males to rate their reading skill
poorly (9% versus 4% respectively). Youth fiom other countrïes were also more likely
(9%) to have low self-ratings in reading compared to youth from the former

Yugoslavia (4%). While the percentage of fernale and male subjects rating their
reading ability as very advanced was much the same, youth from the former

8

Results not reported in tabular format.

Yugoslavia were much more likely to rate their reading lever in English as very
advanced (33%) cornpared to youth fkom other counûies (20%)?
Table 4.6
Self-Report of Current English Language Ability by Sex and Ethnicity
Sex

Total

Basic (1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Very advanced (5)
Total

Basic (1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
Very advanced (5)
Total

Basic (1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

Very advanced (5)
Total

Notes:

" Chi-square significant at P=0.10 for ethnicity.
" Chi-square significant at P=0.004 for ethnicity.

"Chi-square significant at P=O.lO for ethnicity.

Refûgee youth were not as positive about their writing ability in English. Only 14% of
d l refugee youth felt their writing skills in English were very advanced, with 43%
indicating they felt their skills were advanced. Thirteen percent of al1 refugee youth
felt their writing abiliîy in English was poor (scores of '1' or '2'). Fernale respondents
were somewhat more positive than males with respect to their English writing ability.
Specificdly, 5 1% of females ranked their writing abilities as moderately high (4)
cornpared to only 36% of males. There were also large significant differences by

9

Chi-square is significant for ethnicity, for reading skills ( p 4 . 1 0 ) and for writing skills (p<0.01).
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ethni~ity.'~
Youth fiom the former Yugoslavia were much more likely to rate their
English wrîting ability as very advanced (20%) or moderately so (57%) compared to
youth fiom other countsies (9% and 29% in these categories respectively).
Compared to reading and writing skills, refùgee youth were slightly more likely to
indicate that they were very advanced speakers of English (29%). In addition, fernales
(32%) were slightly more likely than males (26%) to feel their speaking skills were
advanced. Simiiarly, youth from the former Yugoslavia (39%) were more likely than
youth from other countries (1 8%) to rank their speaking skills as very advanced.
The respondents were also asked to gauge their English language abilities in terms of

fbturejob opportunities. SpecificaIly, they were asked if they thought their English
readiog, writing, and speaking skills might limit their firme job oppominities (Figure

4.7). Two-thirds of al1 refugee youth felt their reading skills would affect their future
job .opportunities. There were no sex differences in response to this question.
However, Yuposlavian youth (74%) were more likely than youth from other countries

'

(56%) to feel that their reading skills may Iimit their fùture job ~ ~ ~ o r t u n i t idespite
es,~
the fact that overall, they rated their reading abilities more highly than did the other
refùgee youth.
When asked about the influence of their English writing skills on their fùture job
opportunities, 54% of al1 refugee youth felt they may not obtain good jobs because of
their poor tvriting skills. Again, youth fiorn the former Yugoslavia (65%) were more
likely than youth from elsewhere (42%) to feel that their poor writing skills in English
would limit their future job opportunities. This pattern was repeated when sample
members were asked about English s p e w g skills and futurejob opporhinities. About
two-thirds of al1 youth felt their poor speaking skills would l h i t their fiiture job

'O

Chi-square for ethnicity is significant (p<O. 10).
IO).

' ' Chi-square for ethnicity significant @<O.

Figure 4.7 Job Opportunifies Limited by Current
Self-reported English Language A bility by Ethnicity
"Do you think your

........ may limit your job opportunities?"

Reading skills *

Writing skills #

Speaking skills

58
40

N = 91 refugee youth
* Chi-square test (p < 0.10)
# Chi-square test (p < 0.05)

60

Percent "yes"

=TOTAL
OY ugoslavian
OOther

possibilities, with 67% of Yugoslavian youth and 58% of youth fkom other countries
feeling this way.

'

In summary, refugee youth were reasonably positive about their English language
ability, especially rating their speaking skills as somewhat higher than their reading

and writing skills. While youth fiom the former Yugoslavia were more likely to give
themselves high scores in their ability to speak, write and read English, they were aIso
more likeIy to Say that their English language abilities would 1im.i: their future job
prospects. Aiso, there were significant ethnicity differences in ESL participation and

ESL evaluation. Youth f?om other counûies were twice as likely as youth fiom the
former Yugoslavia to be emolied in ESL courses at the Grne of the interview, and
tended to stay longer in an ESL class. Refugee youth fiom other countnes were also
more likely to feel that ESL courses had helped them to l e m English, and at the same
tirne, they were more likely to feel that other students treated them differently.

What are the educational experiences of refugee youth pnor to and upou arrival
in Canada?

Education plays a pivotal role in the lives of al1 youth. For refugees, educational
experiences play an even more critical part in their overall integration process. This
section examines the education levels of refugee youth prior to arrîving in Canada as
well as their experiences on entering the Canadian school system. A more detailed
analysis of the detemiinants of refugee youth success in the Canadian school system is
presented in Chapter 5 .
m a t are the education experiences of refugee youth prior to their arrival to Canada?

Refugee youth were asked to report their highest grade of schooling completed prior to
their arriva1 in Canada (Table 4.8). The largest proportion (40%) fell in the grade 7 to

9 category, with another 34% having completed grades 4 to 6. Only 7% arrived in
1

Chi-square for ethnicity significant (p<O.OS).
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Canada with grade 3 or l e s , whiIe 19% arrived with grade 10 or higher. Only two

youth had never been to school prior to their arrival in Canada
Sex ciifferences were found in association with prior educational attainment. Over half
of male refùgees (51%) arrived having completed grades 7 to 9, while only 27% of
females had this grade level. In turn, 27% of females arrived with grade 10 or higher
education, compared to only 12% of males. There were also significant ethnicity
ciifferences? Youth fiom the former Yugoslavia (28%) were more likely than youth
fiom other countnes (9%) to arrive with grade 10 or higher, or to have completed
between grades 7 and 9 (46% versus 35% respectively). Thus, youth fiom other
countries were more likely to arrive with less education. Some of these ciifferences
may be due to age, an issue examined below.
Table 4.8
Highest Grade of Schooling Completed Prior to Ahval in Canada by Sex and Ethnicity

Grades 1-3
Grades 4-6
Grades 7-9
Grades 10-12
Total
Total N

*p
Ethnicity*

Sex

Fernala

Male

8%
38%
27%
27%

31%
51%
12%

900%
(40)

100%
(49)

6%

Note:
* Chi-square significant at P=0.05 for ethnicity.

To inform the analysis of educational attainment in Canada, refugee youth were asked
if they had experienced difficulty in school before they came to Canada (results not
s h o w in table). Thirteen percent of al1 refugee youth indicated they had had some

difficulty in school in their home country, most of these (11 out of 12) being youth

fiom other countries. Youth were dso asked if they enjoyed school before aniving in
Canada. Only 9% indicated that they had not enjoyed school. Thus, only a s m d
minority of refugee youth reported problems in school or disliking school in their
home country.

How appropriate was grade placement upon arrival in Canada?
The majority (93%) of refugee youth in this sample had attended school in Canada.
There were no significant sex dserences, but 98% of respondents fiom the former
Yugoslavia had attended school here, compared to only 89% of youth &om other
countnes (results not presented in table). To obtain a sense of how far behind refugee
youth might currently be in school, Table 4.9 examines their grade assignment upon
arrival by their age at amval. The shaded cells indicate that the grade placement was

appropriate for their age (i-e., this is roughly the age at which the majority of
Canadian-born students enter this grade).
Ail respondents entering Canada at age 10 and 11 years were placed in the

"appropriate" grade according to their age. Almost one-third (29%) of those entering
at age 12 were placed in grade 5, while the rest were placed in Grade 6 (43 %) and
Grade 7 (29%), grades appropnate to their age. While over 70% of youth arriving at
age 14 and at age 16 were placed in a grade appropriate for their age, only 50% of
those arriving at age 15 were appropriately placed in grades 9 or 10. Overall, a
significant number of the youth were placed in grades appropnate for their age upon
arrival in Canada.
Table 4.9

Grade Assigned at Amival

by Age at Amval
Total

Grade 3-5*
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8
Grade 9
Grade 1 O
Grade Il
Total N

Note:
The table does not include the six respondents who have never attended school in Canada. Shaded areas
indicate that the grade assignment is appropriate for their age.
* lncludes only one respondent entering grade 3.

Figure 4.10 provides a more concise picture of this pattern, showing a breakdown of
grade placements that were "age appropriate" and grade placements that were low in
terms of age hy sex and ethnicity. O v e r d grade placement upon arrivai was "age
appropriate" for 62% of refùgee youth, while 38% were placed in grades low for their
age. Forty percent of males cornpared to 35% of females were placed in grades low for

their age, though this gender difference was not significant. There were no ethnic
differences. Altogether, just over one-third of refùgee youth were placed in grades low
for their age.

In addition to a consideration of the basic criteria of age, refùgee youth were asked to
reflect on the appropriateness of their grade plcicement upon arrival. Figure 4.1 1 shows
that the majority of refbgee youth (70%) felt their grade placement upon arriva1 was
''just right" (neither too easy nor too difficult). Almost 20% felt that they would have
been better at a higher grade because the work was too easy, urhile 11% felt that they
should have been placed in a lower grade because the work was too difficult. Overall
though, the sample members' self-assessments are roughly similar to the assessment
of the age-appropriateness of their grade placement.
There were no differences based on sex, but there were significant differences by
ethnicity (Figure 4.1 I ) . ~Whereas 26% of youth fiom the former Yugoslavia felt their
grade placement would have been better at a higher grade, only 12% of youth from
other co~mtriesfelt this way. Conversely, only 2% of refügee youth from the former
Yugoslavia felt their grade placement was too high but 21% of youth fiorn other
countries felt this way. Thus, youth fiom the former Yugoslavia were much more
Iikely to feel they had been placed in a grade too low for their abilities. Given the
possible similarities between the school system in Canada and Yugoslavia, these
differences are not surprishg.
Appropriate grade placement is important for future success in school. If the grade
placement is too high, this could lead to problems in understanding course material.
Chi-square for ethnicity is significant @<0.0 1).
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Grade piacements that are too low may jeopardize the possibility of the respondent
completing hi& school.
To assess the current educationai status of refugee youth, Table 4.12 compares the
current grade for refugee youth still in high school with their age at the time of the
interview. The shaded cells indicate that the age and grade level of the respondent
correspond to the average Canadian-born student. Fifty percent of refügee youth aged
15 were in grade 9 and thirty percent were in grade ten. Twenty percent of those aged
15 were in grade 8, a year behind where they might be for their age. Of the 16 yearolds, 85% were in grade 10 or 11, while 16% were in grades lower for their age. The
pattern is similar for 17 year olds where 18% were in grade 1O, one year behind where

they should be for their age. Seventy percent of refugee youth who were 18 years old
were in grade 12. Of the respondents who were still in hi& school at age 19 were
behind where they should have been for their age.
Thus, on anival, 38% of the refùgee youth were "behind" in terms of age, compared to
typical Canadian-born students. Kowever, Table 4.12 also shows that many were able
to "catch-up" by the t h e they were interviewed. The majority of those aged 15 to 18
were now in the correct grade for their age. This suggests that the educational
performance of many refugee youth in Canada may not be as problematic as other
researchers have suggested. Furthemore, Table 4.12 also indicates that the majority of
refügee youth will complete their high school education by their 19" birthdays. For
example, 80% of 15 year olds are "on-track" to complete their high school education
by the time they tum 19.

Table 4.12
Current Grade by Age, Refugee Youth

Grade 8
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11
Grade 12*
Total N
% still in high schooln
-

-

Note:
Shaded blocks indicate that grade level matches the appropriate age, according
to Alberta Learning (1998) standards.
lncludes one respondent in Grade 13, currently living in Ontario.
" Includes one respondent aged 21 years.
A Only one 21 year old respondent remains in high school. The other 20, 21, and
22 year old respondents are no longer in high school (N=25)-

How welI are refigee youth ctrrrent& doing in school?
Enjoyrnent of high school is an important predictor of secondary school completion
according to the school-to-work transition literature. Students who do not enjoy school
are more likely to drop out in cornparison to those who enjoy school. Of the refùgee
youth in this sample who attended school in Canada, 9 1% reported that they enjoyed
their educationd experience (Table 4.13). There was no difference by gender, though
youth fkom other countries (98%) were more likely than youth £iomthe former
Yugoslavia (84%) to Say they enjoyed high school." Refugee youth were also asked if
they had dificulty in high school in Canada; 44% indicated that they had. Males

(50%) were more likely than females (35%) to Say that they had experienced
difficulty, as were y o d fiom other countries (53%) compared to youth fkorn the
former Yugoslavia (36%). However, only three refügee youth had dropped out of
school in Canada.

'Chi-square is significant (p<O.lO) for ethnicity.
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Table 4.1 3
Enjoyment of and Difficulties in School in Canada By Sex and Ethnicity
Sex

Ethnicity

OtherYuooslavian

Yes
No
Total
Total N

Yes
No
Total
Total N

Notes:
* Chi-square significant at P=0.031 for ethnicity.
" Chi-square significant at P=0.08 for sex and P=0.07 for ethnicity.

Sample members were asked to report their average marks in their last tenn at school
in order to quanti@ how well they were doing at school (Table 4.14). Seventy percent
of al1 refigee youth reported average marks of Bs or higher. Fernales had higher
average marks than males.' Males were more likely to report Ds (8%) or Cs (36%) in
their last school term. Females were more likely to report As (35%) or Bs (49%). This
reflects £indings by Frideres (2000) that fernales have higher grades than males!
Youth from the former Yugoslavia reported higher average grades than did youth fiom
elsewhere, and7 thïrty-eight percent said their grades were primarily "As" in their 1 s t
school term compared to only 10% of youth fiom other countries. This ethnicity
difference could reflect the fact that youth fiom the former Yugoslavia had greater
knowledge of English upon arriva1 in Canada. It might also be associated with the
possibility that the Yugoslavian school systems are more similar to the Canadian
system, giving these youth an advantage over youth fkom elsewhere.
5

Chi-square is significant (pC0.05) for sex.
Frideres (2000) calculates average grades by using an index of grades obtained in social studies,
English and math. He also points out that there are no significant differences in his index between
immigrant and non-immigrant students.
7
Chi-square is significant (pCO.0 1) for ethnicity.
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Table 4.1 4
Average Marks in Last School Term by Sex and Ethnicity

Mostly Ds
Mostly Cs
Mostly 8s
Mostly As
Total
Total N

*p
Ethnicity

Sex

Female

Mak

3%
14%
49%
35%

8O h
33%
42%
17%

100%
(37)

100%
(481

Note:
Chi-square is significant at P=0.028 for sex.
" Chi-square is significant at P=0.006 for ethnicity.

Parental influences on education are an important factor in predicting high school
completion and post-secondary attaùiment. According to Anisef et al., (2000: 164)
parental expectations play a large role in the development of the educational
expectations and occupationai aspirations of their children. "Even if they are not cvell
educated, they (parents) corne to hope and sometimes expect that their children and

their grandchildren wiIl achieve more than they do" (Brice, 1982: 127; c. f. Anisef et
al., 2000: 164). Refugee youtl~in this study were asked how important completing

high school and post-secondary education would be for themselves and how important
it would be to their parents.s Less than 5% of al1 rehgee youth felt it is not important
to finish high school or to complete post-secondary education (results not shown in
table). Even fewer indicated that their parents felt this way. Thus, refùgee youth see
education, both secondary and post-secondary, as important parts of their lives. They
also recognize the value their parents place on education.
The value refugee youth themselves place on post-secondary educational attainment is
fûrther evidenced by the number of refugee youth in my sample who planned to
undertake post-secondary education in Canada. Table 4.15 shows that of the 27
respondents no longer in high school, 67% have entered post-secondq education.
Fernales (79%) were more Iikely than males (54%) to have continued on to post8

Resuits not reported in tabuIar format.

secondary education. In addition, youth fiom the former Yugoslavia (73%) were more
likely than youth fiom other countries (58%) to have continued their education.
Table 4.1 5
Post-Secondary Education (for those not in high school) by Sex and Ethnicity

Ethnicity

Sex

Femare

Male

Yes

No
Total
Total N
Community College
Technical School
University
Total

Other Yugwlaviân

Total

N

%

18
9

67%
33%

27 100%

18%
27%
55%
100%
(1 1)

57%
14%
29%
100%
(7)

6
4

33%

22%
8 44%
18 100%

University is the most popular post-secondary choice (44%), followed by community
college (33%) and technical school(22%). Males (57%) are more likely than females
(1 8%) to attend community college, but females are more likely to attend university

(55% versus 29%) or technical school(27% versus 14%). The majority of youth fkom
other countries (57%) choose to attend community college or university (43%), while
youth from the former Yugoslavia were more likely to attend technical school(36%)

or university (45%).
When compared to Canadian-bom youth in Alberta, refugee youth were more likely to
be attending high schoo1(64%) or to be enrolled in post-secondary education (55%).
Considering al1 youth of equivalent age in Alberta, only 64%9 are currently enrolled in
high school and only 49% are enrolled in post-secondary education (Statistics Canada,

9

This 58% refers to the proportion of ail Grade 12 students who finished their high school education
within four years o f starting rade 9. The high school completion rate for the ~ l b e r t apopulation is
73%.

1998; Aiberta Learning, 2000). 'O Thus, most refugee youth Say that education is
important to them, and also demonstrate the value they place on education with their
actions. The findings of my study are reflected in Anisef et al.% (2000) study of
Ontario high school students. It reveais that immigrants are more likely than
Canadian-boni students to obtain a university degree or to attend some other type of
post-secondary education.
In short, this study of refiigee youth shows that while some are having difficulties in

the Canadian school system, the majority of these youth are doing fairly well. There is
some evidence that youth from the former Yugoslavia are doing better in school than
youth Eom other countries. However, this h d i n g may reflect the greater English
language proficiency and stronger educational backgrounds of Yugoslavian youth.
What kinds of relationships do refugee youth have with their family and peers?
Relationships with family and peers are important in the lives of al1 youth. For
example, in a study of Canadian students, Bibby and Posterski (1992) found that
fkiendship is the most important goal of teenagers. For refügee youth, relationships

with family and with peers also play an important part in the integration process.
According to the Canadian Task Force on Mental Health Issues Affecting Immigrants
and Refugees (1988), a large number of studies emphasize the importance of
relationships with family and with members of one's own cultural group as buffers to
mitigate the effects of pre-migration and post-migration stress. Relationships with
other immigrants and with Canadian-bom students are believed to help encourage
understanding of and successful integration into a new society (The Canadian Task
Force on Mental Health Issues Meeting Immigrants and Refugees, l988b: 68).

In relation to the above, respondents in this study were asked how much Tee time they
spent with students from their own cultural background (Table 4.16). The refugee
--

1O

Results are tabulated on the b a i s of the number of youth aged 15-19 still in high school and the
number of youth aged 18-2 1 enrolled in post-secondary education (Statistics Canada, 1998; Alberta
Education, 1998).

youth were evenly split between the thïee response categories. About one third
indicated they spent a lot of time with students nom the same culturai background,
another third said they spent only some time, and the rest said they spent hardly any
t h e with students fiom the same cultural background. There were no notable
differences by sex or ethnicity in responses to this question.
Refügee youth were then asked how much time they spent with other immigrant and
refugee students. Just over half said they spent some time with these students, while

3 1% said they spent a lot of time with immigrant and reftigee students and 18% said
they spent hardly anytime (Table 4.16). Males (56%) were more likely than females
(46%) to indicate they spent only sorne tirne with immigrant and refugee students. As
well, youth fiom the former Yugoslavia (56%) were more likely thm youth fiom other
countries (48%) to spend some t h e with other immigrant and refûgee students.
Finally, respondents were asked to estimate how much fkee time they spent with
Canadian-born students. Forty-five percent said that they spent hardly any time with
Canadian-born students. One third said they spent only some of the time with
Canadian-born students and 19% said they spent a lot of tirne with these students.
There were no differences by ethnicity, however, females (27%) were more likely than

''

males (13%) to Say they spent a lot of time with Canadian-bom students. They
(54%) were also more likely than males (38%) to spent hardly any time with
Canadian-born students.
Relationships outside of school and/or work were also examined in this study (Table
4.17). Interestingly, one-third of refùgee youth said that they never spent time &th

farniiy and reiatives. Presumably, they were ignoring the day-to-day interaction with
famiiy members that must have occurred. Females indicated spending more time with

famify and relatives than did their male counterparts. Youth fiom other countries were
also more likely to spend time with famiIy and relatives than were youth fkom the

II

Chi-square is signifrcant (p<O.O f ) level for sex.
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Table 4.16
Relationshipswith other Students in School by Sex and Ethnicity

Sex

Ethnicity

Total

A lot of time
Only some of the time
Hardly any time

Total

A lot of tirne
Only some of the tirne
Hardly any tirne

Total

A lot of tirne
Only some of the tirne
Hardly any tirne
Total
Note:

* Chi-square is significant at P=O.Ol level for sex.

former ~ u ~ o s l a v i a .This
" could be a product of the recent arriva1 of youth fiom the
former Yugoslavia when compared to youth fiom other countries. Table 4.1 shows
that Yugoslavian youth were more Iikely to have arrived in Canada in 1994/95,

whereas youth fiom other countnes were more liliely to have anived in l 9 W l 9 9 3 .
In regard to relationships outside of school, about one-third of refügee youth said they
sometimes spent time with fiiends fiom their home country, and another third said

" Chi-square

is significant (p<O.OS) for ethnicity.

1O0

Table 4.17
Relationships with Family and Others Outside of School by Sex and Ethnicity
Total
N

Y0

Never
Sometimes
Often
Daily
No response
Total

Never
Sometimes
Often
Daily
Total

Never
Sometimes

Often
Daily
Total

Never
Sometimes

Often
Daily
Total

Note:
*Chi-square is significant at P=0.05 for ethnicity.
"Chi-square is significant at P=0.08 for ethnicity.

they ofien spent time with these fiiends (Table 4.17). Only 12%said they never spent

time with people fiom their home country, while 19% said they spent tirne daily with

such fnends. There were no significant differences by sex or ethnicity in responses to
this question.
Almost 50% of refugee youth said they spent some time with other immigrants outside
of school. One quarter indicated they often spent time with other immigrants, although
only 5% said they spent time daily with other immigrants. Youth fiom other countries

(36%) were more likely to indicate that they never spent thne with other immigrants
compared to youth fkom the former Yugoslavia (17%).13There were no differences
between females and males in response to this question.
Spending time with Canadian-bom fiends is believed to have a positive impact on
secondary school completion for immigrant and refugee youth. For example, the
Denving et al. (1999: 543) study found that the ESL students who completed high
school were more likely to develop fnendships with Canadian-born English-speaking
students, making this a factor for successfül high school completion. ESL students
without Canadian-boni fnends were less likely to finish high school. M e n asked
about how much tirne they spent with Canadian-born fiiends, 36% of refugee youth
said that they sometimes spent t h e with them (Table 4.17). One quarter often spent
time with Canadian fiiends, and 23% said they spent tirne daily with Canadian-born
friends. Females (32%) were more likely than males (1 8%) to Say they often spent
tirne with Canadian-boni friends. In addition, youth fiom the former Yugoslavia
(28%) were slightly more likely than youth fiom other countries (20%) to Say they
spent time daiIy with Canadian-bom &ends.

In sum,a majority of the refbgee youth in my sample indicated that they spent a
considerable amount of t h e with family and fkiends from the same cultural
background. A somewhat smaller proportion of sample members reported spending a
considerable amount of time with Canadian-born fiïends. There were some sex and
ethnicity differences, particularly in relation to spending time with family and other
immigrants. Youth from other corntries were more likely to spend time with family
13

Chi-square is significant at @<O. 10) for ethnicity.
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rnembers and other immigrants than were youth fkom the former Yugoslavia.
Additionally, female refugee youth were more likely than males to spend their f?ee
tirne at school with Canadian-born fiiends.

So how shouid we interpret these fmdings with respect to our broader question about
the integration into Canadian society of refugee youth? Does the fact that refugee
youth spend somewhat more time with other refugee and immigrant youth, compared
to Canadian-born youth, mean that they are not fully integrated into Canadian society?
The answer is not necessarily. Presurnably, if refùgee youth spent no time with
Canadian-bom fiends and acquaintances, we would wonder whether they were really
integrating into Canadian society. Alternatively, if they spent no tirne with rnernbers of
their own culturd or ethnic group, we would wonder if they were perhaps somewhat
alienated. However, they spend somewhat more, but not a lot more time, with
rnembers of their own cultural/ethnic group, or with other immigrants, we should
probably conclude that these individuals are reasonably well integrated into Canada's
multicultural society.
How do refugee youth subjectively assess their overall integration experiences in
Canada?

Successful adjustment to a new society is an important aspect of growing up for
refugee youth. Unfortunately, not much is known about their integration experiences.
The previous discussion of educational experiences and of relationships with farnily

and friends addressed this issue indirectly. This section focuses more directly on
refugee youth's integration.
What are the main concerns of re@gee yourh?
Perceptions of "fitting in" can be seen as a measure of how refùgee youth locate
themselves in their new society. In other words, "fitting id' is a subjective indicator of
integration. The study participants were asked two questions about how they thought

they fit in into their new society. The first question asked "Do you think you 'fit in' at
sch~ol?~"
Of the 85 refugee youth attending or who had attended high school in
Canada, only 14% felt they "fit in". While many Canadian-bom youth probably do not
feel like they fit in at school, this is still a remarkably low percentage. There was no
significant ciifference by ethniciw, but females (22%) were much more Iikely than
males (8%) to feel like they "fit in" at school.
Refugee youth were also asked if they were concerned about "fitting in" to Canadian
society. Most were quite concerned about fitting in, with 29% indicating they were
'tery concerned" (Table 4.18). Another 27% were c'concerned" (a score of 4 on this

measure). The same question was asked of their parents, 29% of whom said they were
''very concemed" (Abu-Laban et al., 1999). Table 4.18 reveals sex differences among

the responses of the refugee youth; males (36%) were more likely to be concerned
about fitting in than were femdes (20%). Furthemore, youth from other couutries
(36%) were more likely to be concerned than youth fiom the former Yugoslavia

(22%). These findings were echoed in the survey of refügee adults, in which adults
fiom the former Yugoslavia were less likely to be concerned about fitting in than were
adults fiom other countries (Abu-Laban et al., 1999).

' Results are not presented in tabular format.

Table 4.18
Refugee Youth Concerns by Sex and Ethnicity
Sex

Total

%

Not at al1 concerned (1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Very Concerned (5)
Total
Total N

Not at al1 concerned (1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
Very Concerned (5)
Total
Total N

Not at ail concerned (1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
Very Concerned (5)
Total
Total N

Participants were also asked how much they were concerned about their "fùture in
Canada" (Table 4.18). The majority (59%) said they were "very concerned". To some
extent, this is an expected fmding, as many youth, regardless of where they were born,
are concerned about their futures. Teenagers are particularly concerned as they begin
the transition to adulthood and to independence where they are forced to make many
choices. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that 3 out of 5 refügee youth were "very
concerned" about their future in
2

anad da.^ Adults in the Resettlernent of Refugees

Bibby and Posterski (1992: 94) report that concems about the future have increased for Canadian
youth in the 1990s. Unfortunately, their questions are not directly comparable to rny own.

survey were equally concemed. Over 50% of adults surveyed indicated that they were
very concemed about their future in Canada. They were, however, even more
concerned about their chilciren7sfuture than their own. When asked if they were
concemed about their children's future, 63% indicated they were "very concemed"
while another 14% were "concemed".
There are no important sex differences in how concerned refùgee youth are about their
future in Canada, but youth fiom other countnes (64%) are slightly more likely than
youth fiom the former Yugosiavia (54%) to be "very concemed" about their future in
Canada. Again this finding is reflected in the comparable adult s w e y ; adults from the
former Yugoslavia were less likely to be concerned about their fùture in Canada than
were adult refugees fiom other countries (Abu-Laban, et al., 1999).
There is a Iarge body of research suggesting that past expenences can have negative
effects on various aspects of the lives of refugees in their new homes. 1s this the case

for refugee youth? The answer is, not generaliy. One third of refùgee youth said they
were 'hot at al1 concerned" about past experiences and bad memories (Table 4.18).
Just 21% said they were "very concerned" about p s t experiences and bad memories.
Further, female refugee youth (39%) were more likely to be 'c~er-y
concemed" than
were males (12%). Are the past experiences of females more traumatic than the
expenences of males? We do not know and this data set does not allow this question

to be addressed. There were no differences by ethnicity in response to this question.
Did refizgee yourh experience racism or discrimination in Canada?
Refugee youth were asked whether they had experienced discrimination or racism
since they arrived in Canada (results not in table). One third (3 1%) reported at least
one incident of discrimination although females (27%) were iess likely than males

(34%) to have had this experience. Furthemore, 49% of youth fiom other countries,
compared to only 13% of youth fkom the former Yugoslavia had expenenced some

f o m of discrimination since their arriva1 in canada? This fhding is not surprishg as
almost al1 youth fiom "other countries" would be members of visible rninority groups

and thus more Uely to be subject to racism and discrimination.

m a t impact does being Obliged to help parents have on the integrution of refugee
youth?

Part of the resettlement process for many refiigee youth involves helping their parents
adapt to the new society. This situation often results in a role-reversai, where youth
become pseudo-parents. Wiîh this role reversal in becoming parents, youth are
expected to take on major adult responsibilities, especially given that youth often leam
the language of the new society faster than the parents (Isajiw, 1999: 103; Ahearn and

Athey, 1991;Ahearn, Loughrey, and Ager, 1999; Canadian Task Force on Mental
Hedth Issues Meeting Immigrants and Refùgees, 1988). This means that they may be
helping their parents in translating sensitive information such as financial, health and
employment records, information that many other youth never have about their
parents.
Mmost 90% of the participants in my study reported that they have had to help their
parents adjust to life in Canada (Table 4.19). These youth were then asked how they
felt when helping their parents. A large rnajority (77%) said they had no problems
with helping. Only 23% said they had problems. These youth found that helping their

parents adjust was stressful for them and strained relationships with their parents.

Youth fiom other countries (29%) were slightiy more likely than Yugoslavian youth
(20%) to indicate that they had problems helping. The majority of youth helped their
parents by translating English at banks, schools, physicians' and dentists' offices.
Other important areas they provided help to their parents included assistance with
banking, learning the new culture, emotional support, and in some cases, monetary
support.

Chi-square is significant (pCO.00 1) for ethnicity.

Table 4.19
Helping Parents Adjust to Life in Canada by Sex and Ethnicity
Sex

1

i-;

I

Ethnicity

Total

Yes
No
Total

Had problerns helping
Happy to help parents
Total

23%
77%

23%
77%1l

29%
71%

20%

Total N

How do refugee youth feel about cultural maintenance andfamiliarity with Canadian
culture?
Keeping one's culture and also being familiar with Canadian culture are important
integration issues for al1 newcomer youth. The majority of refugee youth (7 1%)
indicated that keeping their own culture was "very important" to them (Table 4.20).
There were no sex differences, although youth fiom other countries (87%) were more
likely than youth from the former Yugoslavia (57%) to say that keeping their culture
was extremely important to thernm4
The sarne pattern was found when youth were
asked about their parents' opinions. Eighty percent of al1 refugee youth said that their
parents felt it was very important to keep their own culture. Youth &om the former
Yugoslavia were less likely to answer this way (60%) than were youth from other
countries (95%)?
A similar question was asked about the importance of being familiar with Canadian

culture (Table 4.20). Being familiar with Canadian culture was not seen as important
as keeping one's own culture. Just over 50% of al1 refugee youth said that it is very
important to be familiar with Canadian culture. Femaies (66%) were more likely than
4

Chi-square is significant (p<0.05)for ethnicity.

' Chi-square is significant (~~0.05)
for ethnicity.

Table 4.20
Importance of Keeping Own Culture and Being Familiar with Canadian Culture by Sex and Eth
Ethnicity

Sex

Female

You*
Not at ail important (1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
Very Important (5)
Total
Total N

2%
2%
10%
15%

Mi&

0%
2%
10%
16%

71%

72%

100%
(41)

100%
(50)

(41)

(50)

Your parents"
(2)
(3)
(4)
Very Important (5)
Total
Total N

YOU"

(2)
(3)
(4)
Very Important (5)
Total
Total N
Your parents
Not at ail important (1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
Very important (5)
Total
Total N

8%

4%

3%
15%
38%

2%

36%
100%
(39)

24%
44%
24%
100%
(45)

Note:
* Chi-square is significant at P=0.02 for ethnicity.

"Chi-square is significant at Pz0.02 for ethnicity.
"Chi-square is significant at P=O.lO for ethnicity.

Other Yuaoslaviar

Total
N

%

1
2
9
14
65
91

1%
2%
10%
15%
71%
100%

males (48%) to answer this way, as were youth from other countries (62%).6 Only
30% of the refugee youth in this study felt that their parents considered beuig familiar
with Canadian culture to be very important.

How do refugee youth view the issue of rnulticulturalism? Refugee youth were asked a
series of questions about their feelings on how cultural groups get dong with one
another in Canada and on heritage language preservation (Table 4.21). Almost 90% of
rehgee youth agreed or strongly agreed that it is good for ethnic groups in Canada to
keep their first (heritage) language (scoring 4 or 5 on the 5-point scale). Females
(80%) were more likely to strongly agree with this staternent, as were youth fiom
other countries (78%).

When the study participants were asked if people who come to Canada shouid change
their ways to become more like average Canadians, their responses were mixed,

Nearly 10% of al1 refugee youth strongly agree that newcomers should change to
become more like other Canadians. However, 18% strongly disagree with this
statement. Youth fiom other countries (22%) were more likely than youth fiom the
former Yugoslavia (13%) to feel that they should not change to become more like
Canadians. Females (22%) were also more likely than males (14%) to feel that they
should not have to change their way of life to be more like average Canadians.
Forty percent of al1 refügee youth strongly agreed that having many different cultural
groups is good for Canada. Less than 5% of al1 refûgee youth disagreed. There were
no differences by sex or ethnicity. Most refugee youth (64%) would like to keep their
own cultural traditions. Females (71%) were more likely Sian males (58%) to strongly
agree that theïr cultural traditions are important to preserve. More youth from other
countries (73%) strongly agreed that keeping cultural traditions is important when
compared to youth fiom the former Yugoslavia (54%). Very few youth felt that having
many different cultural groups in Canada makes it difficult to develop a sense of unity
among Canadians. Only 5% of refugee youth strongly agreed with this staternent.
6

Chi-square is significant (p<O. 10) for ethnicity.

Table 4.21
Feelings on How Cultural Groups Get Along in Canada by Sex and Ethnicity
Sex

(2)

(3)
(4)
Strongly agree (5)
Total

Strongly disagree (1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
Strongly agree (5)
Total

Strongly disagree (1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Strongly agree (5)
Total

(2)
(3)
(4)
Strongly agree (5)
Totai

Strongly disagree (1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
Strongly agree (5)
Totai

100%

100%

Total
N

Y0

Feelings on How Cultural Groups Get Along in Canada by Sex and Ethnicity (continued)
Sex

Total
N

Y0

Strongly disagree (1)
(2)

24
21

27%
24%

(3)

15

17Yo

18
10
88

20%
11%
100%

3
6
19
24
39
91

3%
7%
21%
26%
43%
100%

(4)
Strongly agree (5)
Total

Strongly disagree (1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

Strongly agree (5)

Note:
Chi-square is significant at P=0.08 for ethnicity.
" Chi-square is significant at P= 0.07 for ethnicity.
Chi-square is significant at P=0.10 for sex.

-

The majority of refugee youth disagreed with the statement that there are too many
immigrants coming to Canada. Twenty-seven percent strongly disagreed and 24%
disagreed. On the other end of the scale, 115% strongly agree and 20% agree that too
many immigrants are being let into Canada. Males (15%) were more likely than
fernales (7%) to strongly agree that too many immigrants are coming to Canada.
Youth fiom other countries (16%) were also more likely to strongly agree that there
are too many immigrants coming to Canada.

The majority of refugee youth also feel that being in a multicultural society is one of
the best things about Canada. Over 75% strongly agreed or ageed to this statement.
Females (78%) were more likely than males (62%) to feel that a multicultural society
is one of the best things about living in Canada. Youth fkom other countries (73%)
were also more likely than youth fiom the former Yugoslavia (66%) to feel that
multiculturalism is one of the best things about living in Canada.

In summary, the majority of refugee youth support multicultural initiatives in Canada.
They feel that protection of culturd groups in Canada is one of the best things about
living here. It is therefore not surprising that they also feel that it is important to
maintain their OCM culture. In addition to cultural maintenance, refugee youth, for the
most part, feel it is important to be familiar with Canadian culture. While it may seem
that the two positions are at odds with one another, this is not the case. Integration
means leaming about a new culture while maintaining one's heritage culture. This
balancing of old lives with new ones is what distinguishes integration fiom
assimilation. And, this definition of integration can be found in some of the comments
made by respondents. A 19 year-old female from Bosnia-Hercegovina said, "1 would
be Canadian. 1 will be partly Bosnian and partiy (mostly) Canadian always."
Do refigee youth feel like "real Canadians?
"

When asked if they felt like "real" Canadians, only 12% of refiigee youth strongly
agreed with this statement, while another 22% agreed (Table 4.22). Fifteen percent
strongly disagreed while another 2 1% disagreed. Fernales were Iess likely to feel like
real Canadians than males. Only 17% of females agreed and 10% strongly agreed to
this statement, compared to 14% of males strongly agreeing and 26% agreeing. Youth

fiom other countries (20%) were more likely to strongly agree with this statement;
only 4% of youth fkom the former Yugoslavia strongly agreed. This finding could be
co~ected
to the fact that youth from the former Yugoslavia are more recent arrivds to
Canada when compared to youth fiom other countries.
Do reftrgee youth plan to become Canadian citizens?
The majority of immigrants who corne to Canadct become Canadian citizens.
According to the 1996 Census of Canada (Statistics Canada, 1998), 70.1% of
immigrants have Canadian citizenship. Within some immigrant groups, over 90%

have Canadian citizenship. Acquisition of citizenship is also an important issue for

Table 4.22
I Feel iike a %al Canadian" by Sex and Ethnicity
Sex

Ethnicity

OtherYuaoçlavian
Strongly disagree (1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
Strongly agree (5)

Total

17%
27%
29%
17%
10%

14%
16%

30%

100%

100%

26%
14%

many refugee youth. Figure 4.23 shows that the rnajority of refùgee youth (60%) in
this study plan to apply for Canadian citizenship sornetime in the fkture. In fact, 13%

were already Canadian citizens, and 24% had applied for citizenship. This is
remarkable since most had not been in Canada long enough to be eligible for
citizenship at the tirne of the interview. The importance of obtaining Canadian
citizenship is clear in the words of a 20 year-old Afghani male when he said ')ou
become a real Canadian when you ger your citizenship." Only two of the 91
respondents indicated that they definitely did not plan to become Canadian citizens.

When asked what Canadian citizenship meant to them, refugee youtfi fkequently

'

provided instrumental reasons. One-third (33.7%) of al1 responses to this question
mentioned obtaining a Canadian passport and the ease in travel it provides (Table
4.24). The next most comrnon answer was more subjective, with 21-2% of the

answers indicating that youth would be proud to belong to a country like Canada.
Another 9.6% indicated that Canadian citizenship would bring more human rightç,
wliile 6.7% suggested that they would enjoy the peace and fieedom that accompanies
Canadian citizenship.

-

7

There were 9 1 respondents with 1 14 different responses. The vaIues in Table 4.25 are calculated using
the number of responses rather than the number of respondents.

Figure 4.23 Formal Citizenship Status of Refugee Youth *
Will apply
60%

Canadian citizen

* Respondents were asked "Are you a Canadian citizen?" If not, they were asked "Do you
plan on taking out Canadian citizenship in the future?"

Table 4.24
Instrumental and Subjective Meanings of Citizens
What does Canadian citizenship mean to you?

Peace and freedom
Proud to belong
Leam the language
To be accepting of othe
To have rights
Better Jobs
Canadian passport
Just a piece of paper
Not retuming home
Nothing
Other reasons
Don't know
No response
Total

104

100.0%

Note:
Respondents could provide more than one
answer to this question. As a result, the total
N refers to the number of answers.

Summary and Discussion
This chapter has covered a wide variety of issues having varying degrees of impact on

the integration of refugee y o d . For these youth, integration into Canadian society?
the transition from school-to-work, and the transition to adulthood Xe simultaneous,
making their experiences quite unique and possibly more difficult.
Some of the pre-migration factors experienced by refugee youth, particularly refugee
camp experience, may have indirect effects on their subsequent settlement
experiences. Health is another factor that indirectly affects integration. Being blessed

with good health is not necessarily an indication of greater integration, but it c m aid in
other aspects of integration. Poor health may adversely affect school performance that
would, in turn, have a negative effect on future educational endeavors. Refùgee youth

in my sample reported that they were in relatively good physical and psychological
health when they first arrived in Canada. At the time of interview, however, many still
felt stressed and unhappy. Yet, after their first year in Canada, their stress levels
decreased and their happiness increased, an indication of integration.
Some of the other indicators discussed in this chapter such as English language ability
have more tangible consequences for integration. Not only does Ianguage proficiency
have a positive effect on educational performance, it is also an important tool for
communication within the larger society. Those who lack adequate communication
skills may feel more isolated and less integrated than those who can use English
successfully. When asked to rate their English language speaking, reading. and writing
ability, refugee youth were reasonably positive, rating their speakhg skills sornewhat
higher than their reading and writing skills. Youth fiom the former Yugoslavia tended
to rate their English Ianguage abilities higher compared to youth fiom other countries.
However, when they were asked how their English ability would affect fiiture job
opportunities, youth fiom the former Yugoslavia were somewhat more negative in
their responses, perhaps a more realistic awareness that their proficiency was not equal
to that of native-English speakers.
Educational expenences play a significant role in the integration of refugee youth.
School is the first place where many are introduced to Canadian culture. What
happens to refugee youth when they first arrive has an impact on how well they will
do later on in their school careers. For example, refugee youth who are placed in lower
than age-appropriate grades may feel out of place, and stand a chance of not being
able to complete their secondary education by the provincially mandated age of 29.
The latter has occupational implications since those without high school diplomas find
it more difficult to find secure and rewarding employment in the future. Furthemore,
those who are having difflculties in school may also not complete their secondary

education.

Almost 40% of the youth in my sarnple were placec! in age-inappropriate grades when
they entered the Canadian school system. However, many of these individuals had
been able to "catch up" by the time they were intewiewed, suggesting that some level
of integration was occurring. Refiigee youth fiom the former Yugoslavia were
generally doing better at school t h a . their couterparts from other countries.
Yugoslavian youth had higher average grades, were more likely to be satisfied with
their grade placement upon arrival, and were less likely to have experienced
dificulties in high school while in Canada. Gender differences were minimal in school
performance. Overdl, these education fmdings suggest that, for at least a small
majority of refugee youth, integration into the Canadian school system is occurring.
Those wlth good family ties and a set of fiiends are more likely to be happy in their
surroundings and therefore fée1 more integrated. The choice of Canadian-bom fkiends
over those fiom one's home country is not an indication of successfül integration.
Rather, the existence of fkiendships in general can provide networks through which
refügee youth can feel like a part of a group and consequently, a part of society. For
the most part, refugee youth in the sample had good relationships with fnends, both
fiom their home country and fkom Canada, in school and outside of school. They also
appeared to have satisfactory relationships with family members. Thus, with respect to
relationships, the survey data point to successful integration.
The latter part of the chapter focused on more subjective measures of integration,
including personai assessments of "fitting in" to Canadian society. Zntegration caxmot
be understood by examining school experiences alone. Refùgee youth who are

"successful" in school may not necessarily feel integrated into Canadian society,
although we would expect the two phenomena to be reiated. Some of the measures in
this section, such as "fitting into Canadian society", are more direct indicators of
integration than are others. Only a small minonty of the youth in rny sample felt that
they fit in at school. A small majority of refugee youth was either concerned or very

concemed about fitting into Canadian society, and over 70% were concerned about
their future in Canada. The high proportion of refugee youth who are concerned about

these issues does not necessarily indicate that they do not feel integrated. The fact that
they are concerned about these issues is likely an indication that they care about fitting

in. Nevertheless, these data suggest that a considerable number of refugee youth still
see themselves as outsiders in Canada, at least to a certain extent.
Questions about the value of multiculturalism in Canada aïe less directly relevant
when discussing integration, but are important in understanding how refugee youth
feel about Canada. The majority of refugee youth feel that keeping their own culture is
important, while somewhat fewer stated that being familiar with Canadian culture was
important. As a group, the refugee youth appeared to support the principles of
multiculturaiism. Finally a direct measure of integration is acquisition of Canadian
citizenship. Virtually al1 refùgee youth plan to or have already applied to become
Canadian citizens. Thus, these survey results indicate that integration is occurring
among refugee youth. And their vision of Canada is of a rnulticultural society. If
members of the host society share this multicultural vision, the integration experiences

will probably be successfùl for most refhgee youth.
Overall, there are some gender and ethnicity differences in the integration experiences
of refugee youth. Females, for instance, are more likely to spend time at school with
Canadian-bom students, and are also more likely to feel like they fit in at school.
However, the ethnic differences on many of these integration measures are more
pronounced. For instance, refugee youth from the former Yugoslavia spent a shorter
period of time in ESL training, an indication that many may have had some knowledge
of English pnor to their arriva1 in Canada. They were also less likely to be enrolled in

ESL at the time of the interview, and were less likely to Say that ESL courses helped
them. Their success is reflected in their educational experiences. They are less likeiy
to be placed two or more grades behind once they arrived in Canada. This means that
fewer youth fiom the former Yugoslavia would have to worry about finishing their
high school diplornas before the age cap pushes them out of school.

While the analysis presented in this chapter is largely descriptive, it has permitted us
to draw some important conclusions about the integration of refùgee youth. It also
provides an essential backdrop for the more intensive multivariate analyses of
educational status and occupational aspirations that follow. The next chapter looks at
the factors that influence the educational success of refugee youth in Canada. Success
in the secondary and post-secondary systems is a necessary precondition for success in
the adult labour market. Thus, an analysis of educational activity and success of
refbgee youth provides a partial look at the future integration of refugee youth into
Canadian society.

Chapter 5: Determinants of Educational Success Among Reiùgee Youth

"Ir was a good opporfuniS>for me because z f l was stiZZ back home, I would not
be able to go tu school~" a twenty-one year old female fiom Afghanistan on
being able to attend school in Canada.

"1thoughr that sume of my marks would be a lot higher. Some teachers don 't
value my work as they would i f 1 were a "Canadian, a sixteen year-old female
"

fiom EI Salvador when asked about her experiences in high school in Canada.
" Wow! Ir's h a d 1 don 'r understand My first

day (08class, you h o w , 1 was

screwing up. 1was crying. I was going " l i n so siZly " and 4 was crying "
excerpt of a quotation fiom a respondent i n t e ~ e w e dby Watt and Roessingh
(1996: 202).
Introduction
Education, more than any other single factor, has the capacity to foster development,
awaken talents, empower people and protect their rights. At the societal level,
investing in education is the surest, most direct way a country can promote its own
economic and social welfare and lay the foundation for a democratic society

(UNICEF, 2000: 47). At the individual level, success in the education system is a
precondition for employment success in later life. Thus, by determining how well
refugee youth are doing in the Canadian school system, we are answering, in part, the
question of how well refugee youth are integrating into Canadian society. We are also
beginning to see how well integrated they will be in the future as adults.
Chapter four reveded that most of the ri=fugeeyouth in the sample had attended school

in their home country, and most continued their education in Canada. Most had taken
some ESL courses in Canada, and a substantial number were still enrolled in ESL

when they were interviewed. While reasonably positive about their English language

ability, most recognized they had some problems in this area- On arrivai in Canada, a
significant number of these refugee youth were assigned to grades inappropriate for
their age. Nevertheless, there was no evidence that these youth experienced
widespread failure in the Canadian school system, nor of a high degree of alienation
fiom the education system.

In this chapter, 1continue to examine the educational status of refùgee youth in
Canada, and the factors that influence their success in the education system. Some of
these factors are unique to the refugee experience (e-g., time spent in a refugee camp
or being placed in an age-inappropriate grade). Others, such as parents' socioeconomic
status, are factors that have been shown to be important in a wide range of schoolwork transition studies.
OperationalizingEducational Status
In the previous chapter, 1described the educationai activity in Canada of refugee

youth by focusing on their grade placement, English language ability, grades, and
post-secondary activity. It is apparent that, wMe many of my sarnple members were
doing reasonably well in the Canadian school system, some were clearly experiencing
difficulties. In this chapter, 1present a more detailed multivariate analysis of the
determinants of educational success for refugee youth.
The dependent variable, educational status, is constructed fkom a number of the

educational experience variables discussed in chapter 4. "Educational status" is
composed of three categories, based on respondents' answers to the following nine
questions: Have y014 ever attended high school in Canada? Are you stiZl nttending
high school? What grade are you in? m a t is the highest grade you have completed?
Since leaving high school, have you taken any post-secondary education or training
courses? Are you still enrulled in post-secondary classes? Have you obtained a
diplorna or degree @est-secondary) of some kind? Hnve you had dzflculty in high

school here in Canada? PXat was your average (marks)in y o w ZastfuZIyear at high
school?
The first category, "on-track for higher education," contains two groups of students.
One group has aiready completed high school and has completed, or is currently
enrolled, in some sort of post-secondary education- Members of the second group are
currently attending hi& school, are at the correct grade assignment, and have not
experienced any difficulties in high school in Canada. Correct grade assignment refers
to the fit between age and grade level. For example, most grade ten students me
between the ages of 15 and 16. If the respondent wasl8 years old at the time of the
interview but o d y in grade ten, that individuai would be in an inappropriate grade and
wouid be assigned to a lower category in my educational status rneasure.
The second category, "high school only", includes three groups of students. These
students will likely finish hi& school, are in an appropriate grade for their age, but are
unlikely to go on to post-secondary education for various reasons. Members of the
first group currently attend high school, but indicate difficulty in high school or have

IOW grades @s or lower). This group also includes students who are currentiy enrolled
in ESL. These students are usually enrolled in remedial or "catch-up" classes that are
not recognized for entry into post-secondary education. The second group consists of
individuals who have frnished high school, but have not obtained any post-secondary
education and have no intention to do so. The third group is respondents who have
never attended high school or a post-secondary institution in Canada and have no
intention to upgrade or return to formal schooling.

The third category, "behind/dropped out," contains two groups of students: those who
have dropped out of school in Canada, and those who are currently in high school but
at a grade inappropnate for their age. Post-secondary education is an alrnost
impossible goal for this group uniess they retum to high school to upgrade. These
students are most at risk of becoming unemployed or working in low-level, low- wage
and insecure jobs as adults.

Students who are "on-track to obtain the credits n e c e s s q for post-secondary
education are assigned a value of 3. Those who are in the "hi& school only" category

(in the right grade for their age but experiencing difficuity in school and not planning
on pursuing post-secondary education) are assigned a value of 2. Sarnple members
who are behind or who have dropped out of high school are assigned a value of 1.
Table 5.1 demonstrates that a small majority (53%) of refugee youth are "on track" in
educational streams teading to post-secondary education. This is a finding which, at
first glance, appears to contradict the literature which suggests that most refugee youth
are doing poorly in school. About 27% of the sample (N=25) are in the "high school
only" category, while 20% (N=18) are behind or have dropped out.
Table 5.1
Educational Status by Vanous Characteristics of Refugee Youth, l992-i99?

On-track
%
N

High
school only
N
%

Behind or
dropout
N
%

Total
N
Y0

Females
Males
Yugoslavians
Non-Yugoslavian
Parents in refugee camp
Parents not in refugee camp

12
36

43%

7
18

25%
29%

9

32%

28

57%

9

14%

63 100%

Total

48

53%

25

27%

18

20%

91

100%

100%

Mean age
Mean rnonths in Canada

To some extent, the dernographic charactenstics of these three groups are very sirnilar.
While "on-track" youth have been in Canada slightly ionger (an average of 35 months)

than have those in the other two categories (30 and 32 months, respectively), the
differences are not statistically significant (Table 5.1). This is contrary to the
suggestion in the immigration literature that states the longer the tirne immigrants and
refiigees spend in the country, the more likely they will integrate successfdly into

various aspects of Canadian life including schooling. "On-track" refügee youth are
also somewhat younger than their counterparts in the other two educational status
categories, but the age differences are not statistically significant. However, a
multivariate analysis might reveal other variables that c m influence this relationship.
Women (59%) are slightly more likely than men (48%) to be in the "on-track"
category (Table 5.1). Refugees nom the former Yugoslavia are much more likely to be
in the "on-track" category (67%) compared to those from other countries (38%). Only

43% of those students who have spent t h e in refugee camps are in the "on-track"
category compared to 57% of those who had not been in a refugee camp. These
comparisons suggest that there is a difference between the characteristics of those who
are doing well at school and those who are having more dficulty or who have
dropped out.
These bivariate findings appear to support our current understanding of refugees
integration. Women, regardless of immigrant status, are slightly more likely than men
to do well in school (Statistics Canada and Canadian Council of Mïnisters of
Education, 2000: 174). That youth fiom the former Yugoslavia outnumber those f?om
other countries in the highest track may be a reflection of their greater proficiency in
English and greater familiarity with a ccwestem"school system, as noted in chapter 4.
Additionally, this ethnicity difference may also have something to do with the
predominantly visible minority status of non-Yugoslav refugee youth. Members of
non-white groups frequently do not fax as well in the education system because they
face institutional racism (Davies and Guppy, 2998), a Eurocentric curriculum
(Solomon, 1992; Yon 1Wl), and an assirnilationist culture in school (Henry, et. al,
1995; Dei, 1998; Li, 1988). Finally, Table 5.1 also shows that refugee camp
experience has a negative impact on educational performance. Research conducted by
the United Nations (1 999% 1999b) and UNICEF (2000) indicates that refugee camp
experience is highly detrimental to füture educational performance.

The Determinants of Educational Success for Refugee Youth
The following multiple regression analysis incorporates a range of individual factors,
farnily influences, and generd demographic characteristics in order to explain how
they impact "educational status." Most of these variables were previously introduced
in Chapter 3. In a sense, this multivariate mode1 uses variables suggested by the
theories outlined in the school-to-work transition literature and the immigration
literature to explain the educational attainment of refugee youth, it is not an atternpt to
test these theories. The former places most of its emphasis on the impacts of socioeconomic status (and to a lesser extent, enjoyment of school) on educational success.

In contrast, the immigration literature emphasizes the detrimental effects of pre- and
post-migration refugee experiences (e-g., tirne spent in a refugee camp; inappropriate
grade placements in Canada; English language deficiencies).
Table 5.2 displays the standardized regression coefficients (betas) for a multiple
regression equation with educational status as the dependent variable. Together, the 16
independent variables account for 39% of the variance in educational status (adjusted

R~= 0.25). Only grade placement upon arriva1 (beta=0.258**), number of rnonths in
Canada (beta=0.279**) and ethnicity (beta=0.292**) have statistically significant
effects on educational status, when the effects of other variables are controlled for in
the squation.
Respondents who felt their grade placement was appropriate for their age and previous
educational experience when they began school in Canada are more likely to be ûntrack. Those respondents who felt their grade placement was too high are more likely

to experience problems in school, and fa11 into the high school only or
behinddropped-out categories. Thus, appropriate grade placement, an issue addressed

in the immigration literature, does appear to have an effect on the educational
performance of refbgee youth. Those with problems in school will be less likely to
obtain their high school diplornas, or to obtain the post-secondary education that
would help them get better jobs and incomes in the future.

Table 5.2
Deteminants of Educational Success for Refugee Youth

individual Factors
Schooi enjoyment
English language ability
Grade placement upon arriva1
Refugee camp experience
Difficulty helping parents adjust
Months in Canada
Ethnicity
Gender
Mental health
Age

R' = 0.386
Adjusted R' = 0.253
N=91

Beta
-0.083
0.01 8
"0.258
-0.006
-0.14
"0.279
"0.292
-0.064
0.022
-0.077

Farnilv Influences

Beta

Urban residence
Sponscrship type
Farnily composition
Parents' highest level of schooling
Family incorne
Parents' health

"0.1 93
-0.097
-0.077
0.149
0.095
AO.i 7 2

" Significant at P=0.01
A

Significant at P=0.10

Contrary to the non-significant bivariate relationships displayed in Table 5.1, number
of months in Canada does have a significant effect on educational status
(beta=0.279**). When the other variables are controlled for in the multiple regression
model, as tirne in Canada increases, so does the likelihood that respondents will be ontruck in their high school and post-secondary education- This frnding supports the

immigration literature that suggests the longer nrwcomers are in Canada, the more
likely they are to succeed in the education institution and in other aspects of social life.
Ethnicity has the strongest influence on educational status (beta=0.292**). Controlling
on other relevant variables, youth fiom the former Yugoslavia are more likely to be

on-truck compared to their counterparts korn other countries. Mainstrearn absorption
theory, a staple of the immigration literature, would suggest that since the cultural
practices and race of most former Yugoslavian youth are similar to that of mainstream
(white) Canadians, we would expect to h d them doing better in school. Alternatively,
youth fiom "different" cultures and races are Iess likely to be doing well at school.
This may be due to the greater English proficiency of Yugoslavian youth, and their
greater familiarity with a "western" school system. However, this fmding may also
reflect institutional racism, systematic discrimination, and the Iess subtle and more

persona1 f o m s of racism including polite racism and subliminal racism (Fleras and
Elliot, 1996: 84). Ln addition, cultural practices may also play a role in d e t e m g the
educational success of particular groups. In this case, it could be that the culture of the
former Yugoslavian youth is more suni1a.r to the rnainstream Canadian culture which
dominates the practices in Canadian classrooms. For this reason, this group may have

an easier time integrating and succeeding in school.
While they are not as statistically signincantLas the other three main effects descx-ibed
above, two family influence variables also affect the educational status of refugee
youth. The net effect of urban residence (beta=O. 193") suggests that refugees living in

the larger centres of Edmonton and Calgary are more likely to be on-track than
refugees living in smaller centres. Mainstream absorption theory suggests that there
are more culturally-relevant services available in the larger centres to aid immigrants

in the integration process. Larger centres are also more likely to have ethoic
communities with people from the same country, which could provide additional
support networks for youth. Sirnilarly, the service workers in larger urban centres rnay
have had more experïence with youth fiom diverse backgrounds. This could also
improve integration in general and school performance in particular.
Parental health is the only other variable that has a small significant net effect on
educational status (beta=0.172"). Youth with parents who are il1 are less likely to be
on-track than youth with healthy parents. Again, underclass absorption theory might
predict that immigrant and refugee youth having parents with physical or mental
health problems wauld expex-ienceproblems in other aspects of their liveç, including
school. In this case, there is a link between the health of parents and the success of
their children.
The remaining individual factors and family influences do not have statistically
significant effects on the educational status of refugee youth. Borrowing a phrase fiom
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle in The Hound of the BaskentilZes (1 902), these could be
1

Statistical significance is defined at the p<O. 10 leveI.
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considered to be the "hounds that did not bark-" One exarnple of a hound that did not
bark is English language ability. A preoccupation of much educational literature on
immigrant and refugee youth is a concern for language acquisition (Huang, 2000).
Common sense and empirical research suggest that youth who do not leam to speak
English are not likely to do well in school. The present data, however, do not support
this. With a beta of only 0.0 18, self-reported English language ability has only a
marginal and non-significant effect on educational status.
It is possible that the self-report measure of English language ability is at fault. If the
respondents had taken an English test at the t h e of the interview and 1 had used their
performance on this test as my measure of English language ability, the results may
have indicated a stronger effect of English language ability on school performance.
Alternatively, and more likely, the correlation between ethnicity and English language
ability may be responsible for this finding. As we observed in Chapter 4, Yugoslavian
youth are more proficient in English. Once ethnicity is controlled in this multiple
regression equation (Table 5.2), English language ability is of little predictive
consequence. Regardes, this non-finding suggests that other factors are more
important in understanding the educational performance of refugee youth.
Two other "hounds that did not bark" are variables central to the school-to-work
transition literature. In this literature, the educational credentials of parents and family
incorne should have a great influence on the educational performance of youth (Curtis,
Livingstone and Smdler, 1992; Porter, Porter and Slishen, 1979; West, et. al., 2000).
It is well established that the children of more affluent and more educated parents tend
to do better in school. However, the beta for parents' (combined) education is 0.149
and for family income, it is 0.095. This indicates that parental SES has little influence
on the educational performance of their children when compared to the strength of
other indi~ators.~
On fuaher reflection, these fmding are not surprising when applied
to the experiences of immigrants and refugees. A hallmark problem of many
With betas close to the Iine of significance, 1 decided to create an index of the parents' education and
family income to see if the combined effect would be significant. The result was that the R
' declined
and the index had no significant effect on the dependent variable.

newcomers is the failure to have their educational qualifications recognized by
Canadian employers. Normally, education is linked to skills, and better paid
employment would naturally follow (Salamon, 199I ;Packer, 199l), but this is not the
case for refügees. This results in many highly educated refugees working at low-wage,
low-ski11 employment for which they are overqualified (Basran and Zong, 1998;

Krahn, Denving, Mulder and Wiikinson, 2000). Thus, the reiationship between
parents' education and family income and educationai status is not as strong for
refügees as it is for other youth. However, even if SES is not transmitted via income, it
is still expected that parents would pass on to their children their values and
expectations of better education. The analysis of the determinants of the occupational
aspirations of refugee youth is covered in the next chapter.
Family composition aiso has no effect on the educational status of refugee youth. A
recent study by the United States Department of Education found that the academic
performance of students in reading, arithmetic, and general knowledge is greater for
children living in two-parent homes than for children living in single-parented homes,
even after taking language ability into account (West, et. al., 2000). One reason why
family composition may not have had a significant influence on education status in my
study is that it is correlated with the ethnicity variable (r=0.368**). Almost 90% of
youth fiom the former Yugoslavia live with two parents, while only 53% of youth
fiom other countries live similady. Thus, controlling on ethnicity, family composition
has a negligible effect on educationai status.

The remaining individual factors (school enjoyment, helping parents adjust to Canada,
gender, mental health, age, and refügee camp experience) al1 have non-significant net
effects on the educational status of refugee youth. Again, some of these variables are
central to explanations of youth integration and transition. For instance, school
enjoyment (beta=-0.083), according to the school-to-work transition literature, should
have a strong positive effect on educational status. Here the effect is srnall and
negative. For these refugee youth, enjoyment of school in Canada simply has little

effect on education status, while other factors more strongly hikence educational
performance.
Gender is a centrai concern of al1 social science research. Recent studies indicate that
women generally out-perform men at academic tasks (Statistics Canada and Canadian
Council of Muiisters of Education, 2000: 7 9 , enough so that the Ministers of
Education have suggested that male students need special attention in the classroom. It
appears that for refugees, gender does not play a significant role in educational status.
Despite the bivariate cross-tabtdations (Table 5.1) indicating that female students are
less likely than males to be in the behindldropped out category (1 5% fernde versus

24% male), once other variables are controlled, gender loses its effect. Other factors
such as time in Canada and ethnicity have a more sdient effect on the educational
success of refugee youth.
According to underclass absorption theory, difficulty in helping parents adjust to life
in Canada should also have a negative effect on education status. The idea behind this
is that probIems at home usually lead to problems at school (Ahearn and Athey, 1991).
But the beta for this variable is small, negative and non-significant (beta=O. 140).
However, if my sample had been larger, this variable might have had a significant net
effect on educational status, in the predicted direction.
A plethora of psychological literature on refügee youth suggests that their mental

health has a significant impact on their educational performance and on other aspects

of their lives (Ahearn and Athey, 1991;Ready, 1991;Hodes, 1998). The findings here
simply suggest that the effect of mental health on educational performance is not as
great as has been previously predicted. This may indicate that adolescent refugees, for
the most part, are more resilient than the literature leads us to believe. In addition,
other studies may not have controlled on al1 the variables included in this analysis.
The negative impact of spending time in a refugee camp is of great interest to
researchers and non-govemmentd organizations (UNICEF 2000; United Nations,

1999; Human Rights Watch, 1999). The United Nations estirnates that of
approximately 50 million forcibly displaced people, about 30% are between die ages
of 10 and 24 years (United Nations Youth Information Network, 1999). Post-refbgee
camp expenence can affect the mental health of adolescents in various ways, ranging
fkom "depression, apathy, delinquent behaviour or aggressive acts to situational
mental disturbances, drug abuse and suicide, which in many cases, may also be a
reflection of the high Ievel of anxiety and despair within the refugee community as a
whole" (UNHCR, 1994). In a 1992/3 survey of Burmese refugees in Thailand, youth
in refûgee camps experienced an average of 30 trauma events (United Nations, 1999),

including interrogation, imprisonment, threats of deportation and torture. These
experiences can have adverse eEects on the mental and physical health of rehgee
youth, which may carry over into their resettlemeot and schooling expenences.
Yet the results of the current analysis indicate that refugee camp experience has no
direct effect on the educational status of refugee youth. Upon consideration of this
fmding, it was hypothesized that refugee camp expenence could have an interaction
effect with the ethnicity variable as the experience of life in refugee camps differs
fkom country to country (see for example Hukanovic, 1993; Cale Feldman, Princa and
Senjkovic, 1993; Kelly, 2000; Human Rights Watch, 1999). A cross-product terrn
(ethnicity by refugee camp experience) was added to the list of independent variables
(see Table 5.3) and revealed a significant net effect (beta=0.182). Thus, YugosIav
youth who had not been in a refugee camp were most likely to be successful in school.

In contrast, non-Yugoslav youth who had been in a refugee camp were least likely to
be successful. The strength of the other variables in the equation did not change. The
policy implications of this finding are that educators and counselors involved with
refugee youth should be made aware of their previous refugee camp experience,
particularly for the most disadvantaged groups of refugee youth.

Table 5.3
Deterrninants of Educational Status for Refugee Youth
with cross-product term ethnicity x refugee camp experience

Individual Factors
School enjoyment
English language ability
Grade placement upon arriva1
Difficulty helping parents adjust
Months in Canada
Ethnicity x refugee camp exp.
Gender
Mental health
Age

Beta
-0.079
0.061
"0.285
-0.121
'0.233
A0.182
-0.056
0.008
-0.086

Family Influences

Beta

Urban residence
Sponsorship type
Famiiy composition
Parentsr highest level of schooling
Family incorne
Parents' health

*0.211
-0.071
0.021
0.066
0.081
"0.1 72

Ethnicity x refugee camp exp. (4=Yugoslav, no camp experience, 2=Yugoslav with camp
experience or other refugee without camp experience. l=other refugee with camp experience).

R2 = 0.356
Adjusted R2 = 0.227
N=91

" Significant at P=0.01
A

Significant at P=0.05
Significant at P=0.10

Summary and Policy Implications
These fmdings show that that the school-to-work transition literature, as well as the
immigration and integration literatures, require some rethinkuig in order to account for
the influences on educational outcome that are specific to refugee youth. There is also
evidence to suggest that these theories can be used in conjunction with one another to
better explain the experiences of refugee youth. Grade placement upon arrival, number
of rnonths in Canada, ethnicity, urban residence, parents' health and, to a certain
extent, refugee camp expenence al1 influence the educational performance of refugee
youth in Canada. These influences are specific to the integntion, immigrant and
school-to-work transitions literature, but are rarely seen together.
Ethnicity remains a highly significant predictor of the educational performance of
refugee youth. Youth from the former Yugoslavia are more likely than youth fiom

other countries to be in a position to continue on to post-secondary education. The
implication of this fmding is that programs that target other groups might help them

better adjust to the Canadian school system. School programs should be sensitive to
variations within the broad category of "refùgee" to better help those in need. As noted
several times, the superior performance of Yugoslavian youth may be due to their
advanced English language ability and, perhaps, to their greater familiarity with our
type of school system. On a more negative note, the better performance of
Yugoslavian youth, most of whom are white, might also mean that the continued
existence of discrimination in the Canadian education system cannot be mled out.
Schooling practices and c u r r i c u l u need to address this problem.
Time in Canada also has a positive idluence on educational performance, which is
supported by the integration literature that States as time in the new country increases,
so does the integration of newcomers. This has important policy implications,
especially in regard to the age cap policy of Alberta Education. Youth with gaps in
their schooling are unlikely to be able to finish high school before the prescribed age

of 19 years. In these instances, exceptions to this restrictive policy should be
considered.
Tied to this is the finding that grade placement upon arriva1 is crucial to educational
success. Educators need to devise better methods that will help place refiigee youth
into grades suitable for their age and education abilities. Educators ofien have to

"guess" the appropriate grade. Some sort of standard testing procedure rnight help
alleviate this problem, as would additional teacher education about refugees. Or,
perhaps more simply, additional discussion with refugee youth and their parents
before grade placement occurs might lead to a more appropriate grade placement.
Residence in a large urban setting has a positive effect on the educational performance
of rehgees. This is probably linked to the availability of language instruction and
culturally-specific services for newcomers. However, additional research would better
uncover this link. Furthemore, labour market opportunities for adults rnay encourage
better educated refugees to seek employment in the larger cities. This would mean that

their children would accompany them. This may be an additional reason that refugee
youth in larger centres perforrn better in the educational system.
Finally, parental health has a positive impact on the educational performances of
refugees. Heaithy parents are more likely to have healthy children who, it appears, do
better in school. Hence, the well-being of the entire family should be an important
consideration in helping new refugce fvnilies adjust. This includes both physical and
psychological health, and exqends beyond the school into the labour market where
parents require additional services to assist them in finding suitable employment with
adequate wages. This would go a long way in helping refûgee youth and their families
better cope with their new lives in Canada.
Overall, the findings in this chapter are fairly positive, showing at least half of the
refugee youth in this study succeeding in the Canadian school system. For the rnost
part, they are in classes that lead to post-secondary education. Thus, in this sense, they

seem to have successfidly integrated into Canadian society. Despite this positive
fmding, however, this study also indicates that many refugee youth require additional
resources and consideration in their education so that they are better able to take
advantage of post-secondary educational opportunities that lead to better employment
outcomes.
The implications of these findings are particulariy relevant in the broader Canadian
context. Of the 137,715 refugees arriving in Canada between 1992 and 1996, 3 1%
were aged 19 and under (Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 1999: 12), meanhg
that education is an important aspect of consideration. Only recently has the issue of
refugee youth and education garnered attention fiom the government. Bill C-487
which would amend the Canada Student Financial Assistance Act to make Convention
refugees eligible for student loans has just been tabled in the Canadian parliament, in
recognition that refugee youth do not have equal oppominities in post-secondary
education. While a step in the right direction, additional focus on the secondary and

elementary school experiences of refügees is needed in order that the 40% of refugee
youth having problems in school are not left behind.
The next chapter examines if and how current educational status and the other
variables relevant to this study influence the occupational aspirations of refugee youth,
Higher levels of education generaily lead to better employment. While 1 lack the data
needed to study empIoyment outcomes, as only a few members of my sample have
entered the labour market, there is merit in exarnining occupational aspirations of
refügee youth to see if their educational status will at least provide them with a good
chance of reaching their career goais.

Chapter 6: Preparing for Work: The Occupational Aspirations of Refugee Youth
"Probably every single youngperson in this country would like io go
abroad for work), because rhisplace is offering us nothing" Ivana
Franck, a 1 7 year-old Serbian teenager living in Belgrade (Gee, 2000 :
A 12).

Introduction
Virtually al1 teenagers, regardless of circumstances, want to leave their homes as part
of obtaining independence, although not al1 want to leave their home country. But
refiigee youth are different. They have completed one part of this transition journey by
fleeing to a new country that may give them a chance at a better Me including better
employment opportunities. But how do they fare in the Canadian labour market?
Most of the youth in my sarnple are too young to allow me to study their occupational
outcornes. In fact, many were still in school and some were working in student jobs.
Hence, it is not possible to determine how they will ultimately fare in the Canadian
labour market. So why look at occupational aspirations? Because the school-to-work
transition research literature shows that high occupational aspirations tend to translate,
in tirne, into high occupational status (Krahn and Lowe, 2 997). Youth who aim high
tend to obtain more post-secondary education and, on average, better jobs. Thus, by

examining the occupational aspirations of refugee youth, we can see whether these
young people are "on-track" for better jobs. Thus, the purpose of this chapter is to
explore one small piece of their transition into addthood, their occupational
aspirations. In so doing, we have yet another opportunity to address the broader
question of how well refugee youth are integrating into Canadian society.
Little is known about refùgee youth once they have left the secondary education
system. The previous two chapters discussed the educational experiences and
attainment of newly arrived refûgees. We saw that just over half of refugee youth are

"on-track" in educational programs that lead to post-secondary possibilities. The other
haif, however, is struggling with obstacles such as learning English, catching up on
y e m of missed schooling, and leamhg a new culture. Many youth may be impeded

by other factors including helping their parents adjust to Canada, coping with past
events associated with war and the loss of parents andor family members, and the
existence of discrimination in the education system. How do these factors influence
the occupational aspirations and goals of refugee youth?

The last chapter showed that some of the factors having strong influences on the
school-to-work transitions of Canadian-born youth, such as parents' education, family
incorne, family composition, school enjoyment, and persona1 health have no apparent
effect on the educational status of refügee youth. Furthemore, the fidings provide no
evidence that ability to speak English, or helping parents adjust, have any effect on
educationai status.
Why do the school-to-work transition and the immigration literatures largely fail to

explain the educational status of refugees? It could be that refugees are so different
fkom Canadian-bom and other immigrants that new theories of integration and schoolto-work transitions must be developed to help enhance our understanding of this
group. 1 am not so sure 1 accept this proposition. While refugee youth are different
fkom immigrant and Canadian-bom youth, in many ways they are the s q e . While
interviewing two young women fkom the former Yugoslavia, 1 recognized the photos
of rock groups that covered their walls. Occasionally, our interview was punctuated by

phone calls fiom fkiends and I would catch snippets of conversations about boys and
school. When talking to a young man fiom Afghanistan, we spoke about his afierschool soccer team. These are activities that are the sarne as those of Canadian-bom
youth. This interviewing experience was not unanticipated, as tbere are some aspects
of youth culture that are universal.
Rather than leading to a new theoreticai approach, the present analysis contributes to
the immigration and transitions literature. Much of the immigration literature deals

with the influences of the family on the decision to migrate. For immigrants, one of
the major rasons for family migration is to provide a better life for themselves and
their children (Isajiw, 1999). Similarly, in the school-to-work transition literature, the
influence of parents is great. Encouraging children to do well in school and providing
a home environment that fosters a love for learning can have positive influences on the

school performance of children (Chu and Braddock, 2000: 106). Furthemore, the
occupation of parents, according to the school-to-work transition literature, has a great
effect on the aspirations of their chiidren (Curtis, Livingstone and Smaller, 1992: 8-10;

Krahn and Lowe, 1998).
This chapter examines the influence of fmily, particularly the socioeconomic status
of the family, and the influence of parents' occupational aspirations on the aspirations
of refugee youth. It begins with an examination of the occupationai aspirations held by
refbgee youth in my sample. Data fiorn the 1996 Alberta High School Graduate
Survey are used to provide comparable uiformation on immigrant youth and
Canadian-born youth.' A more detailed examination of the influences on occupational
aspirations, controllhg for the effects of other factors such as time in Canada, age,
refugee camp experience, ethnicity, and gender, is presented at the end of the chapter.
Some Preliminary Hypotheses
What do refügee youth want fiom their new lives in Canada? This is a question rarely
asked. It is simply assumed that refugee youth settle and become "Canadian", desiring
the sarne lives as native-born youth. Due to the paucity of research in this area, a
number of prelimioary hypotheses will guide this research. Most of them, quite
literally, are iIiformed speculations, based on my understanding of refugee youth.
Some are guided by the literature on school to work transitions.

I

The 1996 Alberta High School Graduate Survey surveyed 2,68 1 12' Grade srudents in 58 high
schools across the province. The Alberta High School Graduate survey contained information for Grade
12 students, mostly between the ages of 16 and 18, while my youth sample has a slightly Ionger age
range, fiorn 15 to 2 1 years. However, most o f the youth in my sample are in school and are therefore
relatively comparable to the respondents in the Alberta High School Graduate Survey.

My core assumption is that refugee youth will have 1ow occupational aspirations.
Given their experiences as former refugees, my hypothesis is that 1 expect youth in my
sample to have lower expectations about their careers than Canadian-bom students or
immigrant students. There is an abundance of literature that suggests that refugee
youth have a higher propensity towards various mental health problems (Ahearn and
Athey, 1991; Beiser and Edwards, 1994). Because mental health problems may impact
negatively on aspirations, and due to the higher incidence of mental health problems
amongst the refugee population, it might mean that refugee youth, as a group, would
have lower aspirations than other youth.
While predicting lower occupational aspirations arnong refugee youth, 1 would expect
the influences on their aspirations to be quite sirnilar to what has been previously
observed in Canadian research. Like the aspirations held by Canadian-bom youth, it is
expected that educational status should positively influence the occupational
aspirations of refugees. Students doing better in school should have higher aspirations,
on average, than those who are not doing well. Given the results in Chapter 5,
indicating that refugees from the former Yugoslavia are typically doing better in
school, it is not a stretch to postulate that youth fiom the former Yugoslavia should
have higher occupational aspirations than refùgee youth fiom elsewhere.
Family influences on occupatiooal aspirations have been well docurnented (see Anisef
et al., 2000; Theissen and Looker, 1999). The expectations held by parents for their
children are generally fairly similar to those held by their children. Hence, another
hypothesis is that the aspirations of refugee parents should be similar to those of their
children. It has also been documented that youth will often aspire to occupations that
are similar, or at least of similar socioeconomic status, to the occupations of their
parents. For example, a youth whose father is a physician may aspire to become a
physician herself, or aspire to an occupation in a similar field (Hagan, Dinovitzer and
Parker, 1997). In the case of refbgees however, 1postulate this relationship to be
slightly different. Many refugees face difficulties practicing their trades and
professions in Canada. Once a physician in Afghanistan, a parent may work as a lab

assistant in Canada because their credentials obtained in Afghanistan are not
recognized (Krahn, DeMiing, Mulder and Wilkinson, 2000). For this reason, 1
hypothesize that the occupation that refugee parents held in their home country would
have a larger innuence on the occupational aspirations of their children than their
present occupation in Canada.
Two remaining hypotheses are derived directly fiom the school-to-work transition
Literature and its strong emphasis on the Uifluence of class background on occupational
aspirations. First, 1 would predict that parents' education should positively affect the
occupationai aspirations of youth. That is, the higher the parents' education, the higher
their children's aspirations. More specifically, 1 would expect that youth with at least
one university educated parent would have higher aspirations than youth without
university educated parents. Second, and following the sarne line of reasoning, farnily
income should also positively influence aspirations; the higher the income, the higher
the aspiration.

The Occupational Aspirations of Refugee Youth
Specifc Career Goals
When asked about their occupationai aspirations,' the most prevalent choices among

refügee youth are physician (9%),engineer (1 1%), and cornputer programmedsystems
analyst (7%1).~
Refugee youth are slightly more likely to prefer these occupations when
compared to immigrant and Canadian-born youth. In the 1996 Alberta High School
Graduate Survey, the most popular career choices for Canadian-born youth were
teacher (6.0%)' engineer (5.6%), and physician (4.1 %) (Lowe, Krahn and Bowlby,
1997: 49). For immigrant youth in the Alberta High School Graduate Survey, the most
popular occupational choices were engineer (9.0%), accountant (6.4%), and physician

(4.6%). It appears that physician and occupations in engineering are popular among al1
Youth were asked "what kind ofjob or career do you want m t u a l l y ? "

three groups, but the proportion of refùgees preferring these occupations is somewhat
higher than for immigrants and the Canadian-born.
While these differences are not iarge, w-e might still ask why the occupational
aspirations of refugees differ fi-om the aspirations of immigrants and Canadian-bom
youth in this regard. It could be that refügee youth may not be aware of dl the
occupations that are available to them in Canada. 1do not place much stock in this
argument, as evidence from my survey, when compared to that fiom the Alberta High
School Graduate Survey, suggests that refirgees aspire to a wide range of different and
very specific occupations. Hence, a M e r look at the specific career goals of refügee
youth, compared to immigrant and native-born youth, could be useful.
For instance, accounting is an occupation preferred by a larger proportion of
immigrants than the other groups (6.4%). This may be a function of more accountants,
compared to other professions, being accepted as inmigrants to Canada. Because
youth fkequently follow in their parents' footsteps, more Unmigrant youth may aspire
to careers in accounting. The same phenomenon rnay explain the higher number of
aspiring engineers in the refugee sample.
Teaching was not a popular profession for refügees (2.2%), and to a lesser extent,
immigrants (4.3%), but was chosen by 6.1% of Canadian-bom students. Why is
teacher the number one occupational aspiration of Alberta youth, yet much less
popular arnong refugee youth? There are two possible explanations. First, teachers are
often the first people to have extended personal contact with refugee youth. The
demographic characteristics of the 'average' teacher in Canada are white and middle
class, something that does not resonate with the majority of refbgees who arrive in
Canada. At least upon first arrival, many refbgees are poor and about half are not
white, characteristics that are very different from the average teacher. Furthemore,
refugee youth may not view teaching as somethhg they can aspire to because the
This calculation is based on the total number of youth in the sample. Eleven refugee youth stated they
were unsure of their fiiture occupational pians, representing 12% of the total sample, slightly higher
than the average "unsure" response in the Alberta High School Graduate Survey (9%).
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values held by teachers probably do not match their own. Research suggests that
children fkom non-rnainstream cultures are not attracted to teaching as the culture of
teaching is one that generally does not encourage a recognition of diversity (Coelho et
al., 1990; Gnindy, 1994). Lnstead, it is a profession that encourages adoption of
mainStream values. The teaching profession is trying to make changes that would
attract teachers from non-mainstream cultures and to institute a multicultural
curriculum, but it is a slow process. As a result, refugee youth rnay be Iess Iikely to

aspire to the teaching profession.
Another reason teaching may not be an attractive profession for refugee youth may be
related to the selection process for refbgees to Canada. While Canada does not
"select" refûgees per se, Canada is a desirable destination. Refugees who were highly
educated and affluent in their home countries have a better chance of gaining entry to
Canada as they possess skills that are more likely in demand. Teachers, though
educated, are not likely to be wealthy enough to be able to escape their counby of
origin. Hence, fewer refugee youth would be exposed to teachers who are members of
their own ethnic communities in Canada. In addition, teachers are some of the first
professionals to be persecuted in any wars (Richardson, 1998). Because of their
influence on youth, many are abducted, tortured and killed. In Carnbodia, it is
estimated that 70% of teachers were killed within the first four years of the conflict. In
Algeria, 174 teachers were murdered in 1994 alone (Richardson, 1999 speaking
notes). As a result, refugee youth might not see teaching as a desirable profession.

Professional or ûther Careers
It is easier to compare the occupational aspirations of refugees and Canadian-born
students using a less detailed coding scheme based on the 1981 Standard Occupational
Classification

4

SOC).^ Table 6.1 shows the occupational aspirations of the refugees in

SOC codes are used instead of the newer NationaI Occupational Classification codes (NOC) because
the Alberta High School Graduate Survey coded occupational aspirations as SOC codes.

my study compared to immigrant and Canadian-bom youth in the Alberta Hi& School
Graduate Survey. The SOC codes have been collapsed into 16 categories.
Table 6.1
Occupational Aspimtions of Refugee Youth, Immigrant Youth and Canadian-born Youth

Refugee sample

1996 Alberta
Hiah School Graduate Survey
Immigrants
Canadian-bom
N
%
N
%

Managerial
ScienceEngineering/Math
Social Sciences
Religion
Teaching
MedicineIHealth
Artistic/Literary/Recreational
Clerical
Sales
Service
Primary
MiningIOil
Manufacturing/Processing
Construction
Transportatian/Communication
Homemaker
No response
Don't know, good job
Total

91

100%

275

100%

1 349

100%

Note:
Some culumns rnay not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Table 6.1 shows that almost one quarter of the refugee youth in the study aspire to
occupations in the sciences, engineering or math (23%). This is sinilar to the
proportion of immigrants in the 1996 Alberta High School Survey who aspired to such
occupations (2 1%), but both figures are much higher than the proportion of Canadianbom students aspiring to this group of occupations (13%). This finding counters some
previous research. In the United States, Ginorio and Grignon (2000: 153) report that
ethnic minority junior high and senior high school students aspire to careers involving
mathematics and sciences at lower rates than their white classrnates. The difference
between the U S . study and my own may be due to the fact that the minority youth in

the U.S. study were probably native-bom, with lower socioeconornic backgrounds. In
contrast, many refiigees and immigrant youth are chiidren of well-educated,
professional parents.
Table 6.1 also shows that immigrants are the most Iikely to aspire to work as managers
(12%) compared to Canadian-born (5%) and refiigee youth (3%). About the same

proportion of refugees, immigrants and Canadian-bom students want to work in the
medicine and health fields. Fifteen percent of refugees and Canadian-bom students
aspire to these occupations, as do 13% of immigrants. Medicine and health fields are
the most popular choices of Canadian-bom students, but are only the second most
popular choice for immigrants and the third most popular choice for refugees.
As already noted, refugees stand out in their aversion to teaching. While 7% of al1

Canadian-bom students aspire to be teachers as do 5% of immigrants, o d y 2% of
refûgees want to be tachers. More refugees aspire to careers in the artistic, literary and
recreational fields (18%) than do immigrants (9%) or Canadian-born youth (1 1%). An
explanation of these differences is not irnmediately apparent. Refugees are more iikely
to aspire to clerical occupations (4%) compared to immigrants (2%) or Canadian-born
(1%). They are much less IikeIy to aspire towards service occupations (3%) compared
to immigrants (5%) and Canadian-bom (8%). However, manufactming occupations
appear to be more attractive to refugees (7%) than to immigrants (3%) and the
Canadian-bom (5%).

In some ways, refùgee and immigrant students have similar aspirations. They are most
likely to prefer occupations in the science, engineering or math fields, more so than
Canadian-born students. Yet at times, refugee youth are similar to Canadian-born
students and different fiom immigrants. For example, their interests in managerial
occupations are equal to Canadian-born youth but lower than immigrants' interest in
these occupations. They are unique as a larger percentage want to work in the artistic,
literary and recreational fields, and very few of them desire to teach.

ManagedProfessionaZ or Orher Careers?
If we fuaher collapse the data so that manageriaYprofessiona1 occupations are
compared to al1 other occupations, we can see few important differences between the
three groups (Table 6.2). Sixty-eight per cent of refugees and 68% of immigrants
aspire to professionaVmanageria1 occupations, compared to 60% of Canadian-born
students. In contrast, 20% of refùgees and 20% of Canadian-born respondents aspire
to other lower status occupations, compared to 13% of the immigrants.
Table 6.2
Youth Aspirations (Binary) for Refugee, Immigrant and Canadian-born Youth

1 996 Alberta
High School Graduate Suwey

Refugees

Immigrants

Canadian-bom

N

Y0

N

Y0

N

Y0

ProfessionallManageflal
Other
NR/Donttknowl good job

62
18
14

68%

188

20%
12%

36
51

68%
13%
19%

807
268
271

60%
20%
20%

Total

91

275

100%

1346'

100%

* Excludes three

100%

respondents aspiring to become homemakers.

Thus, returning to the core hypothesis of this chapter, there is no evidence that refugee
youth, as a group, have lower occupational aspirations than Canadian-boni youth. A
comparison to yet another Canadian study makes the same point. Thiessen and Looker
(1999: 177) note that the occupations of choice for their sarnple of youth fiom Nova

Scotia were overwhelmingiy in the managerial and professional fields. However, their
figures are still lower than those reported by the refugees in my study. Thiessen and
Looker (1999: 180) find that only 56% of the youth in their survey indicate a
preference for occupations in the managerial and professionai sector."

Thiessen and Looker's calculations do not include respondents who did not know what kind of
occupation they woufd like to pursue. This would furtfier decrease the percentage of their sampIe
aspiring towards manageriai/professional occupations.

Surprisingly, refugee youth are the most likely to know the kind of occupation they
wish to pursue as adults. Table 6.2 reveals that only 12% of refugees, compared to

19% of immigrants and 20% of Canadian-born students do not know what they would
like to do when they 'grow-up' (or simply provide a general answer like "a good
job"). This is interesthg since refugees have spent the least amount of time in Canada
compared to the other groups, including immigrants. Given the previous uncertainty in
their lives, it is somewhat surprishg that they have such definite occupational goals.
Alternatively, it could be this very uncertainty that leads refugee youth to aspire to
d e f i t e goals at an early age as a way of coping and getting on with their lives.

Occupational Aspirations by Educational Status and Ethnicity
There is some disagreement in the research literature as to whether occupational
aspirations differ between white and non-white students. Some research indicates that
white students may aspire to higher occupations than those aspired to by visible
minority students (Ginorio and Grignon, 2000; Schnieder, 2000). However, Bibby and
Posterski (1992: 111) find few differences in occupational aspirations of Canadian
youth regardless of ethnic differences. MacLeod (1995) suggests that socioeconornic
status needs to be taken into account. Minority students of low socioeconomic
backgrounds may have higher aspirations than white students of sirniiar
socioeconomic status.
Educational status also plays a role in occupational aspirations, especially as youth get
older. Youth having difficulty in school are more Iikely to have lower aspirations than
those who are on-track at schooi, probably due to the realization that their academic
abilities would prevent them fiom attaining high-status employment. What do the data
from the refugee survey indicate?
A bivariate analysis (Table 6.3 "totd" column) shows that refbgee youth fiom the

former Yugoslavia have slightly higher aspirations Phan refbgee youth fiom elsewhere.
Specifically, 74% of Yugoslavian refugee youth aspired to manageridprofessional

Table 6.3
Refugee Youth Aspirations (Binary) by Educational Status and Ethnicity
Behind/
dromed out

Professional/Managerial
Other
NR/Donatknowlgoodjob
Total

High school
onlv

6

46%

11

2

15%
38%

3

5

13 100%

1

73%
20%
7%

3
3

65%
18%
18%

28
8
9

62%
18%
20%

45 100%

25
O
6

81%
0%
19%

34
4
8

74%

10 100%

31 100%

46

100%

36
3
9

75%
6%
19%

62

3

60%

1
1

20%
20%

Total

5

100%

ProfessionallManageriai
Other
NR/Donlt knowlgood job

9
3

50%
17%
33%

17
6

24%

2

8%

18 100%

25

100%

Total

11

Total

17 100%

15 100%

Professional/ManageriaI
Other
NWDon't knowlgood job

6

On-track

6
3

1

60%
30%
10%

68%

48 100%

12
27

9%

17%

68%
13%
19Y0

91 100%

Note:
Some columns may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

occupations compared to only 62% of the other refugee youth. A more detailed
analysis (results not shown in table) shows that there is little difference by ethnicity in
the percentage of youth aspiring to occupations in science/engineering/math,social
sciences/teaching, and medicinelhealth. But there is a large difference for the
artistic/literature/recreationoccupations. Over 20% of Yugoslavian refugee youth

indicated an interest in pursuing occupations in this field while only 13% of nonYugoslav youth had similar desires. Fewer Yugoslavs aspired to careers in the
clericaVservice occupations (4%) and in the manufacturing/constniction/transport
occupations (4%) compared to non-Yugoslavian youth (1 1% and 20% respectively).

When educational status is taken into account (Table 5.3), we see the highest
proportion of professionaL/managerial aspirations (8 1%) among Yugoslavian refügee
youth who are "on-track" in their education. The lowest proportion of high status
aspirations (46%) is observed for non-Yugoslavians who are ''behuid in terms of their
educational status. Thus, there is evidence of an interaction effect between ethnicity
and educational status.
Parents' Aspirations and Youth's Aspirations

Earlier 1 predicted that the influence of other variables on the occupationai aspirations
of refugee youth should be similar to what has been observed in research on Canadianborn youth. One critical influence on the occupationai aspirations of Canadian-bom
youth is the occupational aspirations of their parents. Table 6.4 shows how closely
rnothers' occupational aspirations matched those of their children in my study. The
shaded areas show where the occupational aspirations of the parents match those of
their children. In total, over 40% of mothers (3 1 out of 8 1) reported occupational
aspirations similar to their children. Fathers' occupational aspirations were just as
good predictors of their children's aspirations (Table 6 S ) ,with 38% matching.
Thus, at a bivariate level, the occupational aspirations of parents and youth tend to
match6. What kinds of occupations did parents want for their children?
OverwhelmingIy, mothers wanted their children to have occupations in
science/engineering/math(25%) or in medicine/health (29%). Fathers, on the other

hand, were more likely to want to see their children in the manageriaVsocial
science/teaching field (1 9%) or in the science/engineering/math fields (1 9%). Some
mothers and fathers were unsure of their occupational aspirations for their children.
Slightly over 20% of mothers and 32% of fathers were unsure of their occupational
aspirations for their children, compared to oniy 12% of youth who were unsure about
their own future occupation.

6

These figures, and others reported in this paragraph, are based only on mothers or fathers who were
interviewed.
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Preparing for a Multivariate Analysis

The multivariate analysis of tbe determinants of educational status in Chapter 5 proved
to be useful. A simila.analysis of the effects of individual and family influences on
refugee youth's occupational aspirations would probably also be beneficial. However,
the survey data had to be adjusted in several ways before such an analysis could be

conducted- This next section describes the methods used to create the "youth
occupationai aspirations" and the "combined househoid occupational aspirations"
variables, and also comments on how a measure of family socioeconomic stahis was
chosen.
Quantz3ing the OccupationalAspirations of Youth

The dependent variable in the following multivariate analysis is the occupationai
aspirations of refugee youth. Respondents were asked what kind ofjob or career do
you want eventually? For the most part. Sie youths provided specific occupational

aspirations. For the purposes of this analysis, only the fist occupational choice was
noted. Eleven respondents did not know what kind of occupation they desired. These
cases were removed fiom the analysis.
To satise the condition of multiple regression that the dependent variable be at least
interval or ratio Ievel, the occupational aspirations of youth were converted into a
prestige score. The first step of this conversion was £rom nominal ievel responses
(e-g., engineer, physician) into the Standard Occupation Code used by Statistics
Canada. This translation assigns a four-digit code to almost every imaginable
occupation in Canada (Blishen, Carroi1 and Moore, 2987). The next step was to

convert the SOC codes into Blishen scores. The Blishen score is a uni-dimensional
socioeconomic index designed to measure occupational prestige (Blishen, Carroll and
Moore, 1987). This would allow refugee youth's occupational aspirations to be used
as an interval level dependent variable in the path analysis.

Creating the Cornbined Household Aspirations Measure
Parents were asked to indicate the kinds of occupations they hoped their son(s) or
daughter(3) would achieve as adults. Interviewers asked: what kind ofjob or
occupation do you hope each ofyour children enfers? Parents were instructed to
answer for each of their children, starting with the oldest child. This question was the
third in a series of questions asking what level of education do you want each ofyour

children to receive? and do you think he/she will achieve this level of educarion? The
majority of parents wanted their children to go to university and expected their
children to attain this level of education. Their responses to the questions about
occupational aspirations were not as clear-cut. While almost al1 parents provided
answers (84% of mothers and 68% of fathers responded), some of their answers were
unspecific. For instance, a number of parents just wanted their children to "have a
satisQing good job" or to have a job of their own choosing (18% of mothers and 22%
of fathers). The parents who were not interviewed or did not provide a specific
occupational aspirations were excluded fiom the analysis as their answers could not be
translated to Blishen scores. This left 70 youth for whom data on parents' aspirations
were available.
The occupational aspirations reported by parents were also converted into SOC codes
and then to Blishen scores. The scores for mothers and fathers for each child were then
averaged to provide a "total household aspiration" score for each youth. In cases with
oniy one parent reporting, the single Blishen score was used.' The aspirations held by
mothers and fathers for their child were not radically different fiom one another, as
evidenced by the high correlation between mothers' aspirations and fathers'
aspirations ( ~ 0 . 57).
3

7

Data from fathers were not available for 44 cases, while data from mothers were missing in 15 cases.
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Orher Independent Variables
Al1 other independent variables in this path analysis have already been described in

previous chapters. Two variables used in Chapter 5 have been removed fkom the
present analysis: city size and type ofsponsorship. City size was removed due to its
sizable correlation with combined household aspirations (r = 0.447). This high
correiation is Iikely due to the propensity of highly educated parents (Le., those wîth
university degrees) to move to larger centres in an attempt to better utilize their
education. Sponsorship type is removed fkom the analysis due to its large correlation
with combined household aspirations (r = -0.589). If these variables had been kept in
the analysis, multicolinearity problems might have been encountered.
Selecting a Socioeconomic Status lndicator
A nurnber of path models, each with different indicators for family socioeconomic

status were analysed and compared. Five different socioeconomk indicators were
tested, Parents ' education compared households where at least one family rnember
had a university degree with households without university educated parents

( l e v e r s i t y educated, O=no parents with university education). FamïZy incorne is the
total yearly income for the entire household before taxes (1=~$20,000,2=$20,00029,999,3=$30,000-39,999,4=$40,000-49,999, 5=$50,000-59,999, 6=+$60,000). Pre-

urrival household Blishen score, a measurement of socioeconomic status before the

family arrived in Canada, was compiled by converting the pre-arriva1 occupations of
both mother and father into Blishen scores and then calculating the average household
Blishen score. Where only one parent's occupation was available, that occupation was
used for the combined Blishen score. The post-arriva1 Blishen score was calculated
the sarne way, but using the curent occupations of both mother and father. Change in
Blishen score is measured by subtracting the pre-arrival average Blishen score for the

household fiom the post-arrival Blishen score of the household. This variable could
have positive values where Blishen scores increased after arriving to Canada, was zero

for households not experiencing a change, and was negative for households
experiencing a reduction in socioeconomic status upon arriva1 to Canada.
M e r comparing the five alternative models, the path mode1 using university-educated
parents as the socioeconomic indicator was chosen for detailed examination because
of a large possible sample size and fewer high correlations with other important
independent variables. Table 6.6 provides a correlation matrix linking the youth
occupationai aspirations measure and the alternative socioeconomic variables.
The prediction that parents' aspirations have a strong positive influence on the
occupational aspirations of refûgee youth is supported, The correlation between
mother's aspirations and youth's aspirations is 0.35. The influence of father's
aspirations on youth is even greater at 0.57. As explained earlier, in the following path
analysis, mother's and father's aspirations are combined to provide a household
aspirations measure, and this too has a large positive effect on youth aspirations (r =
0.41). What was not expected was the negligibIe impact of parents' occupation prior to

xriving in Canada on their children's aspirations. The correlation between father's
occupation prior to amvai in Canada and youth aspirations was only 0.05, while the
correlation for mother's prior occupation was negative and only 0.08. When mother's
current occupation is examined, the correlation is 0.12, while for father's current
occupation, the correlation is 0.19. This is contrary to my hypothesis that parents'
occupations in theù home country would have a greater Ilifluence on occupational
aspirations compared to their current occupation. It would be expected that due to
problems of foreign credential recognition in Canada, the influence of parents'
occupation in their home country would be a better predictor of youth aspirations than
wouid their current occupation. Apparently, this is not the case.
Nonetheless, parents' education has a small positive correlation with youth
occupational aspirations (r=O.18). Due to the recency of their arrivai in Canada, it is
unlikely that the parents have obtained much M e r education in Canada, so this is a
measure of human capital that parents brought to Canada. It should also be noted that
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parents' education has hi&

correlations with occupations prior to arriva1 in Canada.

The correlation for mother7spnor occupation is 0.60. For Father's prior occupation, it
is 0.49. The correlations are somewhat lower for parents' curent occupations as well
(mother's current occupation=0.52, M e r ' s occupation=0.41). These relatively high
zero-order relations necessitate the removal of measures of parental occupations fiom
the path analysis and M e r validate the decision to use the university-educated

parent(s) variable as the socioeconomic status rneasure.
It was also postulated that the change in socioeconomic status upon mival, usuaily
indicating a decrease in income and occupational status, would have a negative impact
on youth aspirations. However, there was no significant correlation between youth
aspirations and change in socioeconomic status (Table 6.6). Finally, total family
income has only a small correlation with youth aspirations (0.20).

Factors Influencing the Occupational Aspirations of Refugee Youth
According to the school-to-work transition literature, the influence of parental
socioeconomic status impacts greatly on the occupational aspirations of youth. But
there are other family factors that might influence the occupational goals of youth. The
following path analysis examines a number of these family influences. Number of

months in Canada, refugee camp experience, parental health, difficulty helping parents
adjust, and family composition are classified as familial factors, but there are two
other family factors that might also influence occupational aspirations. The first is the
effect of parents' occupational aspirations for their children. The second is the
f ~ l y ' socioeconomic
s
status as measured by university-educated parents.
The path mode1 also includes several individual ascribed characteristics (age, gender,

and ethnicity), dong with a variety of individual achieved characteristics (English
language ability, youth mental health, enjoyed school, an appropriate grade
placement). Finally, educational status, the dependent variable in the previous chapter,
is included as an intervening variable in this path analysis

Figure 6.7 Path Analysis of Occupational
Aspirations held by Refugee Youth*

1 Individual Ascribed Characterisiics 1

R2= 0.276
0.268**

Socioeconomic Measurement
University educated parents

R2 = 0.121

Occupationaf
Aspirations held

Familial Factors
Months in Canada
Refugee camp experience
Parental health
Dificulty helping parents adjust
Family composition

Individuai Ach ieved Characterktics
English language ability
Youth mental health
Enjoy high school in Canada
Appropriate
placement upon arriva1

* Only statistically significant (p <= 0.10) paths are shown, although the effects of ali variables shown are controlled
in the three regression equations.

Figure 6.7 displays a path model testing for the effects of a range of exogenous
variables and several intervening variables (educational status and combined
household aspirations) on the occupational aspirations of refugee youth. The nurnber
of respondents in this analysis is 70.' O d y statistically significant paths are shown in
Figure 6.7, aithough al1 variables were included in the calculations (see Table 6.8).
Figure 6.7 shows that there are o d y two statistically significant direct effects on the
occupational aspirations of refugee youth. There is a strong positive effect of
combined household aspirations on the dependent variable bath coefficient = 0.396)
when al1 other variables are controlled. This is the strongest single influence on the
occupational aspirations of refugee youth and indicates that parents have a strong
impact on their children's occupational aspirations. There is a relatively weak negative
effect of grade placement upon arrival on youths' occupational aspirations.
Controlling on al1 other variables in the analysis, youth who were placed in grades
they felt were too high or too difficult for them when they fïrst arrived in Canada
reported higher aspuations than youth who felt their initial grade placement was too
low or just right b a t h coefficient = 0.21 1). This finding is somewhat perplexing, and
contrary to what 1 predicted.
Controlling for other variables in the model, youth who were on-track in high school
(the "educational status" intervening variable) are more Uely to have parents with
high occupational aspirations for thern (path coefficient=0.3 10). Furthemore,

Yugoslavian parents have lower aspirations for their children than do parents ~ o m
eisewhere (path coefficient = -0.430). As a result, there is a considerable indirect
effect of being Yugoslavian on youth's aspirations (-0.430 X 0.396 = -0.170).
Indirectly, through combined household aspirations, refugee youth fiom the former
Yugoslavia have lower occupational expectations than do youth fiom elsewhere.
However, there is another smaller positive indirect effect of being Yugoslavian
through the educationai status variable (0.268 x 0.3 1O x 0.396 = 0.0329). Thus,
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21 respondents were omitted due to incomplete information on occupational aspirations provided by
both the youth and/or their parents.

Table 6.8
Exogenous and Endogenous Factors lnfluencing Occupational Aspirations of
Refugee Youth
Standardized beta CO-efficientsfor socioeconomic status measurement univenityeducated parents
Educational
Status

..

ndividual Asçabed-C
Age
Yugoslavian
Gender (male=l )

Parents' combined
aspirations

Youth's
aspirations

. .

University Educated Parents

Months in Canada
Refugee Camp Experience
Parental Health
Difficulty Helping Parents Adjust
Family Composition

.-

al Achieved m r a c t e n m
English Language Ability
Youth Mental Health
Enjoy High School in Canada
Appropriate Grade Placement
Educational Status
Household Combined Aspirations
N
Adjusted R
'
Standard Error of the Estimate

ethnicity (in this case being Yugoslavian) has two indirect effects on the aspirations of
refugee youth, in the opposite directions, although the latter is much weaker.
There are four other weak indirect effects on occupational aspirations that flow
through the educational status variable. The socioeconornic status measure (university-

educated parents) has a rnoderate size positive relationship with educational stahis

bath coefficient = 0.255), leading to an indirect effect on the occupationai aspirations
of youth (0.255 x 0.3 10 x 0.396 = 0.03 13). The indirect effect of time spent in Canada
is slightly greater (0.3 95 x 0.3 10 x 0.396 = 0.0484). Parental health has a positive
influence on educational status and hence, an indirect effect on occupational
aspirations b a t h coefficient = 0.032). Fuially, grade placement upon arriva1 continues
to have a positive indirect effect on occupational aspirations bath coefficient = 0.026).
The alternative socioeconornic measures were considered in separate path analyses,
but yielded similar results to the above (see Tables 6.9,6.10,6.11, and 6.12 in
Appendix).
Perhaps equally interesting are the variables having no effect on the occupational
aspirations of youth. Of the individual ascribed characteristics, only the Yugoslav
variable has any effect on occupational aspirations. Sex and age of respondent have no
effect on the occupational aspirations of rehgee youth. The non-effect for gender is in
contrast to the findings of several other authors. For example, Thiessen and Looker
(1999: 112) find that wornen are more likely to aspire to professional occupations
while men are more likely to desire occupations in skilled crafts and trades. Varpalotai
(1996), Geller (1996), Irwin (1995) and Looker (1 993) also fuid gender differences in
occupational aspirations that are not found here. Once other variables are controlled in
my sample, there are no gender differences in occupational aspirations arnong refügee
youth.
Of the familial factors, refugee camp experience, helping parents adjust, and family
composition have no effect on occupational aspirations. This, too, appears to
contradict the research literature. Farnily composition, in a recent Amencan survey, is
one of the strongest correlates of educational performance and consequently of
occupational outcomes (West, Denton and Germino-Hauskin, 2000)? Difficdties
helping parents adjust have also been discussed as a major factor influencing the
positive outcomes of refugee youth (Ahearn and Athey, 1991;Huyck and Fields,
9

However, Perron (1 996) disputes the clairn that family composition has any effect on educational
status and occupational aspirations. In his longitudinal study of the aspirations o f high school students

198 1). Those who do not have difficulty helping their parents adjust to Canada, and
those wbo do not have to help their parents adjust at dl, usuaIly have fewer problerns
elsewhere in their lives, including in school (Ahearn and Athey, 1991;Ahearn,
Loughry and Ager, 1999). And, refugee camp experience is supposed to be an
extremely detrimental factor affecthg subsequent Iife chances of refugee youth
(Huyck and Fields, 198 1 ;Ahearn, Lougren and Ager, 1999; UNICEF 2000; UN,
2000). However, this was not a factor in the present andysis of occupational
aspirations.

Of the individual achieved charactenstics, only grade placement on arrival had
significant direct and indirect effects on the occupational aspirations held by refugee
youth. Surprisingly, Engfish language ability had no bearing o n educational status or

on occupational aspirations, despite the research suggesting that language acquisition
is paramount to doing well in the resettlement country (Malcom and Anderson, 2000:
55; Chu and Braddock, 2000: 105). The mentai health status of youth also has no

effect on occupational aspirations. McGrath (1996: 195) finds a positive influence
between well-being and the propensity to aspire to professional occupations through
participation in post-secondary educztion, but it is not the strongest predictor of
aspirations. Additionally, in his study of adult Vietnamese refugees, Beiser (1999)
found that well-being was associated with better employment and increased life
satisfaction. Finally, enjoyment of high school in Canada has no effect on
occupational aspirations, even though both stress and enjoyment of school have been
found to a e c t the occupational aspirations of youth in Canada, Scotland and
Gerrnany (King and Peart, 1996: 1 67- 1 68).

Summary and Conclusion
Contrary to the core hypothesis in the other chapter, the occupational aspirations of
refugee youth are not lower than those of Canadian-bom youth. While they differ in

in Montreal, other factors, nameIy parents' aspirations and =des
variation in the occupational aspirations o f youtfi.

in school account for most of the

specifics (e.g., refugee youth are less likely to want to be teachers), the overall pattern
is much the same. Thus, in a sense, refügee youth appear to b e integrated into
Canadian society.
There are seven variables with statistically significant direct or indirect effects on the
occupational aspirations held by refugee youth. Aspirations of parents have for their
children have the strongest direct effect on the occupational aspirations of youth. This
fmding concurs with research on Canadian-boni students (Thiessen and Looker, 1999:
112; Krahn and Lowe, 1993: 120), and shows how families play a role in shaping their

children's fùture. Previous research has also shown that students who are doing well in
school tend to have higher occupational aspirations. The outcorne is that those with
higher levels of education tend, in time, to have higher status occupations due to
differences in educational opportunity and attainment (Krahn and Lowe, 1993: 1 19).
But in this study, educational status is only indirectly related to the aspirations of
refbgee youth via household aspirations. Thus, the linkages are not as strong.
Generdly, we find that social origin, educational attainment and occupational
achievement are related, with occupational aspirations playing an important
intervening role. However, in this study, social origins are only indirectly related to
occupational aspirations of refugee youth. Hence, the linkages are not as strong as
would be expected fiom a Canadian-born sample. Perhaps this is a result of the more
recent arrival of refugee youth in Canada, and the relative downward mobility of rnany
of their parents.
Appropriate grade placement upon arrival does have a direct effect on the
occupational aspirations of refugee youth. However, as already noted, the direction of
the relationship is opposite to what was expected. Youth who had been appropriately
placed in school have lower aspirations. While an explanation of this unusual finding
is not easily found, it again suggests that the occupational aspirations of refugee youth
are not as tightly Iinked to school experiences as one might expect.

Number of mon& in Canada has a small positive indirect effect on the occupational
aspirations of refugee youth. According to the literature, refugees and immigrants who
are in Canada longer are more likely to be adjusted to society (Isajiw, 1999), although

a recent study of the adjustment of Russian immigrant youth to Finnish society failed
to find such an effect (Jasinskaja-Lahti and Liebkind, 2000: 5 1 1). The results of my
analysis reveal that time in Canada does play a smdl role in determining the
occupational aspirations of refugee youth, at least indirectly. If we accept that higher
aspirations are at least a partial indicator of integration, this fmding does suggest that
t h e in Canada has a positive effect.

In this study, parents who are physically and mentally healthy have children with
higher aspirations, but again the effects are indirect and weak. Nevertheless, if we
accept that higher aspirations are a sign of faster integration, they warrant some
discussion. Edwards and Beiser (1994) find that family support not only reduces the
incidence of mental disorders in refugee youth, but also b c t i o n s as a buffer between
themselves and their new society. "Refügee children cope better with these stresses
when their families are stable, have adjusted well to a new country, and provide their
children with support, encouragement and love" (Ahearn, Loughry and Ager, 1999:
33 O).

Ethnicity also is an indirect determinant of the occupational aspirations of refugee
youth. However, the pattern is weak and rnixed. Yugoslavian youth are more likely to
be on track in school, and hence, have higher aspirations. But the parents of
Yugoslavian youth have lower aspirations for their children, controlling on other
variables. Hence, this indirect effect on youth aspirations is negative. In contrast, the
direct and indirect effects observed in my path analysis are stronger. Nevertheless, in

the bigger pichue, ethnicity does matter. Yugoslavian youth are much more likely to
be on track for higher education. While occupational aspirations seem somewhat
unconnected, being on-track for higher education is likely, in the long run, to lead to
more positive occupational outcornes since post-secondary credentials are extremely
important for labour market success.

MacLeod's (1995) findings reiterate the influence of ethaicity; the white "Hailway
Hangers" with low aspirations remained in the same economic status with low income
employment, or more likely, no job at dl. Although the "Brothers" were extremely
optimistic as teenagers in 1984, seven years later, they had accomplished no more than

their white peers. Ln his study of young Black men and women living in Toronto,

James (1 990) found that aspirations were hi& for al1 youth, regardless of their
educational attainment. James (1993 : 8) visited the 22 respondents seven years later
and found that 3 had obtained their hi& school diplornas and went straight to work, 10
had obtained some post-secondary education and were now working, 8 were currently

in post-secondary education, but only one was unemployed. However, al1 had faced
the reaiities of racism and discrimination in the labour market and had scaled back
their previous aspirations in light of these experiences. Will this happen to the refbgee
youth in rny study? This is a question 1 must leave for future research.

Chapter 7: Conchsion
""Beinga refigee, I have really Zived and expcrienced lzye" A statement fiom a 16 year
old male fiom Pakistan at the conclusion of the interview.
Introduction
This thesis has examioed many different aspects of the lives of refugee youth in
Canada. Whether focusing on physical and mental health, English language ability,
fiiends and family, self-assessed feelings of integration, educational success, or
occupational aspirations, the goal was to present as holistic a view of the integration of
refugee youth into Canadian society as possible. In this chapter I outline the main
fmdings of the study as well as its theoretical and policy implications. 1 also propose a
future research agenda for studying refugee youth.

HOWWell are Refugee Youth Integrating into Canadian Society?
A number of diverse issues that directly or indirectly influence the integration of

refugee youth into Canadian society were exarnined in Chapter 4. Pre-arriva1
experiences and physical and mental health provide useful background information to
better understand the integration experiences of refugee youth. In tum, English
language ability on arrival, ESL experiences, relationships with family and peers, and
subjective assessments of "fitting in" to Canadian society provide more direct
measures of integration.

Few refugees arrive in Canada directly fiom their home country. About one-third of
the youth in rny sample had spent tirne in a refugee camp. Just over two-thirds had
spent time in a country of asylum before arriving in Canada. These pre-&val factors
are important contextual information that can assist us in understanding the
phenornenon of integration. They may also help explain educational and occupational
success in Canada.

At the time they entered Canada, the refugee youth included in this shidy were, for the

most part, physicaily and mentally healthy. Youth fiom the former Yugoslavia were
less likely than other refugee youth to comment positively on their psychological
health on arrival. However, youth fiom other c o d e s were more likely to report high
levels of stress. Yet stress Ievels and mental heaith problems decreased over time in
both groups, as indicated by responses to questions about their health one year after
they had arrived.
Subjective assessments of integration among refügee youth tell a somewhat different
story. When asked if they feel like "real Canadians", 34% "agreed" or "strongly
agreed", while 36% "disagreed" or "strongly disagreed" with this statement. Just over
half of ail refiigee youth admitted that they were concemed about "fitting in" to
Canadian society. A Ml 70% were concemed about their future in Canada. Thus, a
significant minority (or majority, depending on the question) of refugee youth
expressed some concems or reservations about how well they were integrating into
Canadian society. The fact that they were concerned indicates that they desire to "fit
in." But, at the same t h e , not dl are sure that they are successfully doing so.
When asked for their perspectives on multicdturalism, and whether they wanted to
retain significant parts of their own culture, most refugee youth expressed strong
cornmitment to the principIes of multicultwralism. Not surpnsingly then, most also
insisted that they wanted to maintain essential elements of their own culture. Perhaps
the difficulties they were experiencing in being "Canadian" and still being "other" led
to their concems about fitting in at school and, more broadly, into Canadian society.
As a final indication of their desire to fit into (rnulticdtüral) Canadian society and to
acquire a new identity, almost al1 of the sample members stated that they wanted to
take out Canadian citizenship.
Fnends and family play an important role in integration. A majority of refugee youth
regularly spend t h e with both family and fiiends. The survey h d i n g s indicate that

refiigee youth have a variety of fnends, both within their own ethnic communities and
outside these communities, again an indication of healthy social relations and possibly
successful integration. If refugee youth were spending al1 their time with other youth
fiom the same ethnic community, we would be tempted to Say that they are not
integrated. If they were spending al1 their time with Canadian-bom students, we might

think they were alienated fiom their own community. Instead, the data reveal that they
have a mixture of fkiends and are, thus, relatively well integrated into Canadian
society.
Over 70% of all refugee youth in this study reported their skilis in reading and
speaking English as being good to very advanced. Fewer refugee youth (57%) were
this confident about their writiug skills in English. These measures, taken together,
reveal a confidence in speaking English and provide an indication of successful
communication ability, an important aspect of integration. There was some
reservation, however, when refugee youth were asked to consider how their skills in
English might a u e n c e fùture careers. The majority felt that their English language
skills would negatively influence their future job opportunities, though youth fiom the
former Yugoslavia rate their English language skills as higher and felt less likely that
language skills would negatively influence their fùture job opportunities. They
recognized that although their English language ability is good in everyday
communication, it may not be good enough "on the job". There were significant ethaic
differences in English language abilities. Youth from the former Yugoslavia spent a
shorter time in ESL courses, an indication that many may have had knowledge of
English prior to their arrival in Canada.
School is one of the prïmary sites of integration for refugee youth. For this reason,
what happens to them when they first arrive in the school system is crucial to their
future educational experiences, as well as their future integration. Grade placement

upon arrival is one significant factor. Refiigee youth who are placed in lower than ageappropriate grades may feel "out of place" if they are significantly older than the other
students. Furthemore, these youth may not be able to complete theu high school

education before the provincially mandated age-cap forces them out. This study
showed that 36% of refugee youth were initial- placed in age-inappropriate grades.
However, by the time they were interviewed, a slightly smaller number (only 2 1%)
were still behind in school, in tenns of age. Overall, the survey results suggest that a
smdl majority of refùgee youth were doing reasonably well in school, accordhg to
self-report.
Yugoslavian youth were more likely to be satisfied with their grade placement, to have
higher grades, and were less likely to indicate that they had diaculty at high school
than their counterparts fkom other countries. There were few gender differences, with

the exception that femdes were more likeIy to have higher average grades compared
to males.
Chapters 5 and 6 examined two specific and highly relevant aspects of integration:
educational success and occupational aspirations. The results in Chapter 5 confïrm the
preliminary conclusions fiom Chapter 4 regarding the success of refugee youth in the
Canadian school system. Just over half the sarnple was on-track for post-secondary
education, a figure closely comparable to that for Canadian-born youth (Butlin, 1999).
E s appears to contradict many of the widely held beliefs about refugees. Much of the
existing research portrays them as experiencing considerable difficulties in the
education system. But, despite the fact that half of the sarnple is on-track for postsecondary education, there is still a sizable minority of refbgee youth who are not
doing well, especially when compared to the 70% of Canadian-born students who are
on track for post-secondary education. These young people report moderate to extreme
difficulty in school and will not likely obtain the credits necessary to receive a high
school diplorna. Without this accreditation, most post-secondary education is not
possible, and these young people will be less likely to advance to higher skilled,
higher paid employment in the future. Additionally, failure to complete high school
has implications for successful integration as an adult. Youth who do not obtain high
school diplornas are not eligible for securing employrnent that would provide them
with a satisfactory qudity of life as adults.

The multivariate analysis of educational status in Càapter 5 revealed a number of
factors that influence how well refugee youth do in school, Grade placement upon
arrival, number of months in Canada, ethnicity, urban residence, and parental health
al1 had signifïcant effects on the educational status of refugee youth. Of these factors,
ethnicity had the greatest influence, and its significance remained in tests for
interaction. Yugoslavian youth, most of them white, were more Iikely to be on track
for higher education. This may be an indication of s i m i l d e s between the school
systems in Canada and Yugoslavia which would give this group of refugee youth an
advantage in the Canadian school system. However, there may be an additional factor
influencing their greater success in school. Most youth fi-om the former Yugoslavia are
white, while most of the other refugee youth in this study were members of visible
minority groups. This stark ciifference reminds us of the extent to which race and

ethniciQ continue to afYect the life chances of new d v a l s in Canada.
What is equally interesting and somewhat surprising is that a number of factors
predicted by the literature to be important, did not have any effect on the educational
status of refugee youth. These factors include seif-reported English language ability,
socioeconomic status, mental health, and enjoyment of high school. The theoretical
literature requires adjustment in order to account for these "hounds which did not
bark". In other words, some of the conclusions drawn about Canadian-born youth in
the school-work transition literature may not apply to refugee youth. And some of the

conclusions in the immigration literature about adult refugees may not apply to young
refugees.
In many ways, however, refugee youth are similar to Canadian-born youth. In fact,
they may be more integrated than the literature on adult refigees would lead us to
believe. The analysis in Chapter 6 shows that the occupational aspirations neld by
refugee youth are largely similar to those held by immigrant and Canadian-born youth.
Physician and engineer were among the top occupational aspirations of both refugee
and Canadian-bom youth. However, there were sorne differences in the aspirdtions of

refugee youth. For example, they were more likely to suggest cornputer
programmer/systems anaiyst as a top occupational choice than were Canadian-bom
youth. Notably absent fiom the occupational aspirations of refügees was the teaching
profession. Nevertheless. the high occupational aspirations of refugee youth do
indicate that, in this respect, most appear to be relatively well integrated into Canadian
society.
Chapter 6 also revealed a strong positive effect of parents' aspirations on the
aspirations of their children. This is an expected fmding. What was not expected was
the relative absence of other strong direct effects on the aspirations of refugee youth.
For example, how well refugee youth were doing in school was not related to their
aspirations. Perhaps because of their recent arrival in Canada and because of the
unsettled lives they have led, the occupational aspirations of refugee youth are not as
tightly lioked to background factors as they are for Canadian-bom youth.
One common thread throughout the analysis chapters is the effect of ethnicity. Ethnic
status has a direct effect on many indicators of integration as well as educational
status, and several indirect effects on occupational aspirations. For instance, youth
fiom the former Yugoslavia are more likely to be on-track for post-secondary
education than are youth fiom elsewhere. This couid be detrimental to long term
occupational outcornes for non-Yugoslavian youth who are disproportionately
represented in the lower educationai tracks. In addition, refugee youth h m
Yugoslavia were less likely to report having expenenced discrimination, compared to
the (visible minority) refugee youth fkom other countries.
So, ultirnately, what is the answer to the core question in this dissertation about how
well rekgee youth are integrated into Canadian society? Et should be apparent that a
quantitative response to this question is not feasible at this stage of methodological
development. Instead, a considered qualitative response, with a number of
qualifications, is the only possibility. Compared to the stereotype (in the popular
media but also fiequently found in the research literature) that portrays refügee youth

as typically maladjusted, and often fitting poorly into Canadian society, these survey

results provide a much more positive response. A majority of the sarnple were doing
reasonably well in school, on track for post-secondary education. Most reported good
health, and their self-reports of stress had declined. Most reported fiequent and
satisQing relationships with family and eends. Almost al1 had hi& occupational
aspirations, and almost al1 wanted to take out Canadian citizenship.
However, a large majority were concemed that they did not fit in at school. Similady,
more that half stated that they were concemed about fitting into Canadian society and
womed about their future in Canada. Thus, from a subjective perspective, there are
some lingering self-doubts about reaching the goal of easy integration. Looking at
more objective indicators, a large minonty of the refugee youth in this study were oof
on track for higher education. Hence, their high occupational aspirations might not be
fülfilled, and the possïbility of a secure and satisfiing adult career was lirnited. For
these young people, complete integration into Canadian society was less likely.
Thus, to the extent that a single answer to this central question is possible, it may be
that a majority, although not a large majority, of refugee youth appear to be reasonably
well integrated into Canadian society. At the same tirne, because of the difficulties
they are experiencing in the education system, a rninorïty of refugee youth appear to
be less well integrated and, as adults, may continue to find themselves in this position.
Finally, it appears that visible minority refugee youth may face additional barriers to
equal participation in Canadian society and, in this sense, may be somewhat less
integrated.
Theoretical Implications

One of the broadest conclusions of this thesis is that the school-to-work transitions,
integration, and race and ethnic relations literatures do not, on their own, fully account
for the experiences of refugee youth. For example, few of the variables found to be
important in the school-to-work transitions literature help explain the educational

status of refugee youth. Similarly, many of the factors presumed to be important for
successful integration of refugee adults into Canadian society were of little
consequence in this study. But together, the different theoretical perspectives do help
provide a more holistic picture.

In other words, the integration, race and ethnicity, and schooi-to-work transition
literatures need to be changed in order to provide insight to the lives of refugee youth.
For example, the multiple regression analysis of the educational status of refugee
youth presented in Chapter 5 showed that ethnicity, tirne in Canada, grade placement
upon d v a l , residence in a large urban setting, and parental health d l have positive
influences. While these findings are not surprising, what was equally important in the
analysis were the variables that did not have an impact Perceived English language
ability, school enjoyment, helping parents adjust to life in Canada, gender, mental
hedth, age, and refugee camp experience did not have significant ef5ects on
educational performance. These results indicate that the current literature on school-towork transitions and integration may not be sufficiently cognizant of the unique
experiences of refugee youth in Canada.
English language ability', the stresses resulting fiom helping parents adjust to life in
Canada, mental health, and refugee camp experiences are four factors that current
integration research suggests irreversibly influence the Lives of refugee youth. Yet our
results show that these factors need to be reconsidered, and that the relationship
between these and other influences on educational status are more complex than
previously conceptualized. For instance, to speak of English language deficiencies
without considering other relevant factors such as similarities or differences between
school systems in different countries may not accurately portray the educational
experiences and status of refiigee youth.
1

Taken together, the combined measures of self-reports of English language ability and perceptions of
how this ability affects labour market chances rnay offer insights into ernployment experiences that
objective measures cannot. Whether or not refugees believe they are proficient at English (which may
be based on objective ESL scores), they rernain less certain about how their perceived proficiency will
be received by prospective ernployers. This may be a realistic assessrnent considering that the parents of

There are also different factors influencing the occupational aspirations of refugee
youth when compared to Canadian-bom youth, Aspirations for refugee youth appear
to be less comected to standard school-to-work transition variables than would be
suggested by the current transition literature, which often does not take into account
the unique experiences of groups other than middle class white Canadian-born youth.
As already suggested refugee youth differ fiom Canadian-bom in several cntical
ways. Their recent arriva1 in Canada, the downward occupational mobility
experienced by many of their parents, and a conflicted sense of identity (feeling
"Canadian" and "other") could be important factors.

In addition to the fact that the integration, race and ethnicity, and schooi-to-work
transitions literature need to be reworked to better account for the unique experiences
of refugee youth, these Iiteratures need to resist the urge to label refugee youth- That
is, some of the assurned différences between refugee and Canadian-born youth may be
exaggerated. While there is a need to recognize the diEcult experiences of refugee
youth, there is aIso a need to recognize that these youth are also progressing through
some of the sarne stages to adulthood as are other Canadian-born youth. Thus, while
their experiences as former refugees differentiate refùgee youth from immigrant and
Canadian-born youth, there also needs to be recognition, that once settled in Canada,
they are in many respects just youth. The similar levels of occupational aspirations are
just one example fkom this study.
As already suggested, one way to address the deficiencies within the integration, race

and ethnicity, and schooi-to-work transition literatures is to use al1 the theories when
studying the experiences of refügee youth. Yet there is something missing ifonly
these three literatures are combined. The addition of the citizenship literature could
help provide a niore rounded picture of refugee youth. Within this newly emerging

literature is a realization that citizenship is more than just political participation and
-

-

-

--

these youth have experienced ernployment discrimination based on English language ability (AbuLaban et al., 1998).

voting. Citizenshïp, ideally defined, also involves being able to participate equally in
al1 aspects of society. This perspective recognizes that there are structural barriers

making it difficult for certain groups of people to participate equally and to succeed in
the realms of education and employment. Thinking about school-to-work and youthto-adult transitions, and about integration fiom this broader citizetiship perspective,
c m provide a more holistic way of understanding refugee youth and youth in general.
To recap, there are four main theoretical implications arising fiom this study. First, the
integration, school-to-work transitions, and race and ethnic relations literatures do not,
on-their own, provide sufficient expIanations of the experiences of refugee youth. But
when used together, these different perspectives provide a much more holistic picture.
Second, labeling refugee youth as deficient because of educational gaps, language
deficiencies, or other social and psychological problems does not present an accurate
picture of their settlement experiences in Canada. In fact, in many ways, refugee youth
are quite similar to other youth.

Third, the integration and race and ethnicity Iiteratures tend to focus on the
circumstances of adult refugees and not on the issues specifically related to youth. As
this study has shown, this can lead to inaccurate portrayais of the experiences of
refugee youth in Canada. Finally, an emergent perspective on citizenship may serve as
a synthesizing perspective, linking the other literatures and thus presenting a more

inclusive portrayai. of refugee youth. While the purpose of this thesis is not to try to
integrate the three perspectives into the citizenship Iiterature, it strongly suggests that
this theoretical body should be applied to the study of rehgee youth in future studies
so that refugee youth can be betîer understood.

Policy Implications
One important and specific policy implication arising fiom the results presented in
Chapters 4 and 5 is the high school age cap of Aiberta Education, d i i c h is also used
by most other provinces in Canada. The policy is that students reaching the age of 19

years on or before September 1 can complete only one more year of fÏee public
secondary education. If they have not graduated at the end of that year, they must pay
tuition to f i s h their hi&

school education in other settings. While finishing high

school in a different location where other students are closer in age may be beneficial,
the financial hardship that it entails may discourage many refugee youth (who are
behind in school for their age) h m complethg high school. Given the £indings of this
analysis that some refùgee youth may not complete high school in time, this age cap

h a important implications for their occupational and socioeconomic outcornes as
adults.
Removal of the age cap policy would especially benefit those youth arriving in Canada
in their late teens. Those arriving as older teens are the l e s t likely to complete their
hi& school education "on tirne". The proposed policy change would give these

newcomers extra time to complete their high school education without the financial
burden, either in conventional high schools, or through the provision of fünding to
attend adult institutions. Thus, more refugee and immigrant youth would obtain the
diploma and credits required for post-secondary education. In tum, additional
education would lead to better, more secure employment as addts.
English language ability was one of the several variables that showed significant
ethnic differences (although perceived English language ability did not have a
significant influence on educational status in Chapter 5). Youth f?om other countries
were more likely to rate their ability in speaking, writing and reading English lower
than youth from the former Yugoslavia. However, both groups, when asked about how
their English language abilities might influence their future job opportunities, felt that
their English ability would be a negative factor. ESL has generally been found to be
successfùl, especially given that fewer than 3 in 10 refugees have any knowledge of
English prior to their anival in Canada. Yet more than 5 in IO evenhially complete

hi& school, suggesting that they must have acquired some mastery of English.
However, perhaps ESL should be more specifically targeted in the school system. This
might mean more ESL training for some groups and more integrated teaching within

the "regular" classroom for others. Thus, the finding in Chapter 5 of no effect of
perceived English laquage ability on educational status in no way suggests that ESL
should be discontinued.
Grade placement upon arrival has proven to be an important indicator of educational
success in this study. This h d i n g suggests that more attention should be given to the
appropriate grade level placement of al1 newcorner youth. As well, continued
monitoring, up to a year after arrival, would help separate refugee youth with EngLish
language difficulties fiom those expenencing additional diniculties in other subject
areas. That way, those requiring only additional English language training would not
be needlessly held behind in other areas. In tum, more refugee and immigrant youth
would probably finish high school, perhaps even before the statutory deadline.
The fact that residence in a large urbm centre has a positive influence on educational
status is not necessarily an indication that ail immigrants and refugees need to be
destined to Canada's larger metropolitan areas. Instead, it suggests that the services
made available to newcomers need to be expanded in smaller urban centres. Better
access to adequate English language and job training in smaller urban centres could
improve opportunities for newcomers. Specialized programs targeting youth, like
homework programs currently offered in some larger centres, may help refugee youth
in smaller communities.

Parental health is a strong indicator of both the educational performance and
occupational aspirations of refugee youth. Governent policies that help adult
newcomers cope both physicaily and mentally with their new surroundings are
necessary in their own right, but would also have positive impacts on their children.
For exarnple, some new initiatives in the area of multicultural nursing have shown a
positive impact on the pre-and post-natal health of mothers within ùnmigrant visible
mlliority groups (Acharya, 1996). Initiatives of this type may M e r help newcomers
adapt to life in Canada. Such programs may help alleviate fears that some newcomers
may experience when exposed to "western" medical practices.

Finally, as noted earlier in this thesis, convention refugees are ineligible for student
loans through the Canada Student Financial Assistance Act (Brouwer, 2000). The
rationale behind denying refugees the opportunity to apply for such loans is that many
are aiready repaying their travel and administrative loans associated with their arrival
to Canada. Hence, it appears to be assurned that they are a "bad risk" for repaying a
student loan. This is a highly discriminatory assumption. Given the need for financial
assistance among refiigees, and the obvious value to them of post-secondary training,
they should be equally eligible for student loans. Otherwise, many will be relegated to
low skilled, low wage employment as adults.
Future Research
A nwnber of criticdly important research questions about the transition expenences of

refugee youth could not be answered with the data collected in this study. Perhaps
most important, what are the long-tenn educational and occupational outcomes for
refugee youth in Canada? Do they reach their goals? What happens to the occupational
aspirations of refugee youth if they do not reach their goals? The answers to such
questions require a longitudinal study that foilows the transition pathways of newly
arrived refugee youth. This type of research design would also help us to understand
the transition paths of other immigrant groups suc11 as the 1.5 generation theonzed by

Boyd and Grieco (1998). Specifïcally, are the long-term outcornes for refugee and
immigrant youth influenced by their age at arrival? Though rny snidy included an "age
at arrival" variable, the key outcome variables could not be measured since rny study
is limited by its one-shot survey design. There is a large debate within the curent
immigration literature about whether age at anival does have significant impact on the
educational outcomes of immigrant youth, but none of the relevant studies have been
able to examine theu adult occupational or socioeconornic status outcomes. Thus, a
longitudinal study would be a naturd next step in research on refùgee and immigrant
youth.

While some of the emergent research tries to focus on the two-way process of
integration, few studies really make an effort to include measures of how the host
society reacts to the introduction of newcomers. Studies that incorporate the
experiences of newcomers as weIl as an examination of how the Canadian-bom
respond to and interact with newcomers, would shed light on the host society
experience of integration. Such studies couid also be conducted in schools to examine
how refugee, immigrant and Canadian-born students interact with and treat each other.
Furthemore, an examination of teacher attitudes toward newcomers could also be
very beneficial. Such studies could help us interpret the findings in this study about
refugee youth feeling concerned about fitting into Canadian socieq.
This study highlights some of the unique aspects of the educational experiences of
refugee youth. There are other groups of youth who have been previously ignored in
the school-to-work transitions literature. Immigrant, Aboriginal, and lower

socioeconornic status youth are critically under-represented in the research on schoolto-work and yod-to-adulthood transitions (Krahn, 1996). This omission was clearly
evident when 1 embarked on this research project. 1 couid find only a few studies on
ethnic minorities, only one study using an immigrant status variable to examine school
experiences, and no systematic investigation of refugee youth growing up. Many of
the findings and methods used in this study could be useful in future research on these
largely ignored groups.
The newly emerging literature on citizenship, broadly defined, could aiso be engaged
to better understand the transition experiences of ail youth. Citizenship, in this sense,
encoinpasses more than just political participation and voting. This new approach uses
citizenship as an inclusive concept to focus on what it really means to be an equal
citizen in society. Studies using this perspective include crucial measurements such as
economic self-suEciency, occupationai status, independence fiom parents, and degree
of participation in society (Jones and Wallace, 1992). Such variables are intended to

provide a measure of how much fieedom and opportunity youth really have in society.

In other words, they measure the extent to which youth are able to participate as "fùlI-

citizens". Additional studies, using designs like that of my study, but including a
broader array of questions, would be very useful for studying the school-to-work and
youth-to-adulthood experiences of Canadian youth, including those born in other
countries.
One major fmding of this study was the importance of ethnicity in detennining the
educational status and occupational aspirations of refügee youth. Youth fiom the
former Yugoslavia were more likely to be in the "on-track" to post-secondary
education category than were youth from elsewhere. Why is this so? One possible
reason rnight be that because the sducation systems in the former Yugoslavia are more
sirnilar to the Canadian system gives Yugoslavian youth a "head start". Another
reason could be due to discrimination against non-white students in the education
system. There have been a number of studies suggesting that such discrimination
occurs. However, none, with the exception of Kapreilian-Churchil(1996), have
focused specifically on the effects of discrimination on refugee youth. More research
in this area, perhaps employing qualitative designs, could be very useful in M e r
highlighting the factors that separate discrimination fiom those that are influenced by
other factors.
Furthemore, the effects of discrimination on educational status are difficult to
separate fiom other factors that also influence educational attainment. For instance, is
there something about the education received prior to their arriva1 in Canada that
provides youth fiom the former Yugoslavia a "head start" in their educ~tionin
Canada? There may be merit in investigating this question. Education systems differ
fiom country to cowtry. Some may better prepare students for education in Canada.
Or, are refugee youth fÏom the former Yugoslavia less likely to have experienced gaps
in their education? Questions regarding the number of months of schooling missed
were not asked of the refugee youth in my sarnple. However, these would be important
issues for future studies of refugee youth.

The results of my research reveai that, contrary to the integration literature, past
trauma and current stress do not seem to have a significant impact on health,
educational status, or occupational aspirations. Why not? According to the literature,
these experiences should have serious detrimental eEects. Witnessing the violent death
of a parent or relative must surely be a life-altering experience. However, such
expenences do not appear to have an effect on the outcome variables examined in this
study. A more qualitative research pr~jectexamining the coping and adaptation skiiIs
of refugee youth might help us to better understand the psycho-social processes
involved in migration and flight fiom war.
Finally, rehiniing to the core topic of this thesis, the dearth of information on refhgee
youth should be enough to encourage future researchers to continue to focus on the
schooi-to-work and youth-to-adulthood transitions of refugee youth to better
understand their position and future prospects in Canadian society. The research
questions need to be broadened beyond investigations of English language ability,
psychological health problems and prior traumas, to include the current lives of
refugee youth once they have arrived in Canada. They should include investigations
into gender, race, ethnicity, and differences in social class and human capital. Until we
can get beyond single-issue studies, our understanding of the integration experiences

of refhgee youth will be seriously hampered.
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YOUTH QUESTIONNAIRE (Forni B-2) 29/07/97

1-1

Questionnaire Number:

Enter Start time of interview here:

[a-m.]/ [p.m.]

Enter End time of interview here:

[a-m.] / Cp.rn.1

Interview Tirne:
Date:

Name of Interviewee:
(Lasr Name)

(First Name)

1

We will begin the interview with some questions about yourself and
your family, and about when you first came to Canada.

1. Sex: [DO NO1A S 4

Female ......... 1
Male ............ 2
(day/month/year)

2. When were you bom?

3. What language did you first learn as a child?

4a. Do you speak any other languages?
No .......... 1
Yes ......... 2

++

4b. What languages?

5. What language do you speak most ofien at home?

6. What language do your parents most often speak at home?

7. What is your ethnic ongin (cultural heritage)?

8. In what country were you born?

9. When did you leave that country?

(mo/yr>

10. How long have you lived in this commdty (current c-y/fown)?

(months)

1

1

1la Did you corne to Canada by yourself!
Yes .............. 2
No ...............1

+ + 1lb. Who are you living with right now?
Parent(s) .................................. 1
Siblings ................................ 2
Other relatives ........................ 3
....4
Other (speciQ)

1 Now I have some questions about your school experiences.
12a. Did you go to school before you came to Canada?

No ........ 1 [GO TO Q. 131
Yes ...... . 2 3 i 12b. What is the highest levernade of school you
completed before coming to Canada?
12c. Did you have difficulty in school before coming to Canada?
No ........ 1 [GO TO Q. 12e]
Yes ....... 2 i 3 12d. Can you tell me about how you had
difficulty in school? [PROBE]

12e. Overd, did you enjoy school in @orne counhy)?
No ............ 1
Yes........... 2

1 The next quesfions are about your school experiences here in Canada.
13. Have you ever attended school in Canada?

No ............I [GO TO Q. 431
Yes........... 2
14a. Did you ever change schools in Canada?
No .........2
Yes ........ 1

+ + 14b. Why did you change schools?

15. What grade were you placed in when you arrived in Canada?

1

16a. Do you think that was the right grade for you to be in?

No............ 1
Yes...........2

+ 3 16b. Why not?

1 7a. Did you ever consider dropping out of (high) school here in Canada?

No ........ 1 [GO TO Q. 181
Yes ......- 2 i 17b. Why did you think about dropping out of (high) school?

+

17c. Did you &op out of school?

No ....... 1 [GO TO Q. 18)
Yes ...... 2
17d. Are you glad you left?

No ....... I

+ 17e. Why not?

Yes ...... 2

+ 17f. Why?

17g. Did you ever go back to (hieh) school (high school, coilege, or elsewhere)?

Yes .....-2

No

+ 17h.Why did you r e m to (hïgh) school?

...... 1 + 1 7i. What was the highest grade you completed?
(highest grade)

17j.Do you plan to finish high school some t h e in the future?

N o ......... 1 [GO TO Q. 191
Yes

.........2

[GO TO Q. 191

18a. Are you still attendhg @&) school?
Yes

No

.........2 i 3 18b. What grade are you in?

.............1 i

(current grade)
[GO TO Q. 201

+ 18c. What was the highest grade you completed?
(highest grade)
[IF GR. 12 COMPLETED,GO TO Q. 191

18d. Do you plan to finish high school some t h e in the fùture?

No ......... 1
Yes

.........2

19a. Since leavine hieh school, have you taken any post-secondary education or training courses
(not including high school completion)?

No ........ 1 [GOTO Q.201
Yes ....... 2
19b. Was this in a technicd school, a c o m ~ t college
y
or a universiîy?

++

Alberta Vocational College .........-1
Community college ................... 2
Technical school (Nait, Sait) ........ 3
University ............................... 4
Other (sp e c e )
...-5
19c. Are you still enrolled/taking courses?
No ........ 1
Yes ....... 2

19d. What kind of program are/were you in? (e.g., welding, early
childhood education, engineering biology)

19e. Have you obtained a diploma or degree of some kind?
Yes

......... 2

N o .......... 1

+ 19d. What kind of diploma or degree?

Now, let's talk about your exneriences in hiah school (even if you are not currenffy
atfending)-

20a. Have you enjoyed high school here in Canada?
Yes............2

No

+ + 20b. Could you piease tell me why?

......... 1 + + 20c. Why have you not enjoyed high schooI?

21a. Have you had difficulty in high school here in Canada?

N o ......... 1 [GO TO Q. 221
Yes ............ 2 i i 2 1b. Did you have difficulty with specific courses (math, science,
English, etc.)?
No ..-.A
Yes .... 2 i 2 1c. Which courses?

2 1d. Did you have difficulty in other ways (hot in your courses)
in high school?

No ...... 1
Yes ..... .2

+ 2 1e. Can you tell me about that?

22. Have you skipped classes fiequently in the past year? (didyou skip classesfiequently when you
were in high school?)
No ........... 1
Yes .......... 2

23. What was your average (grades, m a r k ) in your last school term?

........ 1
mody A's @O%+)
mostly B's (79-70%) ........ 2
mostly C's (69-60%) ........ 3
mostly D's (59-50%) ........ 4
mostly F's (under 50%) ..... 5
24a. Do/did you t h i d most of your classes are/were usefiil in preparing you for further
education?

Yes............ 2
No ........... I

+ + 24b. Why not?

25a. Doldid you think your classes will be/were helpfid in fmdinp; emplovment?

Yes............ 2
No ........... 1

+ + 25b. Why not?

26a. Doldid you think your classes helplhelped you better understand Canada?

Yes............ 2
No ........... 1 3

+ 27b. Whynot?

27a. Doldid you get dong with most of your teachers?

Yes............ 2
No ........... l +

+ 27b. Whynot?

28a. Ardwere your teachers available and willing to help you when you needed it?
Yes............ 2
No ........... 1

+ + 28b. Why do you think they were not available and willing to help?

29a Do you think your teachers treat(ed) you Merentiy than other students (dzrerentfrorn
Canadian-born students)?
No ........ 1
Yes .......2

+ + 29b. How did they treat you differently?

30a. Do you think that your ability to sue& Endish had an effect on the way (some) teachers
treat(ed) you?
No ........ 1
Yes ....... 2

+ i 30b. Can you tell me about that?

3 la. Do you think vour accent had an effect on the way teachers treated you?

No ........ 1
Yes ....... 2 3 i 31b. Can you tell me about that?

32a. Do you think you "fit in" at school?
Yes ........ 2
No ........ 1 3

+ 32b. Why not?

33. At school, during your £iee t h e , how much time do/did you spend with students fkom your own
cultural backmound. Would you Say it was: [READ]
A lot of time ....... 3
Only sorne time ... 2
Hardly any time ... 1

34. During your fkee tirne at school, how much time do/did you spend with other immimant or
refueee students (not the same cultural background as pu)? W o l d you Say it was: WAD]

A lot of time ....... 3
Only some time ..- 2
Hardy any time ... 1

35. During your fiee time at school, how much Gme do/did you spend with Canadian-bom students?
Would you Say it was: [READ]
A lot of time ....... 3
Only some tirne ... 2
Hardly any time ... 1

3% In your school, do you thiok that studets f o m different cultrual backgrounds getlgot dong well
with each other?
No

........ 1+

+ 35b. Why not?
--

Yes ......- 2 i i 3%. Why?

Overall, what are/were the things you like(d) most about the students in high school here in
Canada?

What arelwere the things you like(d) least aborit the students?

Overall, what are/were the things you like(d) most about vour teachers here in Canada?

M a t are/were the things you like(d) least about your teachers?

40. Overall, what are/were the things you like(d1 most about high school here in Canada?

41. What are/were the things you like(d) least about high school?

42. During your t h e in high school here in Canada, have yoddid you ever go to t a k to a guidance
counselor?
No ........... 1 [GO TO Q. 431
Yes .......... 2
42b. Why did you go to talk to a guidance counselor?

++

42c. Was your discussion with the guidance counselor useful?
No ....... 1 3 42d. Why not?

Yes ...... 2 3 42e. How was it usefiil?

43a Have you taken any English as a Second Language (ESL) courses here in Canada?
No ............. 1 [GO TO Q. 48)
Yes ........... 2
43b. Are you still enrolied in ESL classes?

++

No ............. 1
Yes ...........2
44. How long have you takeddid you take ESL?

(months)

45a. DoMid you take ESL whiie attending regular high school?

N o ......... 1 [GOTO Q. 461
Yes ......... 2 3 9 45b. How isfwere the ESL classes organized? Werelare they:
[READ and EXPLAIN]
Pullout (short time each day with ESL teacher)? ...............1
Full-time ESL? .................................................................. 2
Extra help h m aide in regular class? ......................... ...... 3
Other (please specw)
.-4
4%. Zn ESL classes, do/did you l e m the same subjects as students in
regular class? ( i e . English, math, social studies, etc.)
Don't know ........ 8
Same subjects .....- 2
Different subjects ..1

+ 45d. What do/did you Ieam about?

45e. Doldid you think teachers treat ESL students differently?

No ........ 1
Yes ......- 2

+ + 4%. How doldid they treat them differently?

45g. Doldid you think other students treat ESL students differently?
No ........ 1
Yes ....... 2 .j3 45h.How doidid they treat them diflferently?

46a.D o you think ESL helped you?
Yes............ 2

+ 3 46b.How?

47. How do you think schools could best help students like you learn English?

1 Here are some more questions about education, how important it is to you and to other
[

people you know. Please use the responses on this card.

48. How important is/was comleting. hkh school to: [CARD A]
Not at al1
im~ortmt
a. you?

1

Vsry
Important
2

3

4

5

Don't
know
8

8
8

8

49. How important is poing to unîversiv. NAIT or gettina some other type of post-secondary
education to: [CARI) A]

Not at al1
im~ortant

Very
Important

Don't
know

a. you?

1

2

3

4

5

8

c. your close &ends?

1

2

3

4

5

8

-- - -

-- -

---

-

-

-

1 NOW,I'rn poing to ask you to rate youiown reading, writing and other abilities.
50. On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being verv basic and 5 being verv advanced, at what level do you
rate: [CARDB]
Very
Basic
Advanced DK

b. your writing sicills (in English)?

1

2

3

4

5

8

d. your speaking skills (in English)?

1

2

3

4

5

8

f. your team work skills?

1

2

3

4

5

8

5 1. Do you feel your reading. skills may limit your job opportunities?

No

...................... 1

Yes...................... 2
Don't know......... 8
52. Do you feel your writine skills may limit your job oppominities?

No ...................... 1
Yes...................... 2
Don't know......... 8

53. Do you feel your s~eakineskills may limit your job opportunities?

No ...................... I
Yes...................... 2
Don't know......... 8
54. Do you feel your math skills rnay limit your job opportunities?
No ...................... 1
Yes...................... 2
Don't know......... 8

1

1 Now, I would like you to think about your future education and career plans.
55a- Do you hope to get any further education or training in Canada?
No

.......... 1 + + 5%. Why not?
[GO TO 0.561

Yes ......... 2 i

+ 5%.

What kind of education or training would you like to get?

55d. Do you expect to achieve this level of education?
No .............. 1
Yes .............. 2

+ 55e. Why not?

56a. What kind of job or career do vou want eventually?

56b. Do you expect to achieve this career ambition? (CZarz5ifnecessmy)
No .............. 1
Yes. ............. 2

+ 56c. Why not?

57. In the future, would you like to be self-em~lo~ed?

Don't know ......... 8
No .................... 1
Yes ................... 2

+ 3 57b. What kind of business would you like to own?

The next questions about work and education are often asked of Canadian-born youth. We
are interested in how you might answer.

58. For each of the following statements, please tell me how strongly you disagree or agree using
a scale where 1 means "strongly disagree" and 5 means "strongly agree." [CARD Cl

Strongly Don?
amee know

Strongly
disamee

c. Post-secondary education is getting too
expensive me.

e. 1 expect to go back to school more than
once in my Iifetime.

£ ~nee&a'&ve&iiy
_-.
-. . - .
..
dekèe
- ., . io get goodjob
Cr

_^

Wu-

A

-- .

1

g. 1expect to change jobs many times in my career. 1

2-

3

2

3

'

4
4

-

5 .

8

5

8

1 The next questions are about your work experiences, in Canada.
59a. Have you ever had a paying job in Canada?

No ....... 1 [GO TO Q. 611
Yes ...... 2
3 59b. In total, how many paying jobs have

+

you had in Canada?

(no. ofjobs in Canada)
59c. What was the first job you had in Canada?

I

60a. Do you have a paying job right now?

No ......... 1 [GO TO Q. 611
Yes ,..,..-.2 3 60b. How many hours per week do you usually work?

+

60c. What is your hourly rate of pay?

($AIOU)

60d. Have you had any wage increases since you started?
No ........ 1
Yes ....... 2

60e. 1s this job permanent or is it temporary (has a specifc end date)?
Permanent ......... 1
Temporary ........ 2

60f. What is your job? (whatdo you do in your job?)
60g. How did you get this job?

(months)

6Oh. How long have you had this job?
60i. What are the most satiseing aspects of your job?

IGO TO 0.621

61a. Are you looking for a job right now (i-e.,currently unemployed)?

No ........ 1 [GO TO Q. 621
Yes. ...... 2 3 61b. For how many months have you been lookuig for a job?

+

(no. of months unempioyed)

61c. What kind of difficulties are you having finding a job?

Now, I would like to ask you about some other parts of your life. 1 will begin with your ideas
on marriage and having children.

62- Are you married, or have you ever been married (aiment mariral status)? [DO NOT RIEAD]

Married (and living with spouse) ...................... 1 [go to Q. 641
Married, spouse in different location ......................... 2 [go to Q. 641
Common-law relationship ............... ................. 3
SeparatecUdivorced (and not living with partner) ..... 4
Widowed (and not living with partner) .................-5
Single (and not living with partner) ..................... 6
Engaged ..................................................... 7 [GO TO Q. 63cl
63a. Do you think that you will get manied someday?

Don't know ..... 8 [GO TO Q. 641
Yes ............... 2
No ................ 1
63b. Why not?

++

63c. How old do you think you will be when you get married?

(years of age)
63d. Do you think you will marry someone fiom the same cultural background as you?
No ........ 1
Yes

+ 3 63e. Why not?

....... 2 3 3 63f. Why?

64. How important is it to you and to other people in your life that you m m someone fiom the
same cultural backmound as you? [CARD A]
-

Not at ail
imriortant

ver^

Don't
know

Important

Not
Applicable

b- to your mother?

1

2

3

4

5

8

9

d, to your close fkiends

1

2

3

4

5

8

9

65a. Do you have any children?

No ........ 1 [GO TO Q. 661
65b. How many?
Yes ....... 2

++

65c. Did you plan when to start having children?
No ........ 1
Yes ....... 7,

65f. How many children do p u eventually expect to have?

66a.

R RAS NO CHILDREN Do you expect to have children someday?
No .................. 1 [GO TO Q. 671
Yes ................... 2

+ + 66b. What age do you think you will be when you have
your first child?
(years of age)

66c. How many children do you eventually expect to have?

1 Now, 1 would like you to think more generally about matriage and having children.

I

67. Most people think some things are more important than others in their decisions about when to
pet manied. (Even ifyou don ?plan to get rnawied), how important do you tHnk each of the
following is before rretting mamied? Please answer on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means "not at al1
important'' and 5 means "very important." [CARD A]
Not at al1
important

Ver'Y
Important

Don't
know

a. Having a good job

1

2

3

4

5

8

c. Finishing your education

1

2

3

4

5

8

e. Being able to buy a house or afford
acconimodation

1

2

3

4

5

8

g. Having some savings put aside

1

2

3

4

5

8

i. Finding the nght comrnunity to settle in

1

2

3

4

5

8

68. Now thinking about having children, (even ifyou don 'tplan to have children) how important do
you think each of the following is before having children? Please answer on a scale of 1 to 5, where
1 means "not at al1 important" and 5 rneans "very important." [CARDA]

ver^

Not at di
important

Lmportant

Don't
know

a. Having a good job

1

2

3

4

5

8

c. Finishing your education

1

2

3

4

5

8

e. Being able to buy a house or afTord
accommodation

g. Havïng some savings put aside

1

2

3

4

5

8

i. Finding the right community to settle in

1

2

3

4

5

8

1 Now, I would like to ask opinions on a number of different ideas about jobs and families.
69. Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements, using a
scale where 1 means "strongly disagree" and 5 means "strongly agree." How much do you agree
or disagree that: [CARD Cl
Strongly
Strongly Don' t
disaaee
amee know

a. Young people should expect to live at home with their
parents until they have been working for a few years.

c. Ifwomen with children have to work, it is
better for them to work part-time

e. A husband should be mainly responsible for eaming
the living for a family.

g. A wife should be mainly responsible for raising the
children in a family.

1

1

1 Now I would like to change the topic and ask about your settlement experiences in Canada. 1
70a 1s (name of cornmunity) the first c o m u n i t y in Canada you and your family have lived in?
Yes ........ 2 [GO TO Q. 711
No ...... 1 i 3 70b. What was the name of the fist comrnuuity you lived in?

70c. Did you want to leave

No ........ 1
Yes

(name ofJirsr communi~)?

+ 70d- Why not?

......

71a. [IF R's PARENTS LIVE IN CANADA] Have you ever had to help your parents adjust to life
in Canada? (e-g.,in O-anslution,accessing services, explaining things)
No ........ 1
Yes ...... 2

+ + 71b. How have you helped them?
71c. Some young refügees have said that they feel a lot of pressure or conflict
when they have to help their parents with translation or other adult
matters. Other young refugees don't see this to be a problem for them.
How about you? How do/did you feel when you had to help your
parents in this way? [PROBE]

72. For each of the following, please tell me how important you think they are for sett(ing in and
living; successfùllv in Canada. Please answer on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means "not at aU
importanty7and 5 means "very important." [CARDA]
Not at al1
im~ortant

Very
Important

DO^' t
know

a. Leamïng to speak English

I

2

3

4

5

8

e. Being welcomed by the people
who live here

1

2

3

4

5

8

73. Now I would Iike to ask you a few questions about keeping your culture. Using the same scale,
how important is keeping VOLE culture to: [CARD A]

Not at al1
kortant
a, you?

b.-yokpaLeh&
.
- - - - - - -- .- -

1
.

c. your close fkiends?

-

-

1
1

Very
Im~ortant

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

-

Don't
know

5

8

5

8

5

8

74. Using the same scale, how important is beine familiar with Canadian culture to: [CARD A]

Don't
Very
Important know

Not at al1
important

Not
Avvlicable

a, you?

1

2

3

4

5

8

9

c. your close fiiends?

1

2

3

4

5

8

9

75. Different people are concemed (worry) about different things when thev settle in a new countw.
How much are you concerned with each of the following issues? Please answer on a scale of 1 to 5 ,
where 1 means not at al1 concerned" and 5 means "very concemed." [CARDDl
"

Not at al1
Concemed

very
Concemed

a. Money @ersonaZ/family incorne)?

1

2

3

4

5

c. Leamhg English?

1

2

3

4

5

e. [IF APPLICABLE] Getting mmied?

1

2

3

4

5

g. Your own health?

1

2

3

4

5

i. Past experiences and bad memories
(before coming to Canada)

1

2

3

4

5

l
u

9

76a. Are there other people fiom (home c o u n w ) living in this citv?
Don't know ...- 8 [GO TO Q. 77)
No. .............. 1 [GO TO Q. 77)
Yes .............. 2

76b.Do the people fiom (home counîry) organize social events such as
dinners, dances or other group activities?
No ....... 1 [GO TO Q. 771
Yes .....- 2 3 3 76c. Do you attend? [READ]
Often ................ 3
Sometimes, or ...... 2
Never? ............... 1

Now I would like to ask you sorne questions about your city and how it might compare to
other cities in Canada.

77. Please respond to the following statements using a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 means " strongly
disagree" and 5 means "strongly agree." [CARD A]
Strongly Don't
Strongly
disagree
amee know

a. (name of city) is a good place in which to live.

1

2

3

1

2

3

c. (name of ci@) is a good place in which to raise a family. 1

2

f. 1 think that people are probably more fiiendly and
welcoming in other places.

2

b. Theri:
.
+good
-- ,j o- b + o p t i . e. shere'forme.
_Li-

,>

-

1

78. What would you say is the best thing about living there? [PROBE]

4

5

8

4

5

8

3

4

5

8

3

4

5

8

-

79. What is the worst thing;about iiving here? PROBE]

1 The next questions ask about how different cultural groups get along together in Canada.
80.Please respond to each of the foliowing statements using the agree-disagree scale we used
earlier, with 1 meaning "strongly disagree" and 5 meaning strongly agree." How much do you
agree or disagree that: [CARD Cj
Strongly

Strongly
disaaee

agree

a. It's good for ethnic groups in Canada to keep
their first (heritage) language(s).

c. Having many different cultural gxoups is good for Canada.

1

2

3

4

5

e. Having many different cultural groups in Canada makes it
difficult to develop a sense of unity among Canadians.

1

2

3

4

5

g. 1 feel that there are too many immigrants coming to Canada.

1

2

3

4

5

8 la. Since you arrived in Canada, have you ever ex~enenceddiscrimination or racism?
No ........... 1 [GO TO Q. 823
Y e s .......... 2
8 1b. How often has this happened? Would you Say: [READ]

++

Once or twice, ......................... 1
Several times, or ........................... 2
Very often? ........................... .,3

81c. Can you tell me about what happened? [PROBE]

Now let's change the topic to leisure activities, the kinds of things you do when you are not
working or looking after household duties.

82a. [IF R IS STILL A HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT] Do you participate in non-course related
(extracu~ricuZrn)activities at school? (sports, drama, choir, chess club, school dances, etc.)
No. ..- ...-.1 [GO TO Q. 831
Yes ........ 2 i 82b. What kinds of (non-course reluted) activities?
[Ask Q. 82c for each activity mentioned]
82c. How often per month, on average?

+

(no. of timedmonth)
+3

(2)

(no. of timedmonth)
(no. of timedmonth)

83a. Not counting what you do in school, do you participate in any (other) sports or recreational
activities? (soccer, bowling, tennis)
No. ........ 1 [GO TO Q. 841
Yes ........ 2
i 83b. What kinds of sports or recreationd activities?
[Ask Q. 83c for each activity mentioned]
83c. How often per rnonth, on average?

+

(1)

++

(no. of timedrnonth)
(no. of timedmonth)
(no. of timedmonth)

84a Do you go out for other activities such as eating out, going to a club, watching sports or
going to a concert? PROBE]
No. ........ 1 [GO TO Q. 851
Yes ........ 2 i 3 84b. What kinds of activities?
[AskQ.84c for each activity mentioned]
84c.How often per month, on average?

++
++
++

(1)

(2)

(3)

(no. oftimes/month)
(no. of tirnedmonth)
(no. of timedmonth)

85.What kuids of things do you do at home for recreation or entertainment, when you
have fÎee time? Anythixig else? PROBE]

86a. Do vou participate in any volunteer activities in the community or your culturai group (include
voluntary activitiesfor religious organizations, coaching or helping sports activities)
No. ........ 1 [GO TO Q. 871
Yes ........ 2
86b. What kinds of volunteer activity?
[AskQ.86c for each activity mentioned]

++

86c. How often per month, on average?
(1)

3-9

(no. of tirnedmonth)

(2)

++

(no. of times/month)

(3)

++

(no. of timedmonth)

87a- Do you follow what is happening in the news here in Cznada? (political/ econornic issues)
No .......... 1
Yes ......... 2 i

+ 8%. How do you h

d out what is happening?

88- For you personaily, is religion (spirituality) important? Would you Say it is: W A D ]
Very important .................... 4
Somewhat important......,......3
Not very important ............... 2
Not at ail important .............. 1

89a. Do you attend some place of worship (church, mosque) on a regular basis?
No ..... 1 [GO TO Q. 901
Yes ...- 2 -) 89b. What kind of place of worship ( w e of reZigious organization)

+

89c. About how ofien do you attend? Would you Say: W A D ]

Severai times a week ........... .1
Every week, ......................2
Once or twice a month, .........3
Every several months, or ...... 4
Once or twice a year? ........... 5
90. Not counGng at school or at a iob, how often, in the past few months, have you spent t h e with
the following people? Would you Say never, sometimes, often, or daily? [CARD FI

Never

Sometirnes Often

a. Farnily and relatives? (outside your househola

1

2

3

4

c. Other immigrants @-orn a dzflerent culture)

1

2

3

4

d. Other Canadian fiiends?

1

2

3

4

Dailv

The ne- questions ask about your health. and about how you feel about life in general.
when you first came to Canada

.

9 1.M e n vou fist came to Canada, how healthy did you feel phvsicallv? Did you feel: W A D ]
very healthy. ................ 4
somewhat heaithy. ...,. ....3
unhealthy. or ................. 2
or very unhealthy? ......... - 1

92. How healthy did you feel psvcholoeicallv (mental&)? Did you feel: [READ]
very healthy. ............... 4
somewhat healthy. ......... 3
unhealthy. or ............... .,7
or very unhealthy? ..........1
C)

93. Whm vou first came to Canada, how stressful was your life? Would you Say: [READ]
very stressfùl. ..............4
somewhat stressm. ....... 3
not very stressfùl. or ...... 2
or not at al1 stressful? ......1
94a- In the fïrst year. how happy or sad did you feel? Wodd you Say you felt: [READ]
very happy. ..................5
somewhat happy. ........... 4
both sad and happy. ......... 3
somewhat sad. or ........... 2
very sad? ..................... 1

.

[GO TO Q 951
[GO TO Q.951
94b. Can you tell me about it? [PROBE]
+ +
+ +

++

.

Now let's talk about your health andfeelings in the past month

95 . In the oast month. how healthy have you felt physically? Would you Say: WAD]

very heaithy. ................ 4
somewhat healthy. .......... 3
unhealthy. or .................2
or very unheaithy? .........- 1

96. In the riast month, how healthy have you felt psvchologicallv (mentuh'y)?Would you Say:
[READ1
very healthy, ................ 4
somewhat healthy, .......... 3
unhealthy, or ................-2
or very unhedthy? ......... - 1

97. In the ~ a smonth,
t
how stressful has your life been? Would you Say: [READ]

very stressfûl, .............. 4
somewhat stressful, ....... 3
not very stressfid, or.. .... 2
or not at al1 stressfùl? ......1

98a. Overall, how happy or sad have you felt in the past month? Would you Say: [READ]
very happy, ............... 5 [GO TO Q. 991
somewhat happy, ........... 4 [GO TO Q. 991
both sad and happy ............ 3
i 98b.Can you tell me about it? (PROBE]
somewhat sad, or ........... 2
i
very sad? ..................... 1

+
+
++

99. [IF R IS STILL A STUDENT] If you had a serious problem at vour schoo!, who could you
talk to about it, if you wanted to?

100.If a senous health ~roblem(for you or your family) came up, who could you t a k to about it, if
you wanted to?

101. If you had a serious persona1 ~roblem,who could you talk to about it, if you wanted to?

Let's change the topic now and talk about Canadian citizenship.

102a. Are you a Canadian citizen, or have you and your parents applied?
Not a citizen .......... 1
Have applied ......... 2
Canadian citizen ..,- .. 3

+ 3 102b. Do you plan to apply for Canadian citizenship
sorne day?
N o ....... 1
Yes ...... 2

103. What does being a Canadian citizen mean to you? [PROBE]

1 Let's finish with a few questions about the experiences of refugee youth, and any advice

1 you might give new refugees coming to Canada.

104. What advice would you give other refùgees cornine to Canada about how to integrate
successfully into Canadian society? Anything else? [PROBEJ

105. What advice would you give to Canadians about helping refbgees adjust to life in Canada?
Anything else? PROBE]

I

106.1s there anything else about your experiences before or d e r coming to Canada that you want
to talk about? PROBE; anything else?]

That was my last question. Thank you very much for taking the lime to be intemewed about
your experiences as a refugee in Canada. Your answers have been very helpfuf.
As 1said when we started, your name wül never appear with any of your answers. Since we
are interviewhg several hundred other refugees across the province, it will never be possible
for anyone to find out who said what.
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V ~ V

Stressful

Sornewhat
Stressfui

Not Very
Stressful

Not at Ali
StressfuI

Card '1'
Questions: 90a

ver^
Happy

Sornewhat
Happy

Both Sad
& Happy

Somewhat
Sad

ver^
Sad

Card 'J'
Question: 100

$50,000- $59,000..................... 6
$60,000- $69,000.....................7
$70,000- $79,999..................... 8
$80,000- $89,999..................... 9
$90,000- $99,999................... 1 O
$100,000or mare .................... 11

0 ............2 . . . . . y......... K... ....... I
0

J/

1,s

Fr-

Bosnian

CARD A (with questions 1445
Da Ii ste dobili usluge?

Ovo se ne odnosi na mene

Nisu nimaio korisne

Vrio su korisne
4

CARD B (with question 52)
Nimalo

Veoma vaZn0

MLno

CARD C (with question 5.1)
Nirnaio
zabnnut

Veoma zabRnut

2

1

---

<-

3

4

--

->

CARD D (nith question 6 2 or 63)
Nimalo se
ne slaZern

U cije!os'ù
se slalern

2

1

<

-.--

3

---

4

---->

CARD E (with question 85)
Svaki dan
4

5

CARD F
vrio neradovoljan/zadovoijna
nezadovoIjadzadovofjna
zadovoljanlzadovo1jna
d o zadovoljan/zadovoljna

CARD G
vrio zdrav/zdrava
donekie zdravkdrava
donekle boiestan/boiesna
vrIo bolestadbolesna

CARD H
Vrio stresan
Donekie stresan
N e baS tako stresan
NimaIo stresan

CARD 1
VrIo sretadsretna
Donekie sretadsretna
1 sretadsretna i tuZadt&na
Donekle tiuan/tuuia
Vrio tufadtuba

CARD J
manje ad 10,000 doiara

10,000 20,000 30.000 40.000 50.000 60,000
70,000 80.000 -

19.999 dofara
29,999 dotara
39.999 dolara
49.999 dolara
59.999 doiara
69.999 doIara
79-999dolara
89.999 doIara
90.000 - 99,999 dolara
100,000 ili viSe

-

Croatian

CARD A (with questions 44-15 or 46-47)
Da ti ste dobiii usluge?

Ovo se ne odnosi na mene
(oajenite prema sljedekoj

Nisu nimalo korisne
2

1

Vrio su korisne
4

CARD B (with question 52)

C (with question 54)
Piirnalo

Veoma

zabrinut
1

4

CARD D (with question 62 or 63)
Nimalo se
ne siaiern
1

CARD E (with question 85)
Nikad

Ponekad

Svaki dan
4

C A .F
Vflo nezadovoijarJzadovoijna
nezadovoljan/zadovoIjna
zadovoljan/zadovoijna
vrio zadovo~jadzadovoijna

CARD G
wio zdrav/zdrava
donekle zdrav/zdrava

donekie boiestadbolesna
vrio boIestan/boiesna

CARDH
Vrlo stresan
Donekle stresan

Ne bas tako st~esan
Nirnaio stresan

CARD 1
Vrio sretantsreîna
Donekie sretadsretna
1 sretadsretna i tuian/tuZna
DoneMe tGan/-a
Vrlo tu2anltuZna

CARD J
manje od 10,000 doiara
10.000 l9SS9 dolara
20.000 - 2 S S 9 S dolara
30.000 - 39-S59 doiara
40.OGO 4 9 S E dolara

-

-

50.000 - 50-009 doiam
60.000 - 69-99dolam
70.000 - 7 G S E dolam
80.000 - 8 9 S 9 doiam
90.000 - S . S S 9 dolara
100,000 iii vise

Serbian

CARD A (*th

questions 1415

CARD B (with question 5 2 )

CARI> C (with question

CARD E (with question 8 5 )

CARD J
3raXc os 10.000 rtonapa
10-000- 19.999 nonapa
20.000 - 29.999 rronapa
30.000 - 39.999 xo,mpa

40.000 - 49.999 no.Tapa
50.000 - 59.999 no-?apz
60.000 - 69.999 rronapa
70.000 - 79.999 aonapa
80.000 - 89.999 zonapa
90.000 - 99.999 nonapa
iOO.OOO H-.-tXI BIIKIe

Serbo-Croatian

CARD A (with questions 44-15 or 46-47)
Da li

ste dobili usluge?

Ovo se ne odnosi na mene

CARD B (with question 52)
Nirnalo

Veoma vanio

CARD C (with question 54)
IIirnaio
zabrinut
1

Veoma rabrirut

---------

3

2

4

-

>

CARD D (with question 62 o r 63)

CARD E (with question 85)
Nikad
1

Ponekad
2

Svaki dan
4

CARD F
vrio nezadovoljan/zadovoljna
nezadovoljan/zadovofjna
zadovoijan/zadovo~jna
vrlo zadovoljan/zadovoljna

CARD G
vrlo rd rav/zdrava
doneùie zdrav/zdrava
donekie bolestanlbolesna
WIO bokstan/boIesna

CARD H
Vrio stresan
Donekie stresan
Ne ba5 tako stresan
Nirnalo stresan

CARD 1
Vrio sretadsretna
Donekle sre@n/sretna
I sretawsretna i tuZadtu2na
Donekle tu2adtuha
Vrlo tGadtu2na

CARDJ
manje od 10-000 dolara
10,000 - 19,000 dolara
20,000
29,999 dolara
30.000 - 39.099 dolara
40.000 - 49-999 dolara

-

50.000 - 59,999 dolara
60-000 - 69.000 dolara
70.000 - 79,999 dolara
80-000 - 89,999 doiam
90.000 - 99.999 dolara
100,000 ili vise

Somali
Card 'A'
Su - aalo: 22d,45, 47,
Aad buu ii
caawiyay

Wuu I
caawiyay

Xoogaa buulbay Wax aad ah
ima caawin
i caawiyay

Waz uu I
caawiyay rnajiro

Card 'B'
Su - aalo: 51, 62
Aad ayay u
mihirnsantahay

Mihiim ma aha
haba yaraatee

Card 'C'
Su aalo: 54

-

Daan aad ah baan
ka Ieeyahay

Waxba igama
gaiin haba yaraatee

Card 'Dy
Su - aalo: 62
Aad iyo aad baan
uga soo jo rjeedaa

Kurnana raacsani
Waan kasoo
kamana soo hojeedo
hojeedaa

Waan ku
raacsanay

Aad baan
ugu raacanay

Card 'E'
Su - aalo: 85
Waligayfabidkey

Marrnar

Badanaa

Maalinkasta

Card 'F'

Su - aalo: 86e
Kuma qancin

Kuma qancin

Waan ku
qancay

Aad baan ugu
qancay

Ma caafimaad
qabto

Aad baan u
caafimaat xumay

habaharatee

Card 'G'

-

Su aalo: 87,88, 91,92,
Aad baan u

Waan caafimaat
qabaa

caafimaad qubaa

Card 'H'
Su aaio: 89

-

Aad bya u kadeed
(walaac) badantahay

Xoogaa bay kadeed
badentahay

Aad uma
kadeed badna

Wax kadeed ah maleh
habayaraatee

Card '1'
Su aalo: 90a, 94a

-

Aad baan ugu
farazsanahay

saas ugurna sii
faraxsa n i

Waan ka xumahay
waanan ku faraxsanahay

Card '3'
Su aalo: 100

-

6

$60,000- $69,000
$70,000- $79,999
$80,000 - $89,999
$90,000- $99,999
$100,000 or more

Aad baan
uga xumahay

Spanish
Tarajeta "A"
Pregunfa: 224 45 et 47

M y Utii

Util

No M u y Util

Algo Util

No Util de Ninguna

Manera

Tarajeta: "B"
Pregunras: 51, 52
No importante de Nùiguna Manera
1.....---...........
2 ...................

.
1

3.

M u y Importante

.................. 4...................5

Tarajeta: "C"
Pregunta: 54
No preocupado de Ninguna Mauera

Muy preocupado

Tarajeta: "D"
Preguntas: 62, 63,69
No Esîar de
No Estar de
Acuerdo
Acuerdo Fuertemente Acuerdo
Fuertemenre

Ni Estar de
Acuerdo Ni No

Estar de

Estar de

Acuerdo

Estar de Acuerdo

Tarajeta: "E"
Pregunta: 85
Jamas

A Veces

A Menudo

Cada Dia

Tarajeta: CCFn
Pregunta: 86e
Muy insatisfecho
Satisfecho

Insatisfecho

MUY

Satisfecho

Tarajeta: uGn
Preguntas: 8 7, 88, 91, 92

Muy Saludable
insalubre

Saludable

Insalubre

M ~ Y

No Muy Estresante

No

Tarajeta: 44Hw
Pregunta: 89

Muy Estresante
Estresante de

Algo Estresante

Tarajeta: "1"
Pregunfas: 90a, 9 4 a

Muy content0 Algo Contento
Muy Triste

Tanto Triste Como Contento

Algo Triste

Tarajeta: "J"
Pregunta: 100

$60.000 - $69.999......-7
$70.000 - $79.999......-8
$80.000 .$89.999.......9
%90.000 - $99.999.......10
$100.000 O mas .........11

Viemamese

Th; 'A'

-

.4

4

*l

Hoi huu ikh

Khonp huu ich

3

2

HoZn toàn khÔng hriu i(.h

I

Thé 'B'

toàn không
quan w n g
1

HO&

Thé 'C'
R& quan ram
d&

'D'

The 'F'
Câu hbi s6: 86r

Thé 'G'

Cantonese

IA'

3

'F' -$

1

2
7

J

45
6

d 6 s ooc
70 o o o
Ba 000

70

004

ioo

003

- #69 497
-

*7qqqq

- "9

779

- $ 9 9 777
w Y\ 1
N\

Appendix Table 6-9
Exogenous and Endogenous Factors lnfluencing Occupational Aspirations of
Refugee Youth
Standardized beta co-efficients for socioeconomic status measurement. family income

age
Yugoslavian
gender

Educational
Status

Parents' combined
aspirations

0.073
"0.249
-0.060

0.01 2
--0.416
-0.146

mefamily income

.milial F a c t m
months in Canada
refugee camp experience
parental heaIth
difficulty helping parents adjust
family composition

..

0.097

0.21O

"0.356
-0.039

-0.159
0.178
0.052
-0.060
-0.060

"0.241

-0.169
"0.219

. -

w u a l Achieved Charactensticç
English language ability
youth mental health
enjoy high school in Canada
appropriate grade placement
Educational Status
Household combined aspirations
N
Adjusted R~
Standard error of the estimate

0.062
0.066
-0.044
"0.249

0.01 1
-0.133
-0.062
0.000

nla
n/a

*0.281

70
0.239

70
0.1 11

nla

Youth's
aspirations

Appendix Table 6.10
Exogenous and Endogenous Factors Influencing Occupational Aspirations of
Refugee Youth
Standardrzed beta CO-etficientsfor socioeconomic status measurement
pre-arriva/ combined Blishen score

.-

iv&ai

- -

Educational
Status

Parents' combined
aspirations

0.093
"0-321
-0.1 O4

0-161
-0.277
A-0.233

Youth's
aspirations

Ascnbed C w n s t i c s

age
Yugoslavian
gender
Socio~conomicm u r e r n e n t
pre-arriva1 combined Blishen score

0-199

"0.361

..

amilial FactqCs

months in Canada
refugee camp experience
parental health
difficulty helping parents adjust
family composition

"0.384
0.004
"0.263
-0.222
0.136

-0.089
0.244
O. 1O7
-0.1 53
-0.1 95

- Achieved Chwctençtiq
Engiish language ability
youth mental health
enjoy high school in Canada
appropriate grade piacement

-0.002
0.066
-0,045
A0.240

-0.1 O4
-0.1 29
-0.060
-0.01 1

nla
nia

0.247
nla

60
0.229
0.71

60

Educational Status
Household combined aspirations
N
Adjusted R'
Standard error of the estimate

0.1 17
19.59

18.28

Appendix Table 6.1 1
Exogenous and Endogenous Factors lnfluencing Occupational Aspirations of
Refugee Youth
Standardized beta co-efficients for socioeconomic stafus measurement
Post arrival Slishen score

Ascribed C

- -

Educational
Status
v

=ge
Yugoslavian
gender
S o c i o e ~ i cm: e a m
post arrival change in Blishen score

rnonths in Canada
refugee camp experience
parental health
difticulty helping parents adjust
family composition

- .

.-

ndivldual~chleved
-C
English language ability
youth mental health
enjoy high school in Canada
appropriate grade placement

Educational Status
Househoid combined aspirations
N
Adjusted R~
Standard error of the estimate

Parents' combined
aspirations

Youth's
aspirâtions

Appendixfable 6.1 2
Exogenous and Endogenous Facto= lnfluencing Occupational Aspirations of
Refugee Youth
Standardized beta CO-efficientsfor socioeconomic status measurement= change in
combined Blishen score

.ivrdual
.
A s c m Ch-

. -

age
Yugoslavian
gender
conomic r n e w r n e n t
curent combined Blishen score
a-i

--

F

e

months in Canada
refugee camp experience
parental health
difficulty helping parents adjust
family composition
- *
.
ndivrdualiev~d
CharEnglish language ability
youth mental health
enjoy high school in Canada
appropriate grade placement

.

Educational Status
Household combined aspirations
N
Adjusted R'
Standard error of the estimate

Educational
Status

Parents' combined
aspirations

Youth's
aspirations

